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Only Mentor Graphics
maps symbols to silicon.

The bigger the IC design, the bigger the problem: you're
trying to locate adiscrepancy between the schematic and
your IC layout, but all you have is an ASCII error report. It's
like driving all over astrange city to find an address —
without amap.
That's why Mentor Graphics created REMEDI," a
graphical interface that helps debug complex layouts.
REMEDI works with Dracula IV taking the leading layout
verification package's layout-versus-schematic checks a
step further. LYS errors detected with Dracula II can be
quickly pinpointed on both the layout and schematic using
REMEDI's interactive graphical correlation capabilities.
And, because REMEDI is part of ChipGraph," the
powerful Mentor Graphics full custom IC layout editor, as
soon as you find an error you can fix it. There's no need to
move back and forth between the layout editor and the
debugging tool to correct the design database.
Today's complex VLSI designs demand alayout tool that
lets you create and navigate efficiently through amaze of
mask data. So ChipGraph provides flexible geometry editing
and fast cell-based layout tools. Beyond this, Structured Chip
Design (SCD), ahierarchical approach to physical layout,
Dracula lisa trademark al ECM Inc.

Circle 900 on reader service card

removes much of the unnecessary and confusing mask data,
while retaining correct functionality and interfaces.
Vt,ith SCD, you can work with asimplified representation
of the cell when making higher level decisions. And you can
easily move between SCD and more familiar tools, with no
loss of productivity. The result? The tightest possible layout,
created quickly and accurately.
ChipGraph also lets you partition alarge design over any
number of workstations while maintaining version control,
through anetwork-wide shared database.
And there's no need to worry about losing old data
when switching to anew tool. ChipGraph offers full data
compatibility with your existing design files.
Best of all, ChipGraph is not just an idea — it's a
working reality. Designers are already using ChipGraph to
lay out 32-bit microprocessors and multi-megabit RAMS.
It's all part of avision unique to Mentor Graphics, the
leader in electronic design automation. Let us show you
where this vision can take you.
Call us toll-free for an overview brochure and the
number of your nearest sales office.
Phone 1-800-547-7390 (in Oregon call 284-7357).

Menbr
Graptucs®

Sydney, Australia; Phone 02-959-5488 Mississauga, Ontario; Phone 416-279-9060 Napean, Ontario; Phone 613-828-7527 Paris, France; Phone 0145-60-5151 Munich, West Germany; Phone 089-57096-0 Wiesbaden. West
Germany; Phone 06121-371021 Hong Kong; Phone 0566-5113 Givatayim 53583, Israel: Phone 03-777-719 Milan, Italy; Phom,02-824-4161 Asia-Pacific Headquarters, Tokyo, Japan; Phone 03-505-4800 Tokyo, Japan; Phone
03-589-2820 Osaka, Japan; Phone 06-308-3731 Seoul, Kenn; Phone 02-548-6333 Spanga, Sweden; Phone 08-750-5540 Zurich, Switzerland; Phone 01-302-6,1-00 Taipei, Taiwan; Phone 02-7762032 or 02-7762033 Halfweg,
Netherlands; Phone 02907-7115 Singapore; Phone 0779-11 11Bracknell, England; Phone 0344-482828 Livingston, Scotland: Phone 0506-41222 Middle East, Far East, Asia, South America; Phone 503-626-7000

Hes surface mount components

are better under the surface, too.

mine.^• "

Whether you need Schottky or
PIN diodes, transistors, or LED's, the
one way to make sure your surface
mount designs are as reliable as they
are compact is to specify HewlettPackard surface mount components.
For your RF surface mount
diode and microwave transistor needs,
no other supplier offers you as wide a
choice of electrical specifications and
configurations. With gold metallization and nitride passivation of the
encapsulated devices, these products
will meet all requirements of 85°C!
85% relative humidity testing. Plus,
atin-lead finish provides excellent
solderability. Standard and low-profile
options are available in both the
SOT-23 and the soon-to-be introduced
SOT-143 packages.

•

•

And
optocouplers,
too...

Two lamp lead configurations
give you design flexibility for your
surface mount indicator needs. HP
subminiature lamps feature awide
viewing angle as well as exceptionally
long life. Red, yellow and green
colors are available in avariety of versions including integrated resistor
and low current options.
And, all HP surface mount
products (except optocouplers) are
available in bulk or on standard
8mm or 12mm tape and reel.

For more information, call the Hewlett-Packard sales office listed in your telephone directory white
pages and ask for the Components Department. To order, contact your nearest HP distributor. In the
U.S.: Almac Electronics, Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet, or Schweber. In Canada: Hamilton/Avnet
or Zentronics Ltd.
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There's afaster way to
verify VLSI device specs.
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71indyne J953 VLSI test system waveforms
observed with a1GHz digitizing oscilloscope.
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The fastest silicon debug and characterization—that's what you get with
Teradyne's new J953 VLSI test system. It moves your advanced devices to
market faster, and gets them there fully tested and guaranteed to meet every
parameter of every specification.
The J953 is faster than any other test system because its full performance
hardware and innovative software remove the obstacles that slow down verification of specs.
A 100 MHz timing system, with independent timing generators for each pin,
tests your parts at full speed, putting the edges precisely where your spec sheet
requires them. Waveforms on every pin can be changed on the fly, in every cycle.
And guardbanding can be virtually eliminated, because test system edges are
always placed where you want them, with fewer than 250 picoseconds of error.
The software is Teradyne's IG900, amouse-driven, graphics-oriented,
interactive interface. IG900 organizes your test plans in the form of spec sheet
data, using the same spec sheet language consistently for creating, debugging
and characterization. IG900 lets you see and analyze relationships in your
devices faster than you ever have before.
So, if you are in ahurry to get your fastest, most advanced devices into your
customers' hands, get your hands on
the J953. Call or write Teradyne today.
1
Teradyne, Inc., J953 Product
Group, 30801 Agoura Rd., Agoura
Hills, CA 91301. Or call (818) 991-2900.

We measure quality.
2
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will get you

out in front of the leading
edge.
nothing but a great deal
What we'll be doing is
of wasted energy unless
borrowing alittle from init's managed properly.
dustry by setting up a
That's a truism in any
secondary
management
business, but in a laborstructure, one that's tranintensive enterprise like
sient in nature: an editoripublishing it's absolutely
al team that focuses on
fundamental. That's why
putting together aparticuwe consider ourselves forlar package of related artunate to have added Stan
ticles. It will not replace
Runyon to the staff.
our basic editorial organiRunyon arrives at Eleczation, which is set up
tronics at a particularly RUNYON: Management mus- along traditional lines—
important time, just as we cle for our team approach.
the news section with its
are busy fine-tuning and
bureaus, the technology
strengthening our team approach to cov- section with its technical editors, and
erage of technology and business news.
the support network of copy desk and
He has spent 15 years at Electronic De- art and production departments.
sign magazine, including a year as ediIn Runyon's view, "It's a doubly extor-in-chief, and just before joining us he citing way to put together what is alwas executive editor—the No. 2 person
ready the best technology-coverage
on the editorial staff. Stan, aBSEE grad- package in the business. Not only will it
uate of City College of New York, also be exciting for the reader, but it will be
worked in engineering before becoming exciting for those of us who do the rean editor. At Electronics he will take porting, writing, and editing, because
over the new job of associate managing we will be using our editorial strengths
editor for special projects.
to the maximum. I'm looking forward to
What Stan represents is management working that way." And it won't take
experience and expertise. As Electronlong: Stan is in charge of aspecial secics editor-in-chief Bob Henkel puts it,
tion on application-specific ICs that will
"Managing a large staff like ours— appear in the August 6th issue.
which, unlike others covering the indusWhich brings us back to the key to
try, is scattered around the U. S.—is one making the system work: management
of the toughest editorial jobs around,
experience. Henkel says, "Since there
especially when it's involved with afast- can be as many as adozen people on a
changing industry like electronics."
project, the manager must be like the
That's where the team approach
conductor of a symphony orchestra:
comes in. That type of news coverage,
even with all the talent, so much dewith value added to articles and news
pends on the leader. That's where peostories by contributions from our editors
ple like Stan come in.
around the world, has always been an
"His kind of leadership is especially
Electronics hallmark. But now we're crucial at Electronics, where we blend
going to do it even better, and in that so many talents. It's less so for our
way we're going to manage and commu- competitors, where each article rises or
nicate better as we stay even farther falls on the skills of one person."
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COVER: ECL's worldwide drive to take over TTL sockets, 67
A denser, more flexible breed of ECL is on the way from agrowing

Electronics, 21
•GE returns to the computer

market with a100-megaflops
Warp machine...
•... As Intel begins to develop an
even faster Warp chip
International, 49

•Philips starts selling advanced
Cmos logic with new pin layout
•JVC will be the first to market
S-VHS camcorders
•NHK Labs builds a20-in, plasma
color display for high definition
Expert systems, 31
Here's an AI chip-design system

cmos push into that end of the logic market

•How air cooled ECL VLSI may save the mini, 71

New ECL parts that are faster, denser, and run cooler should help
minicomputers stay ahead of the 32-bit microcomputers
•Fairchild bets on ECL line based on standard cells, 74

Targeted at superminicomputer designs, the new VLSI family will be
assembled from flexible building blocks that can be customized at all
levels, crowding up to 20,000 gates on-chip
•Fairchild's high stakes ECL strategy, 77

Fairchild is committing substantial resources to developing acomplete
library of standard cells—and anew approach to ECL for superminis
SPECIAL REPORT: How some U. S. producers fight back, 80

that changes its mind faster, and
NCR is using MCC technology for it
•Coming from mcc: even more
powerful expert-system software

Not all U. S. electronics manufacturers are playing dead or moving
offshore; led by IBM, some are finding avast array of new ways to
battle foreign competition

Research, 32
It's time for MCC to fish

A floating-point engine accelerates such tasks as analog simulation,
pc-board layout, and solids modeling, and agraphics processor
provides state-of-the-art graphics display

or cut bait

Intergraph line gets zippy engine, graphics, 87

Superconductivity, 33

Now there's a Starlan transceiver on a chip, 89

The superconductor race is
attracting MCC

With AMD'S single-chip low-power transceiver and acontroller chip, a
designer can cut the cost of aStarLAN board to less than $50

Companies, 34

From Seiko, a 3d graphics system that's 20% cheaper, 95

A downsized Inmos
is on its way back
Telephony, 35

A new chip simplifies
phone-line tests
Semiconductor processing, 38

How silicon is
going to copy GaAs
Computers, 38

IBM's new bag of tricks
to catch up in networks
Work stations, 42
DEC bombshell: a$7,900

color work station
4

number of chip makers around the world. These parts are displacing
TTL in the high-performance arena and should be able to fend off the

It runs 400,000 vector transformations asecond—speedy enough to
achieve smooth real-time manipulations; fluid zooms, moves,
rotations, and pans are all second nature
Technology update, 100

Round two for Lattice Logic's desktop silicon compiler .... Wire Wrap
holds off three challengers
PROBING THE NEWS
Software stars at the Design Automation Conference, 57

Designers will finally be getting the applications programs they need,
as suppliers unveil new tools designed to work together efficiently
OPINION: Look for allies at home, not in Asia, 63

Small niche semiconductor companies and large U. S. chip vendors
should get together, says Carm Santoro of Silicon Systems
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•Fairchild guarantees these PLAs
will run at 10 ns
•Hitachi 16-Kbit ECL RAMS access
in only 10 ns
•Plug-in card handles logic
analyzer's job for atenth the cost
•Data General's military
superminis double the industry's
best performance
•Coprocessor board triples the
speed of VAX-based systems
Semiconductors, 107

•Battery-backed static RAMS
from Mostek store 64 Kbits
•Precision Monolithics' fast
op amp shines in de performance
•A CmOS register-file chip from
AMD uses 80% less power than its
bipolar cousin
Computers & Peripherals, 110
•TI'S new Lisp work station
boosts performance fivefold yet
costs only 50% more
•Mil-spec color printer from
Datametrics does photo-quality
work at 200 lines/min
•Itac System's trackballs need
less space than optical mouses
Military/Aerospace
Newsletter, 103

•Air Force taps Intel for avionics
upgrade contract...
•... as DOD's Joint Integrated
Avionics Program hits asnag
•DOD to award up to $20 million
for Ada development tools
•Litton, Honeywell team up on
ATF'S inertial navigation system
•DOD to award up to $20 million
for Ada development tools
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Publisher's letter, 3

Our newest recruit, Stan Runyon,
adds management muscle for our
team approach to coverage of
technology and business news
FYI, 8

It seems insane that chip makers
would forge ahead with Sematech
if it won't provide the production
technology that U. S. chip makers
need to stay competitive
People, 12

Grant Dove retires one hat as he
takes over at mcc
Electronics Week, 118

•The U. S. book-to-bill ratio keeps
on climbing
•Control Data soups up its Cyber
scientific mainframes
•IBM shrinks its share in Intel
from 19% to 11.5%
•Apple adds Ada to Macintosh II
•Electronic Data Systems drops
bid for U. S. phone system
•Honeywell Bull launches two
competitors to IBM mainframes
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M6992

The Ultimate Math Machine.

The Fastest Floating Point DSP
on the market today!
e100ns Instruction Cycle Time vf 40 MHz High-Speed Clock
You're assured true DSP application ease,
speed and cost-efficiency using OKI's special 6992 ICE optimized for realtime emulation. Supplied with aMacro Assembler
and a special library of subroutines. Plus
aPC add-on Evaluation Board you can
order today—to get a fast start into advanced CMOS Floating Point DSP.

An outstanding achievement in Digital
Signal Processing.
OKI presents the first real technology
breakthrough in DSP with the CMOS
6992. A very high speed, very high performance Floating Point Processor which
operates over awide dynamic range—up
to 480 dB. And provides pre- and postnormalization - in the first true CMOS
Floating Point DSP.

OKI: the fast track in DSP
for graphics, high-performance
modems, image processing, speech
processing and robotics applications.

The Ultimate Math Machine.
OKI's 6992 puts exceptional flexibility
into your hands. A single chip, configurable for floating point format, fixed
data format or alogical data format.
Easy to interface with 8-bit, 16-bit and

r
/
i

32-bit MCUs.

OKI 6992 DSP PC Add-on
D Please rush
Evaluation Board(s)-125ns version with Assembier and technical data. Special introductory price
per Board is $480.00, including shipping/handling/

i
#
i

Fastest development, too. Because OKI, of
course, supports the DSP's sophistication
with every sophisticated development and
debugging tool you need—all PCDOS*
compatible.

sales taxes.
Check or money order for $

i

i
t

high-

Name/Title

Company

Address
City

(
#

enclosed.

(Sorry, no company purchase orders please.)

D Send only technical data package on OKI 6992
speed CMOS DSP.

1

OKI
6992 ICE

SPECIAL OFFER:
OKI 6992 DSP Evaluation Board!

Return to:

ZIP

State
Tel: (

)

DSP Marketing Manager, OKI Semiconductor, 650 N. Mary
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 7 20 -1900 .Offer limited to 3
Boards per customer and expires August 31, 1987. Available only
for USA and Canada shipment.
Ma MIII UM Ma
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INDUSTRY'S LARGEST SELECTION •

f
It seems insane that chip makers would
forge ahead with Sematech if it won't
provide the production technology that
U. S. chip makers need to stay competitive

e. •
PA03

18
MODELS
64
CHOICES ARE YOURS!
Let us cut your power
problems down to size. .

PA03
• 30A/

75V

• FET Input
• SOA Protection
• Power DIP - Package
(2.35" x 1.64")
• Typical Motor Drive
36V/28A/TC

40°C

or consider ...

PA61 A
•10A/ t45V
• Tight Offset

PA09
a4k -40V
• 400V/ps

PAO8V
• 350V/150mA
• Low Cost

...60 MORE
CHOICES
DESCRIBED IN
OUR HANDBOOK!

CALL
(800) 421-1865
FOR OUR POWER
OP AMP HANDBOOK
CONSULT EEM/
GOLD BOOK/IC MASTER

PEX
ptech

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE
APEX MICROTECHNOLOGY CORP.
5980 N. Shannon, Tucson, Arizona 85741
USA (602) 742-8600
France (6)907.08.24
BR D (06152) 61081
Nippon (03) 244-3511
UK (01) 979 0123
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Sconductor

ematech, the proposed U. S. semimanufacturing consortium that's to be funded equally by corporate assessments and tax dollars,
was still painfully picking its way
through the Capitol Hill maze last week
in its quest for matching dollars from
Uncle Sam. Getting that money now is
key, since the chip makers that started
the ball rolling aren't willing to put the
consortium into operation until it gets a
federal commitment. But even if chip
makers get that support, there's now a
feeling among some production experts
that Sematech, as it's now planned, may be all for naught.
As one production expert puts it: "A compromise was made
in order to present a united industry front, but it ended up
bastardizing Sematech." It won't help the U. S. semiconductor
industry catch up in manufacturing technology with the Japanese, he says, because it is no longer an effective demonstration program.
Two basic changes were made in the original plan: changing the demonstration product from dynamic RAMS to static
RAMS and sharply cutting back production volume. The compromise was made to pull Texas Instruments Inc. and IBM
Corp. into the fold, our production expert says. "Instead of
the original 20,000 wafers aweek, output will amount to just
a few thousand a week at most," he figures. "You can't
demonstrate anything with this; there's no way you can figure costs," he laments. "Anyone in manufacturing knows you
have to work aproduction line full time to obtain maximum
yields. Chip making is like paper making—one continuous
process. Try turning apaper mill on and off and see what it
does to your yields!"
Our expert, who happens to be a veteran manager in the
semiconductor-equipment business, also wonders just how Sematech managers will pick their production-equipment suppliers, when there are 30 equipment makers chomping at the
bit. "Already the big companies are maneuvering," he says.
But he says that it's still not too late to persuade chip makers
to agree to the original full-production Sematech. And the
discussion is still going on, we understand. With so much at
stake and with so much effort already put in, it seems insane
that the industry would forge ahead with aversion of Sematech if it won't provide the kind of production technology that
U. S. chip makers figure they need to stay competitive with
the Japanese.
ROBERT W. HENKEL
Electronics/June 25, 1987

A Fortune 500 company with 1986 sales of $605 million

That's the world's largest independent vendor in
CAE/CAD/CAM
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With software operating on the world's most powerful
engineering workstations

H

Think
New thinking in design automation that gets your thinking to market faster ...

Create schematics faster with correct-by-construction
design and on-line Electrical Rules Checking

Logic analyzer type display for interactive digital
analysis using HILO-3

Begin PCB design with afeasibiliO, check, then rely on a
full suite of toolsfor autoplacement, high-completion
autorouting, and design rule checking

Power and ground planes are generated
automatically

You have to think fast to stay ahead of the competition. And
you can't afford bottlenecks in design.
Intergraph eliminates bottlenecks with 5-MIPS processing
power — the fastesrworkstation on the market. We give you
the power you need to drive correct-by-construction
schematic design, digital and analog analysis, timing-correct
IC layout, high-completion PCB autorouting, 64-bit
mechanical design and analysis, and electronic publishing.

We combine that power with outstanding color graphics in a
Unix System V.3 workstation —amachine that talks readily
with other processors on the network.
The Intergraph workstations provide transparent database
sharing and fast, easy communication with IEEE 802.3
(Ethernet) networking, XNS and TCP/IP protocols, and NFS
file sharing.

Intergraph.

Easy-to-use virtual instruments provide afamiliar
interfacefor analog analysis using Intergraph's
Cs/Ace or ACS

Reduce ASIC die size and improve yield with
timing-correct layout, scan rule synthesis, and test
pattern generation

Adedicated packagefor thick and thin film hybrid
design features automatic resistor generation and
automatic routing of chip and wire parts and SMDs

64-bit mechanical dese packages and electronic
publishing software round out asystem for total
product development

So the next time you think about integrating all your project
tasks and speeding up development, do what many Fortune
500 companies are doing.
For more information or ademonstration, call your nearest Intergraph
representative. Or call, toll free, 1-800-326-3515 in North America or 312503-66333 in Europe.
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Think Intergraph for Superior Design Automation
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DOVE RETIRES ONE HAT AS
HE TAKES OVER AT MCC

for

Many are my very close friends. Iknew
ar he double life of Grant A. Dove the time would come when Iwould want
ends July 6. On that date, the 59- to do something else," he says softly
year-old native of rural Virginia will no with a southern drawl. "MCC is not
longer have to hold down two demandcompetitive with TI. Ihope TI will one
ing jobs: one as executive vice president day be part of it, if Ican convince them
of Texas Instruments Inc. and the other it is a good use of funds. So, Icould
as a consultant to industry consortium very well wind up working for them
Microelectronics & Computer Technol- again as well as other companies."
ogy Corp., where he will take over as
At MCC, Dove is hitting the ground
chairman and chief executive officer.
running. He needs to deal with the reThe overlap occurred because he was
cent loss of members and to restructure
named in March to head
and sell potential memMCC, even though his TI
bers on the cooperative's
retirement doesn't take
research muscle. As a
effect until July. "Phew.
consultant, he encourI've got two badges, two
aged MCC officials in
brief cases, and feel like
May to host a technolI've got two different
ogy-update conference
hats to wear," he says.
for U. S. electronics comDove—a well-liked 28panies that don't belong
year veteran at TI—has
to the consortium yet.
worn the extra hat since
That was followed by
he was named by MCC
letters to chief executo succeed B. R. (Bobby)
tives of 50 prime candiInman, who had guided
dates for MCC memberthe co-op since it started
ship, says Dove. In June,
in 1983.
he has called on several
To MCC officials, Inhe thinks would benefit
man had been the strong DOVE: "I'm an engineer with an from one or more of the
creative force getting interest in the customer."
co-op's programs in chip
the consortium off the
packaging,
software,
ground. Dove now hopes to bring to computer-aided design, or advanced
MCC new shareholders and a more pli- computer architecture. Dove is also
able research portfolio as it enters what pushing for a new startup program in
he believes is a critical adolescence.
superconductive materials (see p. 31).
Dove predicts that the period will see
In addition, the computer-architecture
membership turnover becoming a way program is being restructured to cut
of life for research consortiums as the minimum dues to $1.2 million, from
industry continues to exist in astate of more than $3 million a year, and thus
flux. In MCC's case, some companies
attract more members. The reshaped
have already resigned [Electronics, Jan.
program would allow participants to fo22, 1987, p. 30].
cus on near-term technology interests in
Dove arrives with a perspective dif- artificial intelligence, human interfaces,
ferent from that of Inman, whose back- or systems technology. Core technology
ground was in the military and the gov- from those three would be available.
ernment. "I'm an engineer with an inter"We think we will appeal to some small
est in the customer, and I've always
developing companies, which are faced
tried to focus on the customer and un- with changing their strategies as they
derstand the needs," he says. Dove is a make atransition from $250 million and
1951 BSEE graduate of Virginia Poly- $500 million size to $1 billion," he adds.
technic Institute who began his career
"I'm hoping that we will be able to
at Sperry Gyroscope and later worked
speak the language of our customers,"
at radar supplier W. L. Maxson Corp.
says Dove, referring to the challenge he
before joining TI in 1959. In 1968 he was
and MCC face in the era ahead. "So my
named vice president at TI, where he people are having to explain to me what
headed corporate development. He is re- they are doing in customer terms, in
tiring as an executive vice president,
addition to using a scientific language.
most recently overseeing such areas as
In addition, I'm encouraging our CEO
research and development and geophysi- members to help us describe what is
cal services.
being done with the technology and how
"I had 28 years and a lot of blood,
they are using it," he adds (see p. 31).
sweat, and tears with those guys at TI.
-.I. Robert Lineback
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Soak 'ern
choke 'em
but don't worry about 'ern
Our new waterproof, dustproof switches
are very small,
very reliable,
very sturdy 0.1
to 10.1 amps.
Choice of actuators.
Send for specs; you'll see.

3600"Sunsel Aiie'nue:Wau ëá

¡L60087•(3'121 360-3500

Switches •Automotive Devic eq,Electronic Components •Displays •

Circle 13 on reader service card

ed Circuit Boards •ICs •Keyboards

THE POINT
OF NO RETURN.

When you put aFujitsu ASIC to
work, you can rest assured it will
work the way it should. Arid keep on
doing its job for avery long time
to come. In fact, when you look at
our performance record over the
years, you'll be hard pressed to find
any field failures at all.
This is no empty promise.
Product reliability has been away
of life for us for more than 15
years.

and final test, including 100% AC
testing at frequency So nothing
is left to chance.
lb us, reliability in the field is
everything. And when you remember we've taken over 8,000 ASIC
devices from design through mass
production, you can see that well
give you alevel of confidence no one
else can offer.
So count on parts that have
longer life expectancies.

Call our Hot Line today at
(800) 556-1234, Ext. 82; in California
(800) 441-2345. Look into ASICs
you can send out the door. Never to
return again.
Circle 15 on reader service card

FUJITSU

FUJITSU
MICROELECTRONICS INC.

hchnology That Works.
aul 'saluculaalaula!Ni usTrud 1861 0

That's why we always take a
conservative approach to the
design process. Giving you realistic
worst case specs that no production device will exceed.
Guaranteeing aminimum 90%
utilization of all gates. And giving
you asimulation-to-production
correlation of 99%.
Its also why we control every
step of the production process. From
design to wafer fab to assembly

Condor has
two
Powerful
advantages
in sellin
sower
supplies.
Condor really wants to be your main source of power supplies. And that has its advantages.
Deliveries occur on schedule. Costs come in with no surprises. We show you ways to save.
All because we listen.
Condor produces 239 quality models of linear and switching power supplies.
Only Condor offers you achoice of international or less expensive domestic products. Our fully
approved value line lowers cost further without cutting quality. And the PAC Series
simplifies your design and inventory hassles. PACs are enclosed models with built-in
system cooling and worldwide automatic input switching.
If you've had it with excuses from your present power supply vendor, we want to hear from you.
Because we know how to use our ears. As well as the space between them.

For detailed information and our power supply catalog,
call us toll-free at 1-800-235-5929. In California, call (805) 486-4565.
Or write to Condor, Inc.,
2311 Statham Parkway, Oxnard, CA 93033.

ONDOR
D.C.Power Supplies
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NOW BASICALLY
FASTER
With Infotek's new compiler, Hewlett-Packard BASIC
(for Series 200/300 computers) runs dramatically faster.

Now Available
For 5.0 BASIC

Software Library

INFOTE K

(t. SYSTEMS

•Increase the productivity
of your Hewlett-Packard
Series 200/300 workstation
with BASIC compliers from
Infotek Systems. Infotek's
new BC305 compiler for
HP BASIC 5.0 is as fast and
easy to use as our compilers
for previous versions of HP BASIC,
and includes these new features:
•Compatible with all HP Series
200/300 computers, including
models 330 and 350.
•Includes Infotek's BC305 Fl1st
Matrix Binary. Allows MAT statements to execute 2-3 times faster
than with HP 's MAT binary
•Supports the entire 5.0 BASIC
language se including complex
arithmetic.
•Unsecured execution module.

•Source code can be retained with
compiled code for easy editing and
debugging of programs. TRACE
and STEP can still be used with
compiled code.
•Compatible with both ROM- and
RAM-based operating systems.
Once aprogram is compiled, execution is identical to standard interpreted BASIC. Typical performance
improvement factors with floating
point support: integer operations
10-40 times faster, string operations

2-10 times faster, CRT DRAW
statements 2-3 times faster,
program flow control operations 2-100 times faster.
So make your HP system
BASICally faster. Call
Infotek Systems today for
information on BASIC compilers and our other enhancement
products for HP Series 200/300 computers. Infotek Systems, 1045 S.
East Street, Anaheim, California
92805-8508, (714) 956-9300,
(800) 227-0218, In California
(800) 523-1682, TELEX 678870.

INFOTEK
SYSTEMS
Circle 19 on reader service card
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xperience quick delivery,
easy operation, fast development schedules. EZ-PRO®
users reap the benefits of the
Clanguage fully integrated
with advanced emulation
tools, including precedence
triggering, Deep Tracer and
on-line code revisions.
In addition to IBM® PC-XT/
AT, hosts include IBM Personal
I

Intel: 8031
8032
8086 8035
8088 8039
80186 8344
80188 8048
80286 8049
8050
8051
8085A
8085A2
8096/97

Motorola:
68HC11A2
68HC11A8
68000
68008
68010

6800
68B00
6801
6802
68B02
146805E2
6803
6808
68B08
6809
6809E
68B09
68B09E

System/2r Macintosh IIM
VAXr MicroVAXr and Sun
Workstation!'
EZ-PRO users also have the
advantage of the best postsales support in the industry.
They know that their
emulators are covered by

Hitachi:

Rockwell:

6301R

6301V1
6301X
6301Y
6303R
6305V
63705
6309
6309E
64180R

6502

6503
6504
6505
6506
6507
6512
6513
6514
6515

American Automation's
5-year limited warranty.
And the cost? EZ-PRO
development support, both
hardware and software, for
64180 projects—less than
$2,800. Same for 8051.
The 68HC11—$4,495.*
Experience EZ-PRO for
your next project.

RCA:

1802

Zilog:

Z80A
Z8013
Z8OH
Z180
Z8001
Z8002

NEC:

V20
V30

Signetics:

8X300
8X305

1805
1806
CDP6805C4
CDP6805C8
CDP6805D2
CDP6805E3
Harris:

80086
80088

National:
NSC800

AND MORE

•Assumes EZ-PRO Development Station
connected to MSDOS host.

amerkan automation
2651 Dow Avenue, Tustin, California 92680
Circle 20 on reader service card

(714) 731-1661

Telex II: 910-595-2670 AMAUTO TSTN •FAX: 714/731-6344

IBM is aregistered trademar
International Business Machi
VAX and MicroVAX are registered traderna
of Digital Equipment Corporal
Macintosh is aregistered trademar
Apple Computer, Inc., Sun Workstal
is aregistered trademark of!
Microsystems,
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GE RETURNS TO COMPUTER FRAY WITH 100-MEGAFLOPS WARP MACHINE...

GThe Fairfield, Conn., company, which sold its mainframe computer operation to Honeywell Inc. back in 1970, is now about to release a commercial
eneral Electric Co. is returning to the commercial computing business.

version of Warp, a high-speed systolic-array-based processor that it developed under the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's Strategic
Computing Initiative. The system, which will cost about $350,000, features
peak speeds of 100 million floating-point operations/s and will hit the market
"within the next few weeks," the company says. The machine is based on
work done at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pa. [Electronics, Aug.
20, 1984, p. 24]. GE has already delivered several machines to Darpa for use
in high-speed image-processing tasks; they consist of 10 processor boards,
each a linear systolic array capable of performing 10 megaflops. Now GE is
eyeing applications such as medical image processing, finite-element analysis, and scientific computing.
l:
... AS INTEL BEGINS TO DEVELOP AN EVEN FASTER WARP CHIP

w Corp., of Santa Clara, Calif., is gearing up an effort to reduce the Warp
rIth General Electric Co. about to start selling its Warp processor, Intel

architecture to asingle chip, according to H. T. Kung, leader of the group at
Pittsburgh's Carnegie Mellon University that developed the Warp system. Each
chip, coupled with memory, will be the functional equivalent of one of GE's
Warp boards, but will be capable of running 200 million floating point operations/s—twice that of the GE product. Kung says the Intel chips will be used
in asystem, called iWarp, that should reach the market around 1990. Before
that, Carnegie Mellon expects to take delivery of three 72-cell systems, each
capable of running 1.4 billion floating point operations/s.
0
A SOLID-STATE SOLUTION FOR INDUSTRIAL GAS MONITORING

Sfrom

olid-state technology based on a unique, acousto-optic crystal material
Westinghouse Electric Corp. could soon have a big impact on
industrial gas monitoring. The Westinghouse Combustion Control Division,
Orrville, Ohio, plans to introduce agas-analysis system in October that uses
an acoustically tunable infrared filter made from single-crystal thallium arsenic
selenide. When packaged with a radio-frequency transducer, the crystal
serves as a variable diffraction grating for infrared light. The crystal can be
tuned to specific wavelengths by varying the sound waves applied to the
material by the rf transducer. Then, because chemical compounds are identifiable by the wavelength of IR light they absorb, the device can detect whether
specified compounds are present in asmokestack. Current gas-analysis techniques typically require the physical extraction of agas sample, or the use of
mechanical filter wheels, spinning gas cells, moving mirrors, or mechanical
light choppers.
Eil]
AT MAXTOR, A PARTS SHORTAGE IS DEPRESSING EARNINGS
"Maxtor Corp. of San Jose, Calif., the Winchester disk drive maker that has
IV1 outperformed the industry while growing faster than 100% per year
[Electronics, June 11, 1987, p. 49], has had to slow production of two products it was counting on to keep its growth rate going. Citing a shortage of
critical parts from its suppliers, the company says that it is shipping its new
380-Mbyte EXT-4000T and 760-Mbyte XT-8000E 51
4 -in. Winchesters "in
/
quantities less than our customers expected." H. J. Kilsdonk, director of
marketing, says the problem won't last long, however, adding that he expects
"to be out of the woods in the next four to six weeks."
E
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MARRYING ECL LOGIC TO RAM IN ASIC YIELDS 5-NS ACCESS TIMES
Ra arrying a fast dynamic random-access-memory array and emitter-couWI pled logic on the same chip, two new application-specific integrated
circuits from Fujitsu Ltd. keep memory-access times down to 5ns. By eliminating output buffers between logic and memory, the ASICs cut about 15 ns
off access times of systems that depend on separate logic and memory chips.
They also cut total energy consumption in half—down to 8to 10 W per chip.
The ET-2009M has 1,920 logic gates and 9Kbits of RAM, and the ET-3004M
offers 2,880 logic gates and 4.5 Kbits of RAM. The devices can be cooled by
a5-m/s airflow, so they are well suited for the next generation of minicomputers that target 10-million to 15-million-instruction/s performance. Fujitsu says
application development takes five weeks and costs about $34,500, but the
parts are initially being offered only in Japan. The chips themselves will cost
between $300 and $350 each in 500-unit purchases. Fujitsu is expected to
start U. S. sales in the near future.
D
HOW IBM SOLVES A GaAs PROBLEM WITH JUST A LITTLE WATER AND LIGHT

Sthe biggest problems holding back development of gallium arsenide inte-

cientists at IBM Corp. have discovered asimple solution to pinning, one of

grated circuits. Pinning is caused by small quantities of arsenic that build up
on a wafer's surface, making it a difficult base on which to implement
circuitry. But by spraying a stream of purified water onto the wafer surface
while at the same time exposing it to ordinary light, researchers at IBM's
Thomas J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, N. Y., discovered
they could create a photochemical reaction that washed away the excess
arsenic. In the past, designers have avoided pinning problems by putting
down layers of aluminum gallium arsenide over the GaAs substrate, but that is
expensive and complicated.
D
HOW ONE GROUP GAINS FROM TRW'S PLAN TO QUIT COMPONENT MARKET

Tthe

RVV Inc. may be selling most of its electronic-components businesses, but
company is not totally abandoning the commercial semiconductor
market. It is holding onto the LSI Products Division, which will be its only
semiconductor unit making outside sales. TRW is positioning the unit to be a
more focused military supplier by giving it responsibility for marketing chips
from Phase 1of the Very High Speed Integrated Circuit program. The La
Jolla, Calif., division currently sells about half of its data-acquisition and digitalsignal-processing devices for military applications. LSI Products, one of the
few organizations that has been successful in transferring military technology
into the commercial arena, was started in 1977 to sell bipolar products
developed for military hardware. Now, under aplan announced in June, it will
become part of TRW's defense-oriented Electronic Systems Group.
0
VARISTORS ON A PIN: A NEW WAY TO SAVE PC BOARD REAL ESTATE

Spower surge protection into most systems, but they pay aprice for such

ystems designers have long recognized the value and need to build

suppression devices: they take up valuable board space. In designing a
varistor small enough to fit like a sheath around the pins in a connector
housing, however, the GE/RCA Solid State Division may have solved the
problem. The company's new connector pin varistor can net board designers
as much as a 15% space savings. But it will cost them—GE/RCA will charge
almost 10 times as much for the new parts as for standard metal oxide
varistors, which typically cost less than 50 cents. The company is aiming the
new parts at military markets, where saving space is most vital.
D
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"WEDESIGNED THIS CHIP FOR YOU."
How Our Modem/UART Chip Can Simplify
Your New Integral Modem Designs. With our
experience as the industry leader in single chip
modem IC's, we knew we could integrate a
UART with amodem, but we asked you 'who
needed it?' Your answer was—all the designers
wanting to put the modem inside their products —especially designers of lap-top PC's,
portable terminals, and other bus-oriented
products.
"You told us you wanted amodem chip
that connects directly to the computer bus with
no additional IC's—a chip compatible with
popular bus standards but flexible in use. And
you wanted it to run from asingle +5 volt
supply with the lowest possible operating
power. So we developed the SSI K222U—the
industry's most highly integrated combination
modem and UART. And here's what our new
chip does for you.
"It operates off the system microprocessor
without the need for aseparate controller chip.
It frees up board space for other purposes by
putting the modem, the UART, and system
related functions all in one 40-pin DIP. It provides you with all the modem functions you
need for world-wide operation at 300, 600,
and 1200 bps rates for Bell and CCITT standards. And it gives you aUART interface that is
completely compatible with the industry standard 8250A/16C450 devices used with IBM PC
compatible products. Our unique design also
allows you to use the UART independent of the
modem function, giving you an additional
serial port. All of this in alow-power CMOS
device that operates from asingle +5V supply.
In short, it's achip that we designed for your
application:"
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Call Now!
(714) 7
31-7110, Ext. 575
For more information on the SSI K222U,
or the complete K-Series family of compatible modem IC's, contact: Silicon Systems,
14351 Myford Road, Tustin, California 92680.

Eric Davies
Design Engineer

INNOVATORS INI INTEGRATION

"Where we design to your applications."
Circle 132 Product Information

Circle 23 Career Information

Overnight delivery is only half our legend.
Fred Molinari, President

Image amassing
Model

Resolution

Real-Time
Frame Grab

Real-Time
Processing

Software

Price

012861
etrithmetic
Frame Grabber

512x512x8

r

r

r

$4995

512x512x8

r

`''

r

r

r

r

$1595

e

$1495

Sof•ware

Price

,

86595.

e

$4995

DT2851
Frame Grabber
DT2858
Processor
DT2853
Frame Grabber
012803

Frame Grabber

$299S

512x512x8

;

256x256x6

e

$1695

kray anmessing
FFT •
1024 Point
Real

FFT •
1024 Point
Complex

FFT•
256x256
Image

DT7020
Floating-Point
Array Processor

13ms

23ms

1.57s

017010
Floating-Point
Array Processor

23ms

41ms

3.9s

Model

I
I

•All execution speeds am real-world, not themet cal, and include overhead times.

CALL (617) 481-3700.

Data Acquisition (30 BoardsToml)
Analog
I/O

Digital
I/O

12-bit &
16-bit

Throughput

Software

D12801

....

...

r

13.7-27.5kF4z

r

$295-$2070

DT2821

r

r

••••

45-2501stz

r

$1345-$Z095

DT2841

r

e

e

40-750kHz

r

$1450 -$Z/95

DT2811

iie

r

12-bit

20kHz

r

$199 -$745

Series

The other half is quality. At Data Translation,
we ride herd over the quality of everything we make.
All Image Processing, Array Processing, and Data
Acquisition boards and software for the IBM PC are
pre-tested and pre-burned in. We deliver products that
meet our tough quality control standards, making our
return rate the lowest in the industry.
So phone us by mid-day for overnight delivery.
After all, why should you wait weeks to start
important projects when Data Translation can
have you sitting tall in the saddle tomorrow?

Price

To learn more, see us in Gold Book
1987, or call to receive our first-ever
1987 3-Book Set, including 1987 Catalog, Product Summary Price List, and
Applications Handbook.

DATA TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 130 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA01752 (617)481-3700 Tlx 951 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation Lb., 13 The Business Centre, MoliiMillars Lane, Wokingham, Berks, RG11 2QZ, England Tlx 849862(#D)
International Sales Office: Australia (61) 2-662-4295; Belgium (32) 2-7352135; Canada (416)625-1907; Chile (2)2-253689; China (408) 727-8222, (86)11721-4017; Denmark (45)(02)
187188; England (44) 734-79383; Finland (358)-90-372144; France (33)(1)69-28-01-73; Greece (30)(3)152-7039, (30)(1) 361-4300; Hong Kong (852) 3-318585,
,India (91)2-231040; Israel
:972) 3-324298; Italy (39) 2-81821; Japan (81)(3) 502-5550, (81)(3) 375-1551, (81)(3) 355-1111; Korea (82)778-0721: Malaysia (60) 3-36299 Morocco (21) 9-30-6949; Netherlands (31)
70996360; New Zealand (61) 2-662-4295; Nonvay (47)(02) 559050; Peru (51)(14) 31-8060; Phillipines (63; 818-0103. Portugal (351)1545313 Singapore (65> 271-3163; South Africa (27)
12469221; Spain (34114558112; Sweden (46) 8-7617820; Switzerland (41) 17231410, (41)22360830; Taiwan (86) 2-709-1394; West Germany (49) 89809020.
BM PC is aregistered trademark of IBM Corp.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, I
nc.
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FAIRCHILD GUARANTEES THESE PLAs WILL RUN AT 10 NS

Ator Corp. aims to shoot holes in the theory that blazing speed and TUL

family of 10-ns programmable logic arrays from Fairchild Semiconduc-

programmable logic don't mix—and the company will guarantee it. The FASTPLA family, fabricated with the company's oxide-isolated Isoplanar FAST-Z
technology, is not the fastest PLA line available—some commercial emittercoupled logic parts run at 5ns—but it is the only family with a 100% speed
guarantee. The Cupertino, Calif., company guarantees performance because
instead of designing with conventional metal-link fuses, Fairchild uses vertical
cells coupled with on-chip test circuitry that allows full preprogramming ac
and dc testing. Instead of blowing fuses and hoping for the best, designers
can test the logic pattern's speed. FASTPLA parts operate at up to 70 MHz
and are functionally equivalent to standard 20-pin PLA devices. Samples are
available now, with production quantities expected in the third quarter for $8
each in 100-piece quantities.
El

HITACHI 16-KBIT ECL RAMs ACCESS IN ONLY 10 NS

Bpled-logic-compatible

iCMOS 1.3-p.m technology developed for Hitachi's 64-Kbit emitter-courandom-access memory [Electronics, March 19,
1987, p. 26] has been adapted to anew series of 16-Kbit devices that feature
even faster access times: only 10 ns maximum, a33% improvement over the
15 ns of the 64-Kbit parts. The speed is possible because word lines are
shorter with the new devices. The devices come configured as either 16-K
words by 1bit or 4-K words by 4bits in both ECL1OK and ECL100K versions.
All are available in Cerdip packages. Typical power dissipation for the
HM100484 4-K-by-4-bit chip is 630 mW. The price for samples is $69.20
(10,000 yen). In 1,000-unit lots, the devices cost $48.44 each (7,000 yen). El
PLUG-IN CARD HANDLES LOGIC ANALYZER'S JOB FOR A TENTH THE COST
rà rowcard II from Applied Physics Inc. performs like a one-shot logic
log/analyzer in diagnosing problems in the bus of an IBM Personal Computer. But at $589-5% to 10% of the full-featured logic analyzer's price—it's a
real buy for PC hardware and software developers. Like the original Crowcard
from the West Lafayette, Ind., company [Electronics, Oct. 16, 1986, p. 138],
Crowcard II plugs into an expansion slot on a PC, PC/XT, or PC AT. But it
goes beyond simple bus-monitoring functions and freezes bus activity of a
single cycle on a predetermined trigger. Triggers—such as the central processing unit's execution of aparticular command—are preset with DIP switches. When triggered, the Crowcard II automatically latches the light-emitting
diodes used to monitor the bus, providing an LED snapshot of the cycle. The
Crowcard II will be available in July.
El
DATA GENERAL'S MILITARY SUPERMINIS DOUBLE INDUSTRY'S BEST PERFORMANCE

M range of options from Data General Corp. that delivers almost twice the

nitary contractors looking for secure or rugged superminis have a new

performance of current military-qualified systems. Models of both the Tempest
and the rugged versions of the six-month-old Eclipse MV/15000 cover a
performance range from 2.9 to 6.4 million instructions/s—power the Westboro, Mass., company claims is the best on the market. The rugged MV/
1500OR computers meet military standards for shock, vibration, temperature,
and humidity. They range in price from $117,500 to $284,000. The
MV/15000T Tempest models meet the NACSIM 5100A military-security specification and cost between $177,000 and $299,000. The computers will be
available in the fall.
C]
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COPROCESSOR BOARD TRIPLES SPEED OF VAX-BASED SYSTEMS

Sprocessing unit can boost speed threefold by offloading number-crunching
ystem developers using Digital Equipment Corp.'s MicroVAX as a central

programs to a coprocessor board from Avalon Computer Systems. The AP/20
Attached Processor gets its kick from an Intel Corp. 80386 32-bit microprocessor running at 3.5 to 4 million instructions/s with afloating-point multiply time of
437 ns, says the Glendale, Calif., firm. The board needs no source-code
changes, but code must be recompiled on an Avalon compiler. Compatible with
any Q-Bus VAX system, multiple AP/20 boards can boost performance as
much as 10 times and can run several programs concurrently. One gigabyte of
protected virtual-address space and 4 Mbytes of real memory are included at
the single-unit price of $10,000. Delivery is 30 days.
0
CONNER'S 31
2 -IN. WINCHESTER COMES WITH A BUILT-IN CONTROLLER INTERFACE
/

C

onner Peripherals Inc. is offering original-equipment manufacturers who
put 31
/
2-in. Winchester disk drives in their IBM Corp. PC-compatibles an
integrated PC AT bus interface. All competing 31
/
2-in. drives require an outboard controller, and although equipment costs of the two systems are comparable, Conner's solution saves OEMs the cost of qualifying and. integrating a
controller. The San Jose, Calif., company's 40-Mbyte CP342 also boasts
better performance than its competitors. It offers 29-ms average access time,
6-W operating power, a noise level of less than 35 dBA, and shock resistance
of 75 g. By contrast, the 31
/
2-in, drive in a standard IBM Personal System/2
and PC AT has a 40-ms access time, 28 W operating power, a45-dBA noise
level, and a shock resistance of 25 to 40 g. Available now, the drives cost
$785 each; OEM discounts are available.
D
ZEHNTEL CUTS TEST-DEVELOPMENT TIME FROM MONTHS TO WEEKS

Bboard tester eliminates the need for traditional simulation techniques—
y adding functional testing to in-circuit testing, Zehntel Inc.'s 850 F/I

allowing users to create a test with high fault coverage in two weeks instead
of the usual six or more months, says the Walnut Creek, Calif., company.
Functional testing gives the 850 F/I the ability to handle interactive or timing
faults in parts of the board, such as surface-mounted devices, that are
inaccessible to in-circuit test probes. In the past, that inaccessibility meant
simulation was required. The system can also take advantage of self-test
capabilities built into microprocessor-based boards for running an at-speed
functional test. It includes a graphics work station based on the Macintosh
Plus and an integral 16-channel logic analyzer. The price of an 800-node
tester is $263,000, and Zehntel is scheduled to begin the first shipments in
July.
0
IF YOU CAN PRINT, THIS GADGET LETS YOU INPUT TO A PC

Band numerals, Communication Intelligence Corp. has given system inte-

yusing artificial-intelligence software to recognize hand-printed characters

grators an easy-to-use input device for personal computers. Handwriter is
designed to replace unwieldy keyboards in applications such as inventory
management, form-filling, and data entry. Introduced at last week's National
Computer Conference in Chicago, Handwriter consists of a digitizing tablet
and pen, plus an associated 68000-based processor that runs the Al package. A Japanese version of the system can recognize 3,000 ideographic
characters. That version will be available in the third quarter. The Menlo Park,
Calif., company is readying a U. S. version costing between $600 and $1,000
for introduction by the end of the year.
D
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BAYRACK is a simpleAiblt-i,
on addition which require
modification to the TEK
terminal.

BAYRACK provides
enhanced performance in
demanding industrial
applications.

BAYRACK can save you
time and engineering expense
by providing an immediate
solution

o your industrial

color display requirments.

COLOR GRAPHICS
FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

BAY

R&D

P.O. BOX 2517 SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 93120 U.S.A. (805) 965-4913
BAYRACK, DIGITAL, BM and TEK are all registered trademarks.
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"It's access —fuller, easier information access that's at the heart of our success
in selling Digital's networked desk-top computing," states Tom Curry vice president
of Marketing at McDonnell Douglas Manufacturing and Engineering Systems Company "Architectural engineers now realize that the isolated PC is not the answer."
In Mr. Curry's view, Digital's ability to network, plus compatibility from individual workstations to huge processors are ideal for the architectural community.
"For any building project to progress smoothly, there has to be acoordinated
effort. The group working on lighting, for example, needs to share information

"With Digital's networked
desk, McDonnell Douglas
is giving architectural
engineers amore
•,
productive way to build'.
with those designing heating and ventilation. In the Digital environment, that's
exactly what they do."
"In our own marketing efforts," adds Mr. Curry, "Digital offers two enormous
competitive advantages. Planning for the future is easier because of Digital's commitment to compatibility And we do very little selling of Digital to our customers
—engineers are already sold." To get your competitive advantage now, write:
Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue,
West Concord, Massachusetts 01742. Or call your
g On
n
local Digital sales office.

d
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Digital Equipment Corporation I98 - .The Digital logo is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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When you need amultilayer
solution yesterday,
have your computer talk
to our computer today.
Gerber photo plotters for precision
artwork generation, and other vital
post-processing and interface
capabilities.
This total computer-integrated
manufacturing capability allows you
to input schematics from your CAE
workstation directly to our VAX®
computers via mag tape, floppy
disc, or modem. Just think about
that — implementing your design
can be as simple as dialing a
phone!

From design concept through
prototype to full-scale production,
our highly skilled design and
fabrication professionals are
committed to your program.
Because of this commitment, Augat
has continually met and exceeded
the ever increasing needs of
servicing the military, computer,
telecommunications and other high
technology market segments.

Design concept
to
fabrication
When "time to market" pressures
become critical, our computerized
data transfer capabilities and oneon-one engineering support make it
easy to translate design concepts
into finished board products quickly.
Our design facilities include Scicards®
system software for PWB layout,

VAX is a registered trademark of
Digital Equipment Corporation
SCICARDS is a registered trademark of
Scientific Calculations, Inc.

Circle 30 on reader service card

We're with you
every step
of the way
A major part of Augat's total
vertical integration is our board
fabrication capability. With precision artwork generated by our
experienced staff of PC design
engineers, coupled with our 30 years
of board-level interconnection experience, top quality multilayer
boards are guaranteed. The complete process, from imaging to testing, is achieved by our UL and
MIL-P-55110D approved fabrication

AUGAT

facilities. For even greater "product
to market pressures", a quickturn
fabrication service is available.

Add zero-profile
pluggabille with
Holtite'Contacts

By investing just pennies per
plated-thru hole, spec in Holtite®
contacts and increase your
assembly throughput and yields.
Augat's patented and proven
Holtite® contacts are solderless,
zero-profile, automatically
insertable and available in a wide
choice of options. Ask for the
complete Holtite® story and specs.

New!
Multilayer
Holtite
Literature
Available
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40 Perry Avenue, P.O. Box 1037, Attleboro, MA 02703
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HERE'S AN Al SYSTEM THAT
CHANGES ITS MIND FASTER
FIRST PRODUCT BASED ON MCC TECHNOLOGY, IT SPEEDS CHIP DESIGN
users. Proteus accepts
such information because
expert sysit is a logic-based nonSEMICUSTOM
tems to revise their
. .1: .SieN ADVISOR
monotonic reasoning sysknowledge is aslow and
tem, which unlike fixedunwieldy process. But
truth monotonic pronow NCR Corp. is pregrams can automatically
paring to go to market
revise inferences by rewith one that not only
tracting faulty assumpSPECIFI FUNDASPECIFIC
gives up faulty assumpTESTSIMLI
CATION
TIMING
MENTAL
FUNCtions when new beliefs
ABILITY
LATION
tions and changes its beFEASIBILITY
ADVICE
ADVICE ON
TIONAL
ADVICE
ADVICE
are entered into the proADVICE
GOOD DESIGN
ADVICE
liefs with ease, but does
gram. In this area, akey
it fast.
contribution of Proteus
The NCR Design Advisor is to be used for de- DESIGN AID. The NCR Design Advisor gives an engineer advice nsix areas as he to expert-system technology is the way it guides
signing semicustom chips designs semicustom CMOS chips from alibrary of standard cells.
the mechanism that perand is the first commerforms contradiction resolution, using a
cial product based on technology devel- work. To keep the expert system from
oped by Microelectronics and Computer pestering human engineers, it under- method known as dependency-directed
backtracking.
Technology Corp., the industry's re- stands and reasons about circuit design
NCR will first offer the system as a
search consortium. For MCC, whose crit- directly from the net list—the circuit deservice to customers in early fall, chargics have been saying that member com- scription. Whenever the designer is
ing $4,000 to
,000 depending on chip
ready, the system can be asked to look
panies are not getting their money's
complexity, says H. Gene Patterson, diworth, the NCR product couldn't come at over adesign and explain its inferences;
rector of the semicustom business unit
the program will ask questions only
abetter time (see p. 32).
in NCR's Microelectronics Division at
The NCR system uses ground-break- when ambiguities emerge.
Working from the net list, Design Ad- Fort Collins, Colo. Designs will be ening technology that integrates knowltered into the system via dial-up moedge and rules into asingle, easy-to-use visor can give detailed recommendations
dems or by NCR engineers in Fort Colfor improved performance, testability,
data base. Built atop MCC's latest version of a hybrid expert-system shell and manufacturing yields at any point lins. A typical design will be evaluated
called Proteus 2.0, it will be set up ini- in the design routine. According to ini- within one day, using Lisp-computing
tially to give advice to customers de- tial studies of particular designs, 66% of hardware from Symbolics Inc. at the
NCR facility. The software is now being
the problems could have been caught by
signing their own semicustom chips
from a digital CMOS standard-cell li- the system, and 70% of the timing-relat- written to work on Apollo-work-stationbased systems from Mentor Graphics
ed problems would have been found.
brary. The tools will also be used on
Corp. (using Common Lisp). When that
The NCR system ferrets out problems
NCR gate arrays and eventually for anby taking full advantage of the unique is done, NCR will deliver systems to cusalog-circuit design.
In essence, the system eliminates hu- truth-maintenance feature of Proteus 2.0. tomer sites early in 1988. No price has
man engineering errors before other In operation, NCR engineers will periodi- been set.
The Design Advisor's object-oriented
computer-aided-design tools begin their cally insert new knowledge gleaned from
FORT COLLINS, COLO.
Metting

COMING FROM MCC: EVEN MORE POWERFUL EXPERT-SYSTEM SOFTWARE
get a sense of time
and more powerful reasoning muscle.
Proteus is the hybrid expertsystem
shell developed by Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corp. and used
by NCR Corp. as the basis of its new
Design Advisor. This year's 3.0 version
of the expert-system development tool is
expected to move Proteus into temporal
reasoning as well as give it the ability to
graphically display its reasoning and
knowledge in its data base.
"A computer will not understand that
Look for Proteus to
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it is not worth the time to calculate all
of the primes, for example. It knows
that is adeterminable problem and will
attempt it," explains Joseph F. Scullion,
deputy director in MCC's artificial-intelligence program and the liaison for co-op
member NCR Corp. "We want to add
some sense of time into Proteus—how
long it will take to get an answer and
how time is contiguous. That is a hot
topic in artificial intelligence today."
The Austin, Texas, research consortium is also working on a graphic sys-

tern to display relations between rules
and knowledge in Proteus 3.0. Other
areas of research include isolating sections of knowledge into miniature expert systems that divide up a large
problem, knowledge-acquisition tools,
and enhanced explanation capabilities.
A variant of Proteus—dubbed Argo—
has not yet gone to program members.
Argo works by searching its knowledge
base for analogous problems and solutions—much like an experienced engineer.
-J. Robert Lineback
31

data base of tightly integrated knowledge frames and inference-driving rules
is based on broad experience. It represents about 50 man years of collective
chip-design experience from NCR engineers and customers. NCR also conducted an extensive series of taped interviews with other engineers, ranging
from VLSI experts to new BSEEs, says
Daniel L. Ellsworth, advanced development strategy manager at the Microelectronics Division.
One aim of the data base is to pass on
NCR's experiences with semicustom-chip
customers. "We think this will be amajor competitiveness advantage," adds
Ellsworth, referring to NCR's five years
in standard-cell chip markets.
KNOWLEDGE WEB. NCR had to adapt the
Proteus development system to its Design Advisor. It accomplished this by devising a proprietary web of connected
knowledge frames, which are like data
templates describing and recognizing
common sets of features. The structure
was organized by NCR's senior principal
engineer on the project, Robin L. Steele,
with signals and cells grouped into a
lattice of cells so that values and features are inherited from like signals and
cells.
The software employs these knowledge frames and integrated rules as it
reviews the design with an eye toward
offering advice in a half dozen areas:
simulation tips; specific functional advice;
timing (such as load balancing, setup and

hold, and skew problems); testability;
fundamental good design; and specification feasibility.
Over the past year, Steele spent much
of her time at MCC in Austin, Texas,
swapping information with MCC researchers, who then used the input from
NCR's application development to improve the Proteus technology. MCC has

MCC hopes its transfer
of technology to NCR
is just the beginning
delivered versions of Proteus to all of
its Advanced Computer Architecture
program members for use in a wide
range of applications.
The result, says Charles Petrie, MCC
project leader of the expert-system-technology project, is that "we and NCR
both took a gamble on working closely
with an application. It was a difficult
application and we didn't know if we
would be successful. It worked and
turned out to be an excellent model for
getting technology from MCC's hands to
the shareholders."
For NCR, the close work with MCC
enabled it to fully use Proteus' features.
Says Ellsworth, "The intent of our system is to move the identification of potential problems in the design to as early a stage ns possible, before they become embedded into the chips." NCR

targeted the use of the belief-revision
expert system at fundamental circuit-design rules and knowledge. One alternative would be to embed AI into each
computer-aided design tool, such as a
silicon compiler. "We are addressing it
at methodology level, namely good design practices," Ellsworth says. "It is
apparent to us that these good practices
have remained relatively constant ever
since we have been designing with discrete components."
MCC researchers have developed a
way to allow the backtracking and assertion changes—the act of detecting
and acting on a contradiction—to be
guided by the system's own domain
knowledge, explains MCC's Petrie. "The
knowledge would state which assumptions should be retracked first, involving
the same kind of general reasoning employed in the rest of the expert system,"
he says. A key achievement of the
knowledge-guided mechanism is that it
is generically applicable to all possible
Proteus-based applications, unlike early
dependency-directed backtrack systems.
"We have not yet succeeded to our
standards and still have alot of work to
go," says Petrie, referring to long-term
Proteus goals. The next step is getting
close, however. Proteus 3.0, with enhancements—such as some ability to
comprehend the notion of time and
graphic display of decisions—is to be delivered this year (see p. 31).
-J. Robert Lineback

RESEARCH

IT'S TIME FOR MCC TO FISH OR CUT BAIT
AUSTIN, TEXAS

F

or three years now, research has
gone on hot and heavy at Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp.,
the industry's research consortium, but
none of it has made it to market. Now
the first of MCC's 20 shareholders, led
by NCR Corp. (see p. 31), are starting to
use MCC technology in new products,
and they're hoping to see profits during
the coming year. At the same time, inhouse application of MCC research by
its members is beginning to accelerate.
"It is acritical period. This is going to
be a key year for major deliverables to
shareholders," says Joseph A. Boyd,
MCC's interim chairman. Boyd, whose
full-time job is chairman of Harris Corp.,
an MCC member, will give up his MCC
caretaking role in July. That's when
Grant A. Dove, who intends to mold the
consortium into amore flexible, marketsensitive, technology think tank, becomes
permanent chairman (see p. 12).
To carry out Dove's directive, MCC is
restructuring its largest program—Advanced Computer Architecture—to en32

able its members to focus resources on
areas that promise immediate paybacks.
These are spinoffs from long-term research targets, transferred in the form
of prototypes and interim technology
(see table). The new structure also is
expected to include a cut in the minimum membership fee by more than
half, to $1.2 million.
All this activity comes at atime when
the honeymoon is ending between shareholders and the consortium, acknowledges Boyd. The companies supporting
MCC are now looking for usable results.
MAJOR PROJECTS. "[MCC] has major deliverables in packaging, artificial intelligence, and computer-aided design,"
Boyd says. "Software and others are
more long-term projects. The next two,
three, and four years are going to be
critical as to whether MCC not only can
develop the technology, but assist in the
transfer to shareholders, because the final payoff will be the effective use in
developing products that are profitable," he continues. "We are not just in
this to do research. Every member is in

it to get a competitive advantage in
world markets."
So several other members with their
own products and services based on AI
tools are coming along not far behind
NCR and its Design Advisor. One, the
new Honeywell Bull Inc. joint venture,
is developing an expert system for personal computers that would work out
the placement of text and advertising
graphics using the same Proteus 2.0
shell from MCC that NCR used.
Honeywell Bull—owned by Honeywell
Inc., Groupe Bull of France, and NEC
Inc. of Japan—is not itself an MCC member but inherited the AI technology from
what was once Honeywell Information
Systems. It had been among the most
aggressive users of MCC AI technology,
putting the first and second versions of
the Proteus shell to work in a component-placement system, called Plex, that
is being used at its Boston Products Operation in Billerica, Mass., to lay out
boards for Honeywell Bull's multiuser
computers. Plex cuts the time it takes to
place components on boards from one
Electronics/June 25, 1987

week to three hours. The operation is
also preparing a second Proteus-based
tool for its marketing and sales people
that suggests computer configurations
and pricing tradeoffs for customers.
The target of the marketing system is
similar to that of the existing Xsel and
Xcon hardware-configuration software
at Digital Equipment Corp., an MCC
member. DEC wants to extend its expert systems with common-sense reasoning based on technology developed
at MCC. DEC, like some other MCC
shareholders, prefers to rework the coop's technology. "Very little of those [interim technology transfers] will actually
be used in the form in which we receive
it," says Tom Gannon, director of technology-development programs and plan-

fling at DEC. "I could point to anumber
of examples in which we have found it
beneficial to take what MCC has developed and explore ways those ideas could
be put into products for future customers." DEC, a member of all four MCC
programs (packaging, software, computer-aided design, and computer architecture), is planning to utilize tape-automated-bonding technology that has already been transferred from the co-op's
packaging lab, but "perhaps not in the
form it has been prototyped," adds
Gannon.
DEC is also interested in the concepts
in common-sense reasoning being developed under the computer architecture
program. MCC's Cyc project is an attempt to give computers the ability to

KEY INTERIM TECHNOLOGY FROM MCC
Program
CAD

Year

Technology

1985

C module editor: C language IC-layout system

1986

Music: prototype of abatch Lisp circuit-simulation
system

IKE: initial kernel environment for aCAD platform

Foreign-module interface: converts standard
circuit-design inputs for MCC tools
Electronic Lisp: editing tool for documenting
Lisp code
Greedy router: new routing algorithm
fall 1987
Packaging

1986

Major release of acomplete CAD system

First release of TAB process: complete set of process
steps and equipment for high-lead TAB
Test-tape handler: presents chips bonded on tape
to test station

1987
summer 1987
fall 1987

Software

1986

Treehouse: high-performance air cooling system
Gold bump process with vertical sidewalls
(100-to-50-mil centers)
Second-generation TAB

Raddle: language for distributed software development
Biggertalk: extended-Prolog language for object-oriented
programming

1987

Plane-Text/FIG: tool for easy linking of display
windows and data-base object
Verdi: graphic environment for designing distributed
systems

late 1987

Advanced
Computer
Architecture

Gibis: graphic system for tracking issues in team
software design

1985

Proteus 1.0: initial expert-system demo

1986

CSIM: simulator for multiprocessor systems
PPL: parallel programming language
Proteus 2.0: expert-system shell with enhanced features
Linguist workbench: natural-language parsers and tools
Semnet: graphical package for showing word
interrelationships
Visage: tools for building graphical interfaces
Lucy: natural-language parser for English

1987

Orion: object-oriented data-base system
Proteus 3.0: expert system with asense of time and
displayable reasoning path
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use what humans think of as common
sense. Pieces of Cyc might end up in a
front-end program to the Xsel and Xcon
expert systems, helping DEC match specific user applications and office sizes to
various computer configurations.
Another computer maker, Control
Data Corp., is using Proteus in an inhouse system for diagnostics of mainframes and assembled computer boards,
says Robert M. White, vice president
and chief technical officer. Control
Data and Honeywell also have agreed to
use MCC's computer-aided design tools
in creating anew CMOS cache memory.
They will start after the co-op's CAD
program transfers a complete working
system totaling 1 million lines of software code. "The chip will be done as a
test [of the tools]," says White. Control
Data is also seeking military certification of TAB technology.
Boeing Electronics Co. of Seattle became the first to announce use of MCC
packaging technology last March. Now,
Advanced Micro Devices Inc. is preparing to use some before the end of the
year. "The results of the packaging program are substantial. We plan to utilize
that technology rather extensively,"
says George M. Scalise, senior vice president and an MCC board member. Harris
is gearing up to use packaging technology, too, according to Boyd, who says a
prototyped system is based on the TAB
process.
—J. Robert Lineback
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

SUPERCONDUCTOR
RACE ATTRACTS MCC
AUSTIN, TEXAS

tronics and Computer Technology
S
Corp. is pursuing a new research proomewhat

serendipitously, Microelec-

gram into superconductive materials.
The initiative was proposed by the Austin, Texas, research consortium's packaging researchers, many of whom had
left the superconductor field a few
years earlier when the prospects of the
technology ever being used were dim.
Now that superconductivity is hot, MCC
hopes to have a major program under
way in the fall. MCC's decision topped
off afrenetic fortnight in early June for
the rapidly expanding superconducting
community. While representatives from
15 MCC member companies took part in
a two-day seminar to help define and
plan a superconductor project, there
were other developments on the political
and research fronts, among them:
•Congress was briefed by scientists
from several U. S. and Japanese labs.
•White House Science Adviser William
Graham said he will convene anational
33

conference on superconductivity July 28
and 29 in Washington.
aBell
Communications
Research
claimed to have found anew and better
way to produce superconductive thin
films.
Superconductivity, a promising technology that over the past decade had
not made much progress toward practi-

The emphasis will
be on applications
and production
cal applications, has become in the past
six months just about the hottest technology around. A rapid series of breakthroughs catapulted it into the headlines
over the winter and into the spring as
scientists disclosed a new class of ceramic materials that become superconductive at temperatures as high as 100
K or more, instead of below 23 K [Electronics, April 2, 1987, p. 49].
Laboratories around the world are following this progress, and many have set
up at least small research efforts. At
this point, MCC perceives an opportunity
to help provide for even its smaller
members a level of research usually
available only to the biggest companies.
What the consortium aims to do is find
new applications for superconductors
and study techniques for producing the
new materials.
MCC officials admit that superconductor research is now ideally suited to the
consortium, since few electronics companies are likely to fund such research on
their own. Indeed, they are hoping that
the project will attract new members.
MCC vice president Barry Whalen says
the consortium will present a finished
proposal in July to agroup of nonmember U. S. companies that might be interested in joining the program and MCC.
Outsiders note that the superconductor
program came at a good time for the
consortium, which had been losing members during the semiconductor industry
recession.
"There is agreat deal of uncertainty
as to the best way to apply these materials in our areas of interest," says
Whalen. "MCC will focus its efforts on
the areas of fabrication and application."
MCC wants to develop analytical modeling and simulation techniques to help
identify applications, says Whalen. At
first, he adds, the program will have
modest funding.
The government is also getting involved. The House Science, Space, and
Technology Committee heard testimony
from researchers at IBM Corp., the University of Houston, and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency as
34

part of its effort to keep abreast of the
developments. A spokesman for the
committee says the information will be
incorporated into a general study of
technology policy that will compare the
way advances in such technologies as
steel and semiconductors are incorporated in the U. S. and Japan.
Meanwhile, in the research area, Bell
Communications Research announced
earlier in June that it had developed an
approach to making superconductive
thin films of an yttrium-barium-copperoxide compound that lends itself to
mass production.
IBM researchers have used two techniques to produce thin films, one using
a"spray" coating system and the other
using an electron-beam evaporation process. But Venky Venkatesan, manager
of the materials processing science
group at Bellcore's Navesink, N. J., lab-

oratories, says he's come up with a
method that provides more consistent
results. IBM's electron-beam system requires separate "targets" for each element. But Venkatesan discovered that a
more uniform film could be obtained by
using instead asingle, premixed target
as well as an ion-beam sputter-coating
process.
In the process, apulsed ç,ximer laser
puts down about 2A to 3A per pulse,
Venkatesan says. "The beauty of the
technique is that each laser pulse produces a fixed amount of coating," he
explains. "In eight minutes, 5,000 shots
with the laser will give you a2- or 3-pAn
film." Bellcore, the research arm of the
seven regional Bell operating companies, is hoping to use superconductors in
conjunction with optical transmission devices, he says.
-.I. Robert Lineback
and Tobias Naegele

COMPANIES

A DOWNSIZED INMOS
IS ON ITS WAY BACK
1986. "We got our head above water in
requent flyers who pile up thou- March," says George Popovich, vice
sands of air miles can win free president for U. S. marketing and sales,
"and we have some aggressive growth
flights to almost anywhere in the world.
plans for the upcoming year."
But none can match the prize—a trip
Barron reports that sales are now
back to profitability—that Inmos International plc won for itself in part running at arate of $100 million to $120
through the transatlantic shuttling of million a year. That compares with
"slightly over $70 million for 1986."
Iann Barron, one of the founders of the
Along with the rise will
company and its chief
come a significant shift
strategic officer.
Sales rate tops
in the product mix.
In January, Barron
"Sales will be split 50%
$100 million, up
began bouncing back
for fast SRAMs and 50%
and forth about once a
50% from 1986 for transputers and othmonth between Bristol,
er products. The run
the firm's UK headquarters, and its Inmos Corp. subsidiary in rate for transputers went up by afactor
Colorado Springs. At the time, the com- of two during the past year," he says.
Along with the fast SRAMs and the
pany was 18 months into a downsizing
mandated by its parent company, Thorn- transputers, Inmos has targeted the
markets for graphics products and digiEMI plc, which has poured $345 million
tal signal processors. By the end of the
into Inmos. Barron was sent to tighten
decade, these four segments will grow
up the U. S. operation and strengthen
its sales staff. Some 75% of the firm's to $2.1 billion, Inmos estimates, nearly
triple the 1985 figure. They'll far outrevenues come from the U. S.
"We cut back to 1,500 people [from pace the growth for the total semiconductor market, forecast to rise some
some 2,000 worldwide] in 1985, and then
to 1,100 in 1986," Barron says. Along 75%—from $25 billion to $43 billion—
during the same period (see figure).
with the cuts in manpower, Inmos
SRAMs rank high in the company's
pulled its memory production lines back
plans. It figures their market will zoom
to Britain and converted its Colorado
Springs facility to a product-develop- from $150 million in 1986 to $900 million
ment operation and pilot line.
by 1990. "The 68030 and 386 [Motorola
Now the downsizing has ended and and Intel 32-bit microprocessors, respectively] are creating brand-new markets
Inmos is in an uptick. "By midyear,
for SRAMs," Barron believes. The comwe'll be back to 1,350 people," Barron
says. By then, Inmos should have acou- pany's strategy is to target high-performance applications and get into market
ple of money-making months under its
belt, after losing as much as $4 million niches early, before the large merchant
to $5 million a month in the spring of suppliers like Fujitsu, Mitsubishi, and
NEW YORK

F
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Springs was aimed mostly at memories
and the transputer was in the back seat.
Now we're pushing harder on transputers," Barron says. Worldwide, some
2,000 companies are evaluating the
INMOS' TARGETS:
transputer—a 32-bit microprocessor
•FAST STATIC RAMs
•TRANSPUTERS
built with reduced-instruction-set archi•GRAPHICS PRODUCTS
tecture, on-board memory, and four
•DIGITAL SIGNAL
communications links that can be used
PROCESSORS
as a straightforward microprocessor or
aparallel-processing element.
—
One of the most promising transputer
markets is turbo-charger boards for personal computers, where the installed
TOTAL SEMICONDUCTOR
INDUSTRY
base is in the millions. The two leading
suppliers of such boards are set to
launch add-in boards, one for 68020 machines and one for 80287s.
1986
1987
1989
1988
Barron maintains these boards are
SOURCE INMOS
just a beginning. "We've designed a
NEC in Japan and Motorola in the U. S.
from a palette of 256,000 hues. IBM
'VAX crusher' card that can have one or
can move in. Inmos now is offering samCorp. is using the chip for its new Per- two T800s [running at 15 million operaples of a 35-ns 256-Kbit SRAM—so far sonal System/2. That translated into a tions per second] and 16 megabytes of
the fastest part of its kind on the U. S.
solid boost for sales. They spurted
DRAM to make a personal computer
market, Barron claims—and will follow
42%—from $19 million for the first quar- twice as powerful as a [Digital Equipup with a25-ns part later this year. Cru- ter of the fiscal year that ended March
ment Corp.] VAX8600," he explains.
cial to the performance are current
1987 to $27 million for the fourth quarBarron says that the Occam language
sensing and adouble-level metal 1.2-pm
ter—and about one third of the increase developed for the transputer won't be
CMOS technology that Inmos calls Prostemmed from the color look-up table,
an obstacle for board designers. "It's
cess '86 [Electronics, April 16, 1987,
Popovich says. The firm's cascadable
not absolutely necessary. The trouble is
p. 34].
DSPs debuted only last November.
that we are late with compilers for C
As for graphics products, Inmos has
Barron, aprime mover in the develop- and Fortran. But we have them now at
scored heavily with its color look-up tament of the transputer, has great expec- several beta sites." -Arthur Erikson,
ble, which offers a choice of 256 colors tations for the device. "Colorado
with bureau reports
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A NEW CHIP SIMPLIFIES PHONE-LINE TESTS
TUSTIN, CALIF.

I

t's not easy to find an unoccupied
semiconductor niche, but Silicon Systems Inc. appears to have zeroed in on a
good one with astandard chip intended
to vastly simplify the task of remotely
testing telephone-company lines. Placed
in amaintenance unit where the company's lines join the customer's, the so
called loopback integrated circuit enables central-office personnel to remotely test transmission lines.
The CMOS chip, designated the SSI
78M400, houses all the detector and control circuitry needed to accept a 2,713Hz command tone that activates arelay
bridging the transmit and receive lines.
That accomplished, the phone company
can send out test-pattern signals that
are looped back to be checked for errors
against line-characterization data. The
chip is for four-wire lines, used by customers who need reliable transmission
of computer data via high-speed modems, which command premium phone
rates compared with two-wire lines.
Silicon Systems expects the savings
promised by its new chip to attract both
phone companies and the people who
supply them with test and maintenance
Electronics/June 25, 1987

equipment. "Much easier line maintenance tops the benefit list," says Carmelo J. Santoro, chief executive of the
Tustin company. "Sending aservice guy
out with alligator clips to jump the lines,
then call back to the office, then wait
around—that's really expensive."
The chip's introduction comes at a
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good time, says Santoro. In the past
year, as part of divestiture, customers
became responsible for the lines on their
premises. Santoro expects that the
78M400 might eventually be upgraded
as a "meter box" at the customer's
site—a sort of brain center controlling
such operations as security and alarm
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AROUND AND BACK. Silicon Systems' loopback chip takes a2,713-Hz command tone through

frequency, amplitude, and duration checks; it also compares minimum-level parameters.
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Until now, if you wanted to put 50,000
gates on one chip, you usually had to put
them in one at atime.You had to put in
three months work. And you had to put
your launch date into aholding pattern.
Not anymore.
Announcing the
only compilers that take_you to
gate arrays and cells. Fast.
Now with VLSI's new Datapath and
State Machine Compilers you can design
in high level symbols instead of gates. A
design that used to take months, can now

be turned around in days. Even less.
With the help of our new Datapath
Compiler you can design a64-bit RISC
datapath on your lunch hour.
But can you use control logic? You bet
your sweet datapath you can.
Our State Machine Compiler accepts
high level expressions of logic functions
and gives you tightly packed state control
logic in afraction of the time it would
take to design it by hand.
We did the design entry for an asynchronous receiver in one hout It would've taken

seven days using traditional schematics.
And not only do we give you high
integration design tools, we give
you high integration devices.
Our CMOS 1.5 micron
VGT100 series of gate arrays
puts as many as 50,000 useable gates on achip. And
our 1.5 micron CMOS
cell-based technology
packs over 100,000.
If you'd like more
information about

our new Datapath and State Machine
Compilers, and the VGT100 family of
gate arrays they work with, write us
at 1109 McKay Drive, San Jose,
CA 95131. Or give us acall at
(800) 872-6753.
Wèll show you agood time.
To find out how much time you can
save, call us for afree stopwatch.

OVLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.
See us at DAC, Booth 131.
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equipment. The loopback chip is akey to
remote control, he notes.
Silicon Systems has been working on
the loopback IC since early 1986. While
Santoro acknowledges that there is
"nothing magic about connecting lines
and looping them back," integrating analog and digital logic with the required
precision of tone signaling and detection
posed some thorny design problems.
To be valid, for example, the 2,713-Hz
command tone must be checked by cir-

cuitry that detects frequency, amplitude, and duration and compares minimum-level parameters to extraneous energy within amonitored guardband. All
these conditions must be met before
loopback switching takes place. The
tone must be between 2,706 and 2,720
Hz in arange of 0dBm to -32 dBm and
must last for 1.6 s. Loopback bridging
may be terminated by asecond qualified
command tone or by atimer. Power requirement is ±5 V at less than 50 mW

dissipation. The chip is available in sample quantities at $11 for 100 pieces.
Silicon Systems believes it has a
year's head start in the loopback IC
market. So far there is no sign of similar chips, even from such telecommunications heavyweights as Motorola Inc.
and Rockwell International Corp. The
payoff will come when Bell System companies get interested, says Santoro. If
that happens, "this is a million-unit-ayear market for us."
—Larry Waller

SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESSING

HOW SILICON IS GOING TO COPY GaAs
EDEN PRAIRIE, MINN.

A

dvanced semiconductor devices
based on epitaxially grown superlattices, quantum wells, and other exotic structures have so far
been largely the stuff of gallium
arsenide. But as silicon devices
move toward the limits of conventional bulk structures, the same
kind of epitaxial device work may
soon be done in silicon.
One major indicator comes from
Perkin-Elmer Corp.'s Physical Electronics Division. In November, the
Eden Prairie, Minn., manufacturer
of molecular-beam-epitaxy systems
plans to become the first U. S. supplier of molecular-beam-epitaxy EXOTIC. Bell Labs is using molecular-beam-epitaxy
equipment designed for silicon re- systems to research exotic silicon structures.
search. The division is building five
prototype modules for delivery between evaporators. Compared with resistance
November and mid-1988. The technology
heaters used for flux generation at 600°C
will be astandard option for its modular to 1,100°C in the III-Vs, the e-beam guns
430 MBE series.
can hit the 1,800°C to 2,000°C needed to
The Perkin-Elmer entry comes at an
provide an adequate flux with silicon, a
opportune time. Silicon molecular-beamlow vapor-pressure material, says Peter
epitaxy research is under way at anumber of universities and at firms includCOMPUTERS
ing AT&T Bell Laboratories, AEG-Telefunken, IBM, and Texas Instruments.
The researchers are looking for a way
to circumvent the 0.8-gm barrier expected to stop the advance of conventional
silicon devices [Electronics, April 28,
1986, p. 37].
NEW YORK
That interest also extends to the DeBM Corp. continues to go all out to
fense Department. Perkin-Elmer's first
try and catch up with customer de
module will go to California Institute of mands for connectivity and networking
Technology as part of an extensive 430 among its diverse systems, from personsystem that includes separate modules al computers through midrange systems
for III-V, II-VI, and metals epitaxy, plus to the big mainframes. On June 16 the
electron spectroscopy for chemical anal- giant disgorged another hefty package
ysis, all linked by transfer tubes to pass
of products in afurther step toward towafers among modules within the sys- tal integration of its own and other ventem's ultrahigh-vacuum environment.
dors' equipment. This follows by 12
The system was funded to the tune of months an unprecedented blitz of some
$1.6 million by the Defense Advanced
125 new connectivity and midrange-sysResearch Projects Agency and the Of- tem products [Electronics, June 23,
fice of Naval Research.
1986, p. 50], and there have been other
Unlike systems used for III-V com- product announcements in the interim.
pounds such as GaAs, silicon molecularWithin last week's bundle of more
beam epitaxy requires electron-beam
than 40 telecommunications products,

Chow, Perkin-Elmer staff scientist.
Perkin-Elmer isn't the only one to
spot the opportunity. The Riber Division
of Instruments SA in Rueil-Malmason,
France, entered the silicon molecularbeam-epitaxy market two years ago,
while VG Semicon Ltd. of Sussex, UK,
has supplied equipment for use with silicon for several years.
In fact, next month VG Semicon will
deliver to Bell Labs a silicon MBE system believed to be the first one to accommodate multiple wafers. Based on a
patented AT&T design, the system can
handle up to fifteen 3-in, wafers or seven 5-in. wafers.
Like others, John C. Bean, head of the
Materials Science Research Department
at Bell Labs in Murray Hill, N. J., sees
an emerging research market for silicon
systems. "I think the GaAs guys have
finally scared the silicon guys. But
we're gonna play a little of the compound-semiconductor game too, and see
if we can find ourselves some niches,"
Bean says.
—Wesley R. Iversen

IBM'S NEW BAG OF TRICKS
TO CATCH UP IN NETWORKS
I

38

hardware was present but software
dominated. The announcements covered
the communications gamut from extensions of IBM's Systems Network Architecture to new work stations to Ti products, and included richer and easier-touse network-management software. The
main thrust of the package, says IBM,
is to make it easier to install, run, and
manage complex computer networks.
But nothing can change the fact that
IBM is still basing its communications
strategy on the 12-year-old SNA. The
company has been building and enhancing SNA over the years to encompass
more system-connectivity features as
customers demand them. So it now includes features for hierarchical netElectronics/June 25, 1987

There's more to board test
than just testing boards.
Today, more than ever, board
test is the key to profitability in
your company.
To keep profits up, your board
tester must keep pace with accelerated
production schedules, advanced technologies, and the demand for higher
yields. You need results today, not
promises for tomorrow!
The HP 3065 board test family
produces results by giving you the
tests you need faster than you ever
imagined. So you get higher board test
yields without delaying production.
Using our automatic in-circuit and
functional test program generators
and links to CAE/CAD workstations,
you can develop the right tests in
weeks instead of months. So you can be
productive faster... and boost profits.
Once your tests are up and running, you can further refine them,
thanks to HP's 0-STAR quality management products and links to final
test. In fact, with our recommended
test optimization process, HP 3065
users are currently achieving yields
of up to 98% .
.. or more!

There's alibrary of over 4,000
devices. Digital, analog, and full hybrid
test capability. Accommodation of
the latest ASIC, SMD, LSSD and VLSI
devices. Even an exclusive color
graphical debug interface that helps
you find faults more quickly. And HP's
modular architecture lets you add
these advanced features only as you
need them, to keep overhead down.
Combine all this with our deep
vector sets, industry standard sixwire testing, plus HP's Safeguard
InCi rcu itTM analysis and 99% Guaranteed Uptime Program, and you have all
you need to help keep your profit picture looking bright today and tomorrow.
C all

HP today!

Don't settle for aboard tester that
just tests boards— get the HP 3065
board test family. For more information,
call 1-800-634-TEST. In Colorado, call
collect: 303-669-9325

HEWLETT
PACKARD

For high yield,
compounded daily
see us at the ATE & I
Conference Fast. Booth 605
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NEC NEWSCOPE

As the prime contractor to the
National Space Development Agency
of Japan (NASDA), NEC was engaged
IN REMOTE SENSING.
in system design, system integration
and manufacture of key subsystems
MESSR (Multispectral Electronic
including major bus subsystems,
apan's first Marine Observation
Satellite-1 (MOS-1) is now circling Self-Scanning Radiometer) senses
the MESSR sensor, the DCS (Data
around the globe, covering its
colors of the sea and land, and
Collection System) repeater, ground
entire surface in 17 days from
recognizes surface features 50m by receiving system and image data
909km up in space.
50m, utilizing CCD (Charge-Coupled processing system.
With three sensors aboard, the
Device) image sensing devices.
With more than 30 years of experinew remote sensing satellite beams The MOS- 1is expected to contribute ence in space development, NEC has
back an enormous volume of data
greatly to fishery, agriculture,
been involved, as aprime contractor
on diverse aspects of the sea, land
forestry, resources finding and enor system integrator, in 23 of the 37
and atmosphere. One of the sensors, vironment preservation worldwide. satellites placed in space by Japan.

JAPAN LAUNCHES INTO A NEW ERA

J
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still playback on VTR. To remedy
this problem, our SP-3A stops the
action electronically at 1/60th to
STOPS ACTION
EXPANDS
1/2000th of asecond, offering precise, clear-cut images.
IN LATIN AMERICA.
ELECTRONICALLY.
The SP-3A uses 3new CCD chips
that are anti-smear and -blooming—
two for the green channel and one
nkeeping with the ultimate goal of
he trend in color cameras for
aglobal ISDN, telecom authorities
broadcast use is irrevocably
for the combined red/blue channel.
in Latin America are stepping up
"solid-state". CCD cameras are This dual green system provides
their digital network programs.
more compact, dependable and
much higher resolution and sensiTelecomunica9tes Brasileiras SA.
durable than tube types and have no tivity than the conventionallyrecently awarded NEC do Brasil SA.
comet tails and burn-in when shootstructured ROB system.
agiant order for state-of-the-art digital
ing extremely bright objects.
The new CCD camera displays
equipment. It includes NEAX61 digital
On top of these inherent benefits, widespread versatility. Besides
switching systems (360,000 lines), 5GHz
NEC's new SP-3A CCD Color Camera standalone use it forms an efficient
140M-bit digital microwave communica- has an exclusive feature—the elecshoot/record system with integral
tion equipment (1,800 sets), fiber optic
tronic shutter for fast action.
Betacam, MII or 8mm-format
communication equipment (200 sets)
As conventional cameras
VTRs. Options are available
and PCM transmission equipment
capture images at ashutter
for multi-core or
(1,300 sets). Most of the systems are
speed equivalent
triax remote control.
to be produced locally with delivery
to 1/60th of
Users' acceptstarting this year.
asecond,
ance of this versaMeanwhile, Empresa Nacional de
fast-moving
tile new camera
Telecomunicaciones, Argentina has
objects are
has been remarkawarded PECOM-NEC SA. acontract
blurred in
able. NBC, amajor U.S.
for NEAX61 digital switches (300,000
slow or
TV network, recently
lines) and PCM transmission equipsealed afive-year conment to be installed in the metropolitract to purchase the
tan and northern areas of Argentina.
SP-3A for electronic
Local production is scheduled to
news gathering.
begin soon. In 1982 NEC constructed
APAL version of NEC's CCD color
a320-km fiber optic digital telephone
camera offering broadcast quality
system, interconnecting 6tandem
will also be released.
exchanges and 60 telephone offices
in the metropolitan area.
WORLD'S FASTEST ECL GATE ARRAYS.
NEC is also contributing to the
5-year telecom digitalization project
by Compañía Anónima Nacional
NEC's ECL-4 gate arrays are
he performance of high-speed
Teléfonos de Venezuela by supplying
silicon logic LSIs is rapidly acavailable in achoice of 72- or132-pin
NEAX61 digital switches to 97 exchangcelerating. NEC's new ECL-4
PGA packages, and operate in
es in Maracaibo, Puerto La Cruz, and
gate arrays are the swiftest in the
ordinary forced-air-cooling enviother important areas. For interconworld with a100ps basic gate delay
ronments since sophisticated heat
nection of these exchanges NEC will
or 220ps fully loaded.
sinks are standard.
supply a200-km fiber optic communiCombining unprecedented speed
NEC offers 61 internal macros
cation system.
and flexibility, the ECL-4 family inand 33 I/0 blocks plus complete
As one of the world's leading suppli- cludes the iLPB6312 with 1,200 gates
CAD tools. The ECL-4 family should
ers of digital exchanges, microwave
(400 Full-adders) and the µPB6303
hasten the development of speedand fiber optic systems, NEC is helping with 600 gates (200 Full-adders).
oriented computers, graphic terto further the digital revolution through- Both offer 100K or 10KH interface
minals, LSI testers and telecom
options and ample I/O up to 108 pins. equipment.
out the world.
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works, peer-to-peer communications, and
connections to non-SNA networks. Future voice network integration will also
be based upon SNA, says Larry J. Ford,
an IBM vice president and assistant
group executive.
The areas addressed in the latest announcement range from data communications, transmission-line bandwidth-resource management, voice communications, and network management, to information transformations such as signal

Software dominates
40 new SNA
integration products
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Thanks
to the Library,
American dance
has taken great
leaps forward.
American dance is more
popular than ever, and one ofthe
reasons is The New York Public
Library's Dance Collection.
Choreographer Eliot Feld
says the Library at Lincoln Center is "as vital a workroom as
my studio." Agnes de Mille says,
"the revival of any work is dependent on access to the Library's Dance Collection."
'And they're not the only
ones. For dancers and choreographers everywhere, over 37,000
volumes, 250,000 photographs,
and an enormous film archive
have been essential elements in
the renaissance of American
dance.
That's just one way The
New York Public Library's resources serve us. The Library
offers plays and puppet shows
for children, programs for the
elderly and disabled, extensive
foreign language and ethnic collections, and scientific journals
vital to the business community.
Again and again, the Library enriches our lives.

The New York Public Library
WHERE THE FUTURE IS
AN OPEN BOOK
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and protocol conversions. With such variety, it is difficult to pinpoint any highlights among the multitude of introductions: each addresses aneed in aparticular area. But taken together they do point
unwaveringly toward that major goal of
IBM's communications strategy— to make
it easier for customers to connect avariety of computer systems and voice telecommunications products.
However, among the more important
data-communications
announcements
were new versions of the Advanced
Communications Function/Virtual Telecommunications Access Method program that supports peer-to-peer communications among System 370 hosts (9370,
43XX, and 3090 systems). They work
without host-application assistance and
over dial-up and multipoint leased lines
as well as on dedicated leased lines. Fea-

tures have been added to enable customers to make network changes much
faster and to be able to add new systems to a network without taking the
network down.
IBM's program-to-program communications protocol, LU 6.2, has been extended to provide support to all System/
370 operating systems. Now programs
running on all 370 systems can communicate directly with programs running
on other 370s, System/36, Series/1, System/88, RT PC, IBM Personal Computers, or another manufacturer's processor that supports LU 6.2.
SIGNED UP. To enhance transmission-line
bandwidth-resource management for its
customers, IBM has signed amarketing
and development agreement with Network Equipment Technologies Corp.
The Redwood City, Calif., firm makes a
family of Ti transmission resource-management hardware products, called the
Integrated Digital Network Exchange,
that IBM will now sell and support.
These products allow dynamic sharing
and routing of a network of digital Ti
lines among anumber of computer systems and private-branch exchanges to
construct complex, reliable, yet efficient,
digital voice-and-data networks.
Also making its debut was an IBMdeveloped remote channel-to-channel
communications box, the 3737, that allows System/370s to communicate with
each other over public or private Ti
lines. The 3737 can be used in conjunction with the resource managers made
by Network Equipment Technologies.
-Tom Manuel

WORK STATIONS

DEC BOMBSHELL: A $7,900
COLOR WORK STATION
MAYNARD, MASS.

T

he ripples are still spreading after
Digital Equipment Corp. splashed
into the work-station pool with aseries
of announcements that are shaking up
the pricing structure of that market, if
not issuing an outright challenge to the
leadership of Apollo Computer Inc. and
Sun Microsystems Inc. The principal
market entry from DEC is a 32-bit,
$7,900 color VAXstation 2000 that the
Maynard, Mass., computer giant claims
is the first color work station priced at
less than $8,000.
Besides the color machine, DEC also
introduced other new products at the Design Automation Conference in late June
in Miami (see "Software stars at the De
sign Automation Conference," p. 57).
These include a monochrome desktop
VAX work station that sells for $4,600; a
VAX server system designed for work-

group applications; high-capacity (159Mbyte) Winchester mass storage for the
VAXstation 2000 family; and expanded
VAXcluster networking software. At the
same time, DEC is cutting prices on existing models in the VAXstation 2000 line
and on other work stations.
Christopher Reed, marketing manager for DEC's Worksystems Group, says
the big package of announcements is
the latest in a series of DEC developments dating back to last November, all
aimed at establishing the company as a
leader in work-group computing. Included in the earlier moves were the original
Local Area VAXcluster networking software, which linked 14 nodes; the latest
announcement extends that to 28 nodes.
Reed says further that the recent
steps encompass "very aggressive pricing" that will make DEC more competitive in work-group computing with ApElectronics/June 25, 1987

IBM COPIES.
25e EACH.
For the first time, you can get high
quality color hardcopy from all your IBM
graphics systems. In amatter of seconds.
For just afew pennies each.
The CH-5300 color hardcopier connects directly to your IBM hardware via
our video interface. So you don't have
to write any software. Plus you can connect up to four sources at one time.
Or network the CH-5300 on a3274controlled system.
With the CH-5300, you'll work
with up to 4,912 colors (not just 8). And

you can count on seeing crisp, clean
lines and smoothly shaded solids. So
your screen images are accurately
reproduced on every copy.
What's more, you'll get all this on
paper or film. A or Bsize. In as little as
45 seconds.
So look into the Seiko CH-5300.You'll
see the best IBM copies to come your way
for just aquarter

SEl KO IO

.
Call Martin Nelson at
(408) 943-9100 today. Seiko Instruments USA
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pie Computer Inc. and IBM Corp. In
fact, one industry analyst sees the DEC
announcements as making the company
more competitive in the Apple and IBM
personal-computer arena than in technical work stations. Mark Stahlman, research analyst with Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. in New York, expects the
products to be "very successful in the
VMS market, especially with current
DEC VMS customers."
Stahlman doesn't believe the moves will
push Apollo and Sun out of their workstation leadership spots, though. He maintains that DEC lacks some of the key
ingredients to excel at that game, including breadth of product line and adedicated sales force. But DEC's Sandy Friedman, strategic marketing manager in the
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Worksystems Group, counters that the
latest announcement encompasses seven
new configurations. Further, he points
out that another 15 VAXstation II and
VAXstation II/GPX configurations are included in the product family for which
price cuts were announced.
More important, DEC executives
stress that their work stations serve as
desktop user interfaces to an unrivaled
breadth of products scaling all the way
up to the VAX 8000-series departmental
mainframes. As for a dedicated sales
force, Friedman maintains that work
stations are the "distributed shared systems of the future, and our sales force
is adept at selling whatever is appropriate for a user's desk."
In an entry-level configuration, Reed
says the color VAXstation 2000 would
include the MicroVAX processor, 4
Mbytes of random-access memory, 70
Mbytes of hard-disk storage, the operating system, and networking software—
all for about $10,700. A comparable
Apollo DN3000 system sells for $21,400.
APOLLO IS READY. Edward Zander, vice
president of marketing at Apollo in
Chelmsford, Mass., says his company
isn't surprised by the DEC announcements, and hints that Apollo soon will
drop another work-station shoe. "We
haven't seen the VAXstation family as a
strong competitor," he says. "The product has been relatively weak on price/
performance. It looks like they've tried
to correct the price part of that. They've
put a little more pricing pressure on us
and on Sun, but we still have aprice/performance advantage in our current products, and especially in what we have
coming in the near future. We'll respond
with advanced technology, not just with
price cuts."
-Larry Curran
Electronics/June 25, 1987

Our Customers are the World's Smartest Buyers
of Computer Products because
they will SAVE $15 MILLION this year. ..
Why not join them. ..at ELEK-TEK
DATA STORAGE

HARD DRIVES

f•VIEGA

BERNOULLI BOX
For PC/XT/AT and most
compatibles
10 meg (single)
$899
20 meg (single)
1199
20 meg (10 + 10)
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40 meg (20 + 20)
1799
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TAPE BACKUPS
Western Digital 60
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$699
Archive XL 5240-XT 40 meg .. .465
Archive XL 5540-AT 40 meg .... 499
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Western Digital 20 MB
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Western Digital 30 MB
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MULTI FUNCTION BOARDS

$310
FX 86e

Advantage 128

$249
99
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229
239
299
150

I/O Mini It
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Rampage PC
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99
384K
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INTEL ABOVEBOARD
All products

CALL

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY

All products
CALL
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CALL

CHIPS
64K RAM (150 or 200 NS)
CALL
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CALL
Samsung 256K RAM 150 NS
CALL
Major 256K 100/120/150 NS
CALL
256K Static RAM
7
NEC V-20 or V-30
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110
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499
LC) 800 NLQ (Parallel)
445
LC) 1000 NLQ (Parallel)
599
LC) 2500 NLQ 324 CPS
875
CR 420i NLQ 420 CPS
699

64K parallel or serial
256K parallel or serial

(
- unformatted)

31/
2 " SSDD

3½" DSDD
31/
2"DSDDHD
51/
4"SSDD
51/
4"DSDD
51/
4"DSDD96TPI
51
4 " DSDDHD
/
8" SSDD**
8" DSDD• •

o

14.00
22.00
13.00
18.00
22.00
12.50
19.00
23.00

250
56

64K memory expansion

QUADRAM
Microfaiers

OTHER MODEMS
Hayes compatible
Internal (including software)
Practical Peripherals 1200B .... 100
Novation 1200B
125
Generic 2400B
209
External (no software included)
U.S. Robotics 1200 baud
U.S. Robotics 2400 baud
Practical Peripherals 1200 baud
Novation 1200 baud

199
399
125
175

410A, 410G, 410W
600S RGB color
722C

Sugg. Ret. $115

owe

stA

$84

13.00
20.00

13.00'
20.00

8.00

8.50

10.00

10.00

22.00
22.00
22.00
23.00

22.00
22.00
20.00
23.00

ese-ce'

12.50

*Price

includes IBM parallel interface

TRIPPLITE &PERNA POWER
POWER PROTECTION
Surge protector strips
PermaPower 6outlet
$28
Isobar4-6 4outlet
42
Isobar8-15 8outlet
50
Line conditioners/stabilizers
TL1200 4out 1200W
135
TL1800 6out 1800W
199
Command consoles
TLCCI 612
79
PermaRS562 Power Commander 65
Standby power systems
TLBC450 450 watt system .. .360
BC675 675 watt system
535
TLBC1000 1000 watt system.. 850
TLBC2000
1299
SAFE400VA 400 volt system ... 350
SAFE1200VA 1200 volt system .. 899

PUSH BUTTON SWITCH BOXES
448010
448052

2pos 25-pin AB
2pos 36-pin AB

$29
32

448028
448060
448036
448078
448044
448086

3 pos.
3 pos.
4 pos.
4 pos.

25-pin
36-pin
25-pin
36-pin

ABC.... $29
ABC
33
ABCD
33
ABCD
35

4 pos. 25-pin ABCD
4 pos. 36-pin ABCD

38
40

VIDEO BOARDS
129
CALL
339
488

Hercules graphics PLUS
$199
Generic Hercules compatible ... .80
Hercules color
155
Generic compatible
80
Vega Deluxe
359
Quadram EGA
330
Generic EGA 1
/ card
2
179
Quadram Prosync w/Free Mouse 369

3M DATA CARTRIDGES

1

/0

25

DC100A

$13.50

$13.00

$12.00

12.00
16.00

DC300A

17.50

17.00

16.00

DC300XL

20.50

20.00

19.00

DC300XL/P

21.50

21.00

20.00

7.00
8.00
10.00
17.00

DC600A

23.00

22.50

21.50

DC1000

14.50

14.00

DC1000 alpha• •

16.50

13.50
15.00

DC1000 delta'

16.50

16.00
16.00

eceet 4-4>
13.00
20.00
59.00

9.00

575

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
All Models
CALL
SONY MONITORS
All Models
CALL

HP92285A for Originel LaserJet
HP92295A for LaserJet Series II

Elek-Tek Price $399*

ROTARY SWITCH BOXES

$275
TTL. 99
Tatung 1360 RGB
339
Sanyo 9212 12" Amber Composite 84

LaserJet
Toner Cartridges

R I3

Diablo D-625 Daisywheel 25CPS

MONITORS

Ira HEWLET T
pA c K

CALL

BEST BUY
Kimtron KC -1 13" RGB
Samsung 1252G 12" Amber
NEC
Multisync
AMDEK
310A (TTL) Amber

ELEKTEK

$129
159

HANZON
64K universal

included)
1200 1200 Baud..
2400 2400 Baud

HUGE SAVINGS ON DISKETTES Call for Quantity pricing for 10 boxes or more
(*Packed in flip n' file)

$399

$2395

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS

no software

Mfr.

Mfr. Sugg. Ret.

PRINT BUFFERS

Internal
(including software)
1200B 1200 Baud ..
2400B 2400 Baud .
HAYES External

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

OTHER EPSON PRINTERS
FX 86e (New)200 CPS
$310

EPSON SQ-2000

Model
1200

Call for Price

Epson's FX 86e is the industry's Stan
dard DOT MATRIX PRINTER. Features
include 8K buffer, NLQ, 40/240 cps.

SAVE OVER 80%

HAYES

45f

DICONIX 8213
Portable Printer

EPSON

wide carriage Ink jet printer
a)

NJ-

XEROX /Diablo

itejmrA

MODEMS

HARD DRIVE CARDS

Huge Discounts on

3M

DC2000
19.00
•formatted 10 MB Cartridges
• formatted 20 MB Cartridges

18.50

15.00
18.00

6557 North Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60645
32-677-7660
312-631-7800
Call Toll Free 800-621-1269-Except IL, AK
• Canadian Toll Free 800-458-9133

Corp. Accts, Invited. Min. Ord. $15.00. Visa or MasterCard by Mail or Phone. Mall Cashier's Check, Mon. Ord., Personal Check Add $4.00 tat tern. (AK. HI, P.R., Canada add $10.00 first item) $1.00 ea. add'I
shpg. & hand'. Shipments to IL address add 7% tax. Prices subj. to change. WRITE for .roe catalog. RETURN POLICY, Defectives Only, Most products replaced within 30 days of purchase with identical merchandise only. Computer and large peripherals replaced only when defective on arrival (within 3 work days of delivery). Other problems covered by mfr. warranty. ALL EL EK-TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW,
FIRST QUALITY AND COMPLETE. Delivery subject to availability. DUNS #09-718-0517
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45

Follow the
0

rfollow the also-rans. The choice is simple.
Because onlyAltera has aproven track record in the
technology that gets your product to market fast. In less space.
For less money.
When you call us, you'll get instant access to the
latest innovations in the fast-moving world of EPLDs. Solutions
that can put you weeks — even months — ahead of your
competitors.
Consider the foundation of our leadership. The Erasable
Programmable Logic Device (EPLD). Based on the most
advanced CMOS processes and familiar high density EPROM
cells, it gives you more architectural flexibility, higher density
and greater functionality than older bipolar PLDs °MI
MSI/SSI.Without the NRE, lead time and custom inventory
burden of ASICs.
You also get CAE development tools that shorten your
design cycle. Flexible A+PLUS software that lets you design it
your way. TTL macros, state machines, Boolean.You choose.
It even fits your design into the appropriate EPLD automatically.
You'll also get programming hardware that lets you implement
your design in silicon. In minutes.
Of course, staying on top is different from getting there.
So we're about to deliver new function-specific device families.
User-Configurable Stand-Alone Microsequencers that let you
build state machines that have hundreds of states rather than
dozens, with speeds you'll find hard to match.
And user-configurable microprocessor peripherals
that enhance system performance.We're even developing a
new general purpose EPLI) architecture that will yield up
to 10,000 gates.
For us, it means clear leadership in terms of technology
and market share. For you, it means confidence. The certainty
that your system will get to market in less time. For less money
So your competitors can end up following you.

Call (408) 984-2800

A

3525 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Circle 47 on reader service card

%+PLI Sis aregistered trademark of Altera Corporation.
Distributed in U.S. by Alliance, Pioneer, Quality Components, Schweber andWyle.
In Canada, distributed by Future.
C 1987 Altera Corporation.

Leader.
ALTERA

INNOVATIONS

FIRST EPLD
FIRST generic EPLD
FIRST military EPLD
FIRST plastic OTP EPLD
FIRST "zero power - EPLD
FIRST VLSI density EPLD

FIRST windowed surface
mount EPLD
FIRST TTI. macro functions
for EPLD
FIRST schematic entry
software for EPLD

FIRST pin-grid array EPLD

FIRST automatic fitting
software for EPLD

FIRST programmable
register EPLD

FIRST desktop development
system for EPLD

High-quality high-performance 5Yedisk drives. At Priam, we believe
we can't make them without you. Because we consider customer input to be one
of the most important components in our drives.
This philosophy is reflected in our Total Quality Commitment program.
This unique program, employing extensive customer feedback and statistical
control methods, enables us to produce drives of superior quality and reliability
See the difference customer involvement makes in high-performance disk
drives. Our Series 500, 600 and 700 5Yedrives are available now In avariety of
capacities. From 140 MB to our new 382 MB versions. And in the most popular
interfaces —ST412, ESDI, and SCSI.
For additional product information, call us at 1-800-227-7426.We look
forward to your input.
Àkwe

%›- PRIAM

20 West Montague Expressway, San Jose, CA 95134
48
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
PHILIPS STARTS SELLING ADVANCED CMOS LOGIC WITH NEW PIN LAYOUT
hilips of the Netherlands has started supplying customers with samples of
first advanced CMOS logic devices. The new generation of highperformance chips touched off an industry-wide controversy last year when
Philips and its codeveloper, Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas, announced that
they were relocating the power and ground pins from their traditional location
at the corner of the package to anew spot in the center, The companies said
the switch would reduce the effects of transient voltages, which cause data
errors to occur, but competitors Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. and the GE/
RCA Solid State Division continue to dispute their claims [Electronics, May 14,
1987, p. 33]. The first 10 Philips ACL devices to feature the new pinning are
various NOR and NAND gates, as well as flip-flops--all with CMOS or TTL
input-level operation.
El

pits

JVC WILL BE FIRST TO MARKET S-VHS CAMCORDERS
he Victor Co. of Japan will be the first to formally introduce S-VHS

Tcamcorders to the consumer market. The company will begin selling two

models in Japan this summer and hopes to market them in the U. S. by fall.
S-VHS is an improved version of the VHS video format, featuring resolution of
more than 400 lines [Electronics, April 30, 1987, p. 49]. Both machines will
also be able to record and play back using the standard VHS format. The GR55S, a 1.1-kg model that uses acompact cassette and can record up to one
hour on atape, will cost about $1,700 in Japan. The unit has an improved 1
/
2in. charge-couple-device image sensor that delivers 330,000 effective picture
elements. JVC will also offer an advanced model, the GF-S1000H, which will
weigh 2.7 kg and will use a full-size VHS cassette. The $2,400 machine,
which will play and record for up to 6 hrs., uses a2/
3-in. image sensor with
360,000 pixels for even better resolution. Sharp Corp. is also expected to
release an S-VHS camcorder this summer.
D
NHK LABS BUILDS A 20-in. PLASMA COLOR DISPLAY FOR HIGH DEFINITION

Aby

color plasma display measuring 11 1/
3 in. by 16 1
/
4 in. has been fabricated
NHK Science and Technical Research Laboratories, the research
facility of Japan's public TV station, NHK. Capable of operating as a20-in. N
monitor that meets National Television Standards Committee requirements, the
panel is actually apartial model for the high-definition TV format that NHK is
pushing the world to adopt. The prototype display has more than 286 picture
cells, arranged 448 vertically by 640 horizontally, with a cell pitch in both
directions of 0.65 mm. The panel, which is just 6mm thick and weighs 5.3 lb,
uses a pulse memory-drive scheme to turn individual cells on and off. The
pulses excite a helium-xenon gas mixture, which in turn becomes ultraviolet
and turns on the color phosphors in each cell.
D
HITACHI TAKES SHARPER AIM AT EUROPEAN SOFTWARE MARKET
eeking to bring its development team closer to the markets it serves,
Ltd. is establishing a software laboratory in London to develop
software products for the European market. Under Hitachi Europe, a wholly
owned subsidiary, the labs will focus on software for Hitachi's work stations
as well as pursue artificial-intelligence applications. Its first task will be to
develop software for Hitachi's Unix-based 16-bit 2050 work station, announced in Japan in September 1985 and slated for a European launch in
1988. Hitachi also plans to develop mainframe software in London that will be
sold under its own label. The Tokyo company's mainframe software is currently sold in Europe under other firms' private labels.
D

SHitachi
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UK's ACORN FIGHTS BACK WITH A NEW 32-BIT RISC COMPUTER

Aname in

corn Computers Ltd. of Cambridge, UK, is back in action. Once the top
British computing, Acorn got into trouble when financial woes
almost shut it down in 1985, but Olivetti bailed it out by buying a79% stake in
the company. Now Acorn is launching a comeback, with its first computer
product in 18 months. The company claims the new system, Archimedes, is
the fastest microcomputer in the world. The system can perform 4 million
instructions per second, making it one of the fastest machines in its class. The
system, built around four custom-made chips, has at its heart a32 -bit central
processing unit that uses a reduced-instruction-set computer architecture
[Electronics, Aug. 26, 1985, p. 48]. A memory manager, a video controller,
and an input/output controller round out the quartet. Production will begin in
the fall for Archimedes, which will be priced from $1,300 for abasic model up
to about $2,300 for a business version.
11]
WEST GERMAN TV MAKER SWITCHES TO AN ALL-DIGITAL LINEUP

Lthe

oewe Opta GmbH, aWest German manufacturer of high-end TV sets, is
first TV maker to use digital -signal-processing circuits across the
board in all its tabletop color models. The company says that digital technology improves the quality of the sets without adding to the price. Using DSP
chips from Intermetall GmbH for both audio and video [Electronics, April 5,
1984, p. 89], Loewe's new generation of sets will go to market in time for the
International Audio and Video Fair beginning Aug. 28 in West Berlin. The
Kronach company says digital processing can automatically compensate for
component drift, ensuring that sound and picture quality remain at peak levels.
Loewe also claims that digital technology will make it easier to integrate new
video services, such as videotext and Europe's upcoming direct-broadcastsatellite communications services, because no large interfaces are needed.D
FERRANTI CARRIES ON A JUNE SHOPPING SPREE

LJune

ike a shopper scrambling at a Harrod's sale, Ferranti plc spent most of
making a series of substantial purchases. The Cheadle, UK, firm
acquired two U. S. companies and two British operations; it didn't reveal the
financial terms. Ferranti began with the acquisition of the advanced lasertechnology project group from General Electric Co., of Fairfield, Conn., and
then bought Allegheny International Inc.'s majority share in Sciaky Bros. Inc.,
a Chicago maker of high-end welding systems based on resistance, fusionarc, electron-beam, and laser technologies. At the same time, Ferranti was
active on the home front, adding Datestore Ltd. of Watford and the military
trainer and air-launcher business of Wardle Storeys plc in Godalming. Datestore makes frequency-agile and point-to-point broadband modems.
CI
NEW LAW WILL PROTECT WEST GERMAN CHIP MAKERS FROM PIRATES

I

ana move that is expected to start a pan-European trend, West Germany
passed a bill aimed at protecting the "topologies of microelectronic
semiconductor products." Other member countries of the European Community are expected to follow suit with similar legislation before the year is out.
Akin to the 1984 U. S. Semiconductor Chip Protection Act, the new bill will
protect West Germany's semiconductor industry from unlawful copying of its
products. It will become law in November. Under current law, semiconductors
and their architectures are not protected in West Germany. As aresult, pirates
have taken advantage by illegally counterfeiting circuits, costing the industry
"losses in the millions," according to Bonn's Ministry of Justice. Now offenders will face the possibility of heavy fines and even prison terms.
D
50
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Why don't these new
measurement instruments have
any control elements?

TRANSIENT RECORDER
Ei 3140

TRIG
T1LIN

SYNC
rrt ré•our

INPUT 2
Imo 380

8 BIT 2MHz

CLOCK
• ON
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•SRO
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o

TRANSIENT RECORDER
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INPUT 1
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INPUT 2
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INPUT 1
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Because PC control is far simpler...
with keyboard and mouse.

TRANSOMS RECORDSR
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OW Mil*

INPUT 1
3110
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MI • AOOR

ADOSOSS
,

11101
••

SYNC
m.

MO 2
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Now, you can skip unweldy operating
procedures when using measurement
instruments. Why? Because Siemens
has developed new measurement
instruments that cooperate with personal
computers over an IEEE 488 bus.
And that eliminates, for example, your
reliance on cumbersome keys and dials
when using transient recorders.
Adjusting parameters, ranges, and functions is easier than ever.., with the PC
keyboard and mouse.
What's more, our standard software
accepts only instrument-specific and
logically-structured entry data. So that
you get top quality results every time.
And since each instrument includes
pre-programmed operating instructions,
there's no more flipping through timeconsuming manuals to get to the point.
Whenever you're uncertain about how
to proceed, the instrument itself provides
the plaintext answer. A click of the
mouse is enough... for calling up
instructions or executing commands
that put you firmly in control of up
to 15 measurement instruments. From
function/pulse generator to digital
multimeter.

\

MS-DOS
operating system

All this adds up to less routine,
more attention to what really cour its —
and better results. The kind of
convenience that's fast becoming the
hallmark of advanced measurement
technology. From Siemens.
Measurement's never been easier.
With PC instruments from Siemens.

Want to know more about our PC
instruments? Just contact your local
Siemens office or drop aline to:
Siemens AG
Infoservice 213-Z027eE
Postfach 23 48, D-8510 Fürth
Federal Republic of Germany
A19100 E686 Z4 V1 7600
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
FUJITSU SHIFTING
SOME R&D TO SPAIN
Fujitsu Ltd. will take its first
step in a program to shift
some of its research and development to Spain. The Tokyo company will begin by
developing a Japanese-Spanish translation system using
its superminicomputers. The
R&D work will be done in
conjunction with ajoint ,venture in Madrid, Sociedad Espanola de Comunicacionese
Informatica SA, which already does manufacturing
for Fijitsu. Established in
April 1986 as one of Fujitsu's
bases in Europe, the joint
venture is 60% owned by Fujitsu and 40% by Companiea
Telefonica Nacional de Espana, a government-financed
telecommunications firm. Fujitsu is already working in Japan on a translation system
for English, German, French,
and Korean.
USSR AND HUNGARY
SET JOINT VENTURE
Hungary and the Soviet
Union have established their
first joint venture in medical
electronics, according to Hungarian sources in West Germany. The venture, called Micromed Co. and based in the
northern Hungarian town of
Esztergom, will initially turn
out seven types of new microprocessor-controlled medical systems, including electrocardiographs and patient
monitoring equipment. Mi
cromed will later add more
systems to its lineup. The
systems will eventually be
sold in other countries.
KDD's SYNTHESIZER
GIVES VOICE TO PCs
Kokusai Denshin 1)eniwa
Co., Japan's international
telecommunications monopoly, has developed a speech
synthesizer attachment that
transforms a personal computer into atalking machine.
The device can be applied to
any language, says a KDD
spokesman, because it can
50D

give aword natural pronunciation by editing phonemes
and atomic speech elements.
The Tokyo company's software provides the edited
words or phrases with stress
and intonation so the attachment's voice can speak with
a natural accent and tones.
KDD has not yet decided
when the device will be available. It expects the systems
to be used for telephone service, for electronic mail, and
to aid the handicapped.
COMPAQ OPENS
SINGAPORE PLANT
Compaq Computer Corp. has
opened aprinted-circuit-board
assembly facility in Singapore, its first outside the
U. S. Assembly began last
month at the Houston-based
company's facility. Monthly
production is expected to exceed 40,000 units by the end
of this year. Shipment of the
boards to Compaq's main assembly facility in Houston is
expected to begin this month,
and the boards also will eventually be shipped to afacility
in Scotland.
OPTOELECTRONICS
SALES TO SOAR

aim to develop software that
allows better integration of
Unix systems into heterogeneous networks—networks
with computers from different manufacturers. The initial goal, Paderborn-based
Nixdorf says, will be to embed Unix systems in OSI and
in IBM's SNA networks.
MITSUBISHI CLAIMS
RECORD SRAM CARD
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. will
market in the U. S. and Japan what the Tokyo company
claims is the world's largest
capacity static random-access-memory card at 512
Kbytes. In Japan, the price
will be 95,000 yen. To reach
that capacity,
Mitsubishi
mounted sixteen 256-Kbit
SRAMs on a 10 mm-thick
card. Also in August, the
company will launch a onetime
programmable
512Kbyte
read-only-memory
card, a 256-Kbit SRAM for
memory cards, and a 256Kbyte version of the SRAM
and ROM cards.
PLESSEY WINS DOD
AUSTRALIA ORDER

Ple›sey Co. has won a£160
million order from the AusThe world market for opto- tralian Department of Deelectronic components and
fence for 6,000 advanced tacsystems will rise 20% to 25% tical radios. The radios are
annually, reaching about $35 based on the London compabillion by 1990, up from $16
ny's System 4000, which is
billion last year, according to designed to give a "user
areport from the organizers
friendly" performance and to
of the Laser Show, scheduled operate in harsh climates.
for June 22-26 in Munich. Laser-based test and measuring
CASTING RESIN HAS
systems and material proHIGH CONDUCTIVITY
cessing
equipment
built
R,, bnorganic Systems Ltd.
around lasers will give the
market the strongest boost.
has developed a high-thermalconductivity encapsulating and
casting resin called PX666C.
NIXDORF, AMDAHL TO
The Swindon, UK, company
DEVELOP SOFTWARE
has spent three years developWest Germany's Nixdorf
ing the resin, which, by using
a combination of a nonabraComputer AG and Amdahl
sive filler and a high-purity
Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif.,
are setting up a joint engiresin system, has achieved a
neering team at each compa- thermal conductivity of 1.4 W/
ny to develop communicamK. Its other qualities are low
tions functions for Unix- viscosity, flame retardancy,
and minimal sedimentation in
based systems. The team will

storage. The company says
that the resin's main applications will be military.
FIRMS TO COOPERATE
ON COMMUNICATIONS
Two communications-equipment makers, Hasler AG of
Switzerland and West Germany's Telenorma GmbH, intend to work together in
their common field. The emphasis of the cooperation between
Bern-headquartered
Hasler and Telenorma of
Frankfurt, a member of
West
Germany's
Robert
Bosch group of firms, will be
on private communication
systems and local-area networks.
KYOCERA WANTS TO
SELL VITELIC RAMs
Integrated-circuit
package
manufacturer Kyocera Corp.,
Kyoto, Japan, is negotiating
with Vitelic Corp., of San Jose,
Calif., for rights to sell the
American firm's dynamic random-access memories and static RAMs in Japan. Kyocera
has an almost 10% equity position in Vitelic, which last year
started selling its products
through two Tokyo component
traders, Internix and Microtek.
Kyocera expects to sell about
200 million yen worth of ICs
in the first year.
UK GROUP WARY OF
BOOK-TO-BILL RISE
The UK book-to-bill ratio has
managed to stay above parity
for six months, but the Electronic Components Industry
Federation is being only cautiously optimistic about the
figures. The provisional figure of 1.34 for May follows a
revised April figure of 1.17
and a March figure of 1.29,
according to the federation,
whose data accounts for 75%
of UK semiconductor sales.
"The trend is definitely upward," a spokesman says,
but he warns that "the unevenness of the sales figures
makes the rate of improvement difficult to quantify."
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Wandel &Goltermann
Electronic MeasurementTechnology

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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eé--aSpectrum analysis
difficult?
Not with the SNA-1!

The SNA-1/01's favourable price and
high measurement speed is adouble
guarantee for economical testing.
Simple *digital- and *analog -parameter
entry * Memory for 9setups plus tolerance masks. Results are easy-to-read
from the screen, digital noise averaging
and IEC/IEEE interface.
Synthesiser accuracy for all frequency
points on the xaxis.
Auto cal facility gives the SNA-1 the
accuracy that has established the reputation of our level meters.
Resolution 0.1 Hz, 0.01 dB. Display range
1dB to 100 dB.
Wandel &Goltermann, VMW, Postfach 12 62, D-7412 Eningen
Fed. Rep. of Germany, let. +(49) 71 21-86-0. Tlx. 729 833
Iwould like the following:
Afree SNA-1 colour brochure
E] Avisit from aW&G sales engineer
Name
Company

cs,

Street
Town
Telephone no.

E7394 KF
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS
ECL GATE-ARRAY CHIP COMBINES
LOGIC AND ON-BOARD RAM
FUJITSU CUTS POWER USAGE BY 50% AND SPEEDS MEMORY ACCESS 4TIMES
application-specific inteTwo
grated circuits from Fu-

Internal gates have a typical
propagation delay of 220 ps for
fan-in and fan-out of one and no
jitsu Ltd. combine logic and
capacitive loading. A more typirandom-access memory on the
cal value for fan-in and fan-out
same chip to cut power conIF
RANDOMof three and 3mm of aluminum
sumption and boost memoryACCESS
wiring is 500 ps. Typical internal
access performance. By putMEMORY
toggle rate is 800 MHz.
ting RAM on achip with emitBoth devices are fabricated
ter-coupled logic and transison a 9.84-by-9.84 mm chip and
tor-to-transistor
logic,
the
RANDOMACCESS
sealed in ceramic pin-grid-arcompany reduced power conMEMORY
ray packages with 149 pins. To
sumption by 50% and increased
maximize heat transfer, the
memory-access
performance
chips are mounted on the upby a factor of four, compared
per side of adownward cavity,
with systems where logic and
RANDOMproviding the best thermal conmemory are on separate chips.
ACCESS
ductivity to a 6-fin heat radiaHaving memory on an ASIC
MEMORY
tor mounted atop the package.
logic chip allows the RAM to
Translation circuits at the
interface directly with logic on
periphery of the chip provide
the same chip, and that elimiRANDOM
ACCESS
conversion to TTL input or outnates the output buffers beMEMORY
put where desired.
tween the memory and logic
Power supply voltage is -4.5
that are required in convenV for operation as ECL100K
tional systems.
and -5.2 V for operation as
The result is a maximum
ECL1OKH. When operated
RAM access time of 5ns. This
compares with about 20 ns if PLACEMENT. ECL gate arrays consisting of a10-by-6 matrix of majo only in TTL mode a single
+5.0 V power supply suffices,
the memory was off-chip—ap- logic cells, left, are complemented by four 256-word RAM arrays.
but normally TTL input/output
proximately 10 ns would be
would be mixed with ECL and a +5.0 V
added in interconnection delay times be- the needs of minicomputer designers
tween chips and 5 ns for input/output pressed to deliver system performance supply would be used in addition to one
of the negative ECL supplies.
in the range of 10 million to 15 million
from the logic chip.
Power dissipation is 4.7 mW/gate for instructions/s while still cooling their ONE MICRON. The chips are fabricated
computers with air flow instead of liq- with high-speed ECL technology featurinternal high-speed gates and 2.4 mW/
ing 1-p.m minimum feature size. They
gate for internal low-power gates. Be- uid coolants (see p. 71).
Specific applications include register have three layers of aluminum interconcause of the elimination of output buffnections—two for logic and one for powers, the entire chip's power consumption files for central processing units and
er supply. Three personalized masks are
of 8to 10 W is about one-half that of a cache memory controllers. The chips
system with separate chips for memory should also find applications in commu- required for each customer design—one
and logic. The chips can be cooled with a nication controllers and palette control- for each of two logic layers and one for
through-holes between the logic layers.
lers for graphics processing.
5
-m/s airflow.
Fujitsu is taking orders now and has
The prototype for the new devices is
9-BIT WORDS. Two devices are available.
estimated the time from completion of
Fujitsu's 4,480-gate RT-4500 gate array.
The ET-2009M series has 1,920 gates
logical simulation to delivery of engiand 9Kbits of RAM organized into four In the new devices, memory replaces
neering samples in Japan at five weeks.
some of the gates—one half of them in
arrays of 256 words each of 9bits. The
- Fujitsu's development fee of 5 million
other option—the ET-3004M series—fea- the case of the ET-2009M and onetures more gates but at the cost of re- fourth in the ET-3004M. A total of 96 yen includes five samples. Single-unit
duced memory. It has 2,880 logic gates different macros are available for con- price in lots of 500 is 50,000 yen for the
1,920-gate, 9-Kbit ET2009M, and 45,000
and a 4.5-Kbit RAM organized as two figuring functional circuits.
for the
2,880-gate,
4.5-Kbit
arrays of 256 nine-bit words. Using 9-bit
In the 4.5-Kbit device, up to 90 major yen
- Charles L. Cohen
words makes system design simpler logic cells are available to the designer, ET3004M.
each consisting of eight basic cells. A ba- Fujitsu Ltd., Semiconductor Marketing, Furthan with byte-wide memory chips beukawa Sogo Bldg. 2-6-1 Marunouchi
sic cell can be any of the following: dual
cause it gives designers aparity bit.
two-input NOR, four-input OR/NOR, two- Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.
The chips are early entrants in anew
Phone 81-3-216-3211
[Circle 500]
AND/NAND, or aD latch.
breed of ECL devices intended to meet input OR50F
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ALPS PRINTER USES
24-BY-24-PIN HEAD

disks, the SAB2793/97B is available
from stock. Price depends on importing
country.

High character resolution is achieved in
Alps Electric Co.'s top-of-the-line thermal-transfer printer mechanism with
the use of a 24-by-24-pin matrix print
head instead of the more common 9-by9-pin matrix.
The PTMTS42/43 prints 50 characters/s in a standard 80-column mode.
Specially designed motors are used in
the line and paper feed mechanisms to
minimize noise and maximize paper-positioning accuracy. Up to 85 lines can be

Siemens AG, P.O. Box 103, D-8000 Munich 1, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-2343613

METER HANDLES SWR
AND POWER DUTIES
grammed—for pen up/down, color of
pen, start/stop time base, and recorderplot mode—by CCITT V.24, RS-232-C,
and IEC-625/IEEE-488 interfaces. It also
acts as a computer front-end in a computer-controlled measuring system. The
sampling rate is 33 values per second.
Delivery time for the LY1900 is 12
weeks. It sells for 6,400 DM.
Linseis GmbH, P.O.
Selb, West Germany.
Phone 49-9287-79022

printed on a standard letter-sized page.
Capable of battery-powered operation,
the printer targets applications in laptop computers, word processors, terminal printers, and typewriters. It is available three months after receipt of order.
Alps Electric Co.,

1-7 Yukigaya Otsuka-

cho, Ota-ku, Tokyo 145, Japan.
Phone 81-3-726-1211
[Circle 701]

IBM-COMPATIBLE COMES
WITH LARGER SCREEN
Lee Data International Ltd.'s model
1191 monochrome display terminal is
plug-compatible with IBM Corp.'s model
3191 but offers a 14-in, screen in either
green or amber, compared with IBM's
green-only 12-in. screen.
Other features include support for a
light pen, astation printer, or abar-code
reader, and a choice of either 87-key or
122-key keyboards.
Lee's 1192C color terminal is plugcompatible with IBM's 3192 terminal
and lets users select awide-screen mode
to display a program listing or a longscreen formation to display more rows
of text.
Available now, the model 1191 costs
£750 and the model 1192C costs £1,200.
Lee Data International Ltd., 49 Dean St.,
Marlow, Bucks SL7 3BP, UK.
Phone 44-6284-76841
[Circle 702]

X-Y PLOTTER IS FAST,
YET STILL IS ACCURATE
The LY1900 .e-y recorder/plotter from
Linseis GmbH features an acceleration
rate of 500 cm/s 2,an end-speed of 100
cm/s, an accuracy of ±0.25%, alinearity
error as low as ±0.1%, and a built-in
time base with 12 selectable speeds.
The recorder can be remotely proElectronics/June 25, 1987

[Circle 706]

Box

1404,

Kaise Electric Works Ltd.'s SK-2300 series combines standing-wave-ratio and
rf-power measurements for antenna systems in a single, compact instrument.
Two versions are available. The SK2300 offers a frequency range of 1.8 to
150 MHz, while the SK-2310 is designed
for 130 to 500 MHz. Both measure power to an accuracy of ±15% full-scale and
have three selectable power ranges: 2
W, 20 W and 200 W.

D-8672

[Circle 703]

60-W POWER SUPPLY
RANGES FROM 0 TO 30 V
Farnell International Instruments Ltd.'s
power supply provides outputs over a
range of 0to 30 V, but is small enough
to carry easily in one hand. Its maximum output is 60 W.
Power from the LS30-10 is adjusted
by two 10-turn front-panel controls—one
for voltage, the other for current. Resolution is to within 0.1 V and 10 mA. A
full 10 A is available at 6V; 6A at 12 V;

Minimum power required for SWR
measurements is 0.3 W for the SK-2310.
For the SK-2300, minimum power varies
with frequency from 75 W at 1.8 MHz to
0.1 W at 150 MHz.
Both instruments have separate meters for SWR and power measurements.
The units are 180 mm wide, 68 mm high,
and 110 mm deep and weigh 730 g.
Available now, the SK-2300 costs
7,200 yen and the SK-2310 9,300 yen.
Kaise Electric Works Ltd., 422 Oaza Hayashinoso, Ueda, Nasano
Phone 81-262-35-1600

386-01, Japan.
[Circle 705]

SBC BOASTS 68010
and 1 MBYTE RAM
2.5 A at 24 V; and 2A at 30 V.
The unit measures 91 by 220 by 265
mm and weighs 2.1 kg. Available now, it
costs £220.
Farnell

International

Instruments

Ltd.,

Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS22 4DH, UK.
Phone 44-937-61961
[Circle 704]

SIEMENS UPGRADES
DISK CONTROLLERS

A single-board computer from High
Technology Electronics Ltd. features a
Motorola Corp. 68010 microprocessor
and no-wait states on up to 1Mbyte of
dynamic RAM.
The HVME-SB68S supports the processor on both its 10- and 12.5-MHz operational modes. With the addition of a
terminal and power supply, the board
can run as astand-alone processor, and
units can be cascaded to create multi-

Siemens AG's SAB2793/97B floppy-disk
controller has improved operating characteristics over its predecessor, the 97A
version, thanks to the use of avoltagecontrolled oscillator with a steeper voltage rise.
The 97B controller's improved voltage
characteristic means shorter capture
times and improved control profiles. Its
temperature-time curve is 2.5 times better than that of the 97A.
Suitable for 51
/-in. or 8-in. floppy
4
50G

processor systems. The inclusion of a
small computer systems interface, dual
serial ports, and a parallel communications port make it a good candidate for
such applications as work stations, multiuser systems, and development systems.
Available now, the HVME-SB68S
board computer costs £1,256.
High Technology Electronics Ltd., 303 Portswood Rd., Southampton, SO2 1LD, UK.
Phone 44-703-581555
[Circle 707]

DRIVE HAS BUILT-IN
SCSI INTERFACE
The DRM020D 31
2 -in, hard-disk drive
/
from Alps Electric Co. features abuilt-in
Small Computer Systems Interface controller and abalanced swing arm for enhanced resistance to vibration damage.
The 20-Mbyte drive has an average

ter electronics. The 4283A costs 683
Swiss francs. Large orders take from
four to six weeks to handle.
Kistler AG, P. 0. Box 304, CH-8408 Winterthur, Switzerland.
Phone 41-52-831111

[Circle 709]

BOARD COMPUTERS
MANAGE MEMORY
The latest additions to Force Computers
GmbH's range of 32-bit single-board
computers, based on Motorola's 68020
microprocessor, feature a page memory
management unit.
The CPU-24 and CPU-25 also support
an interface to the proprietary Force la
cal memory extension (FLME) interface,
which provides an extension to the local
processor bus.
The two boards have 512 Kbytes of
high-speed
static
RAM
accessible
through the FLME interface, allowing
the processor to run with only one wait
state at clock frequencies of 16.67 MHz,
even with the page memory management unit.
Two serial input/output channels are
provided via two multiprotocol communications controllers that support bit-oriented and character-oriented protocols.
The baud rates are software-programmable up to 38.4 Kbits/s (asynchronous)
or 4 Mbits/s (synchronous).

access time of 75 ms. The drive can be
delivered with an optional circuit to protect the disk in the event of a power
failure or accidental shutdown.
Available three months after receipt
of order, the drive is 41 mm thick, 102
mm wide, and 150 mm deep; it weighs
850 grams.
Alps Electric Co., 1-7 Yukigaya Otsukacho, Ota-ku, Tokyo 145, Japan.
Phone 81-3-726-1211
[Circle 708]

PRESSURE CONVERTER
COVERS WIDE RANGE
The model 4283A pre›,sure transducer
from Kistler AG measures absolute
pressures over arange as wide as from
0 to 400 bar. Thanks to its compact
design—it is only 120 mm long—the
transducer fits in tight locations. It is
connected to the associated electronics
system by a4-pole DIN connector or an
integrated cable.
The transducer's front end, made of
high-quality steel, makes the 4283A suitable for use in harsh environments. The
soldered diaphragm guarantees perfect
sealing between medium and transmit-

50H

The CPU-25 has a Motorola 68851
floating-point coprocessor that runs at
16.67 MHz. Delivery time for the boards
is approximately 4 weeks. The CPU-24
sells for 12,950 DM, and the CPU-25
costs 13,900 DM.
Force Computers GmbH, Daimlerstr. 9, D8012 Ottobrunn, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-600910

Moi1(21 4 protocol converter
and an application-specific software
package for the System 3X. All IBM
commands are supported except those
that the HP printers cannot execute,
such as alternative input/output trays.
Other IBM features that are supported include underlining, overstriking, superscripting, subscripting, and manual
envelope feed.
The 3XLaserLink is available now
with either a serial interface or a Centronics parallel interface; it costs £995.
KMW Systems International, Falcon Way,
North Feltham Trading Estate, Middlesex
TW14 OQX, UK.
Phone 44-844-1525
[Circle 711]

I/O BOARD LINKS
EUROBUS CHANNEL
PEP Modular Computers GmbH's SIO4N board offers aquad serial input/output interface module for the intelligent
I/O channel Eurobus.
The module can be delivered with one
or two serial communications controllers, resulting in two or four independent I/O channels, respectively. The
multiprotocol data-communications peripheral works at 8 MHz for data rates
up to 76 Kbits/s on each of the four
channels.
The module can be software-configured to handle many protocols, such as
synchronous and asynchronous transmission formats.
Four piggybacked modules can be
mixed to configure the communications
lines needed for awide range of applications. The SIO-4N can be used with all
of PEP's CPU modules.
Available from stock, the SIO-4N
modules cost 470 DM each.
PEP Modular Computers GmbH, AM Klosterwald 4, D-8950 Kaufbeuren, West Germany.
Phone 49-8341-8974
[Circle 713]

[Circle 710]

LASER PRINTERS CAN
EMULATE IBM UNITS
KMW Systems International's 3XLaserLink lets Hewlett-Packard Co. LaserJet
printers emulate IBM Corp. 5219 printers in an IBM System 3X environment.
The protocol converter supports such
5219 features as proportional spacing,
right justification, and font switching.
The system consists of the company's
Electronics/June 25, 1987
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Cost Less, Too!
We invented these classic highresolution A/D converters, and now
we've improved them. You can trust
them because they're backed by 12
years' experience...and more
shipments than the next three
suppliers combined. And at such low
prices, we think they're the best
ADC80 values in the industry.
KEY SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES
•Extended reliability monolithic
(ADC80MAH-12) or low-chip-count
hybrid (ADC84, 85H, 87H) designs.
•Lower prices.
•Complete devices, with comparators,
12-bit DACs, laser-trimmed voltage
references, SARs and clocks.

ADC80MAH-12

Resolution
Linearity error, max
Conversion time, max
Gain tempco, max

Power dissipation, max
Price*
'Unit price, U.S. Only, in 1000s.

For complete information on these
brand new, industry-standard ADCs,
contact your Burr-Brown sales
representative or Applications
Engineering, 602/746-1111.
Burr-Brown Corp., P.O. Box 11400,
Tucson, AZ 85734.

0.012°/oFSR
25ps

lOpS

±3Oppm/°C

±15ppm/°C

Package
No missing codes

ADC84, 85H, 87H
12 bits

•40kHz (ADC80MAH-12) or 100kHz
(ADC84, 85H, 87H) sampling rates.
•Lower power dissipation.
•Special "/QM" screening available.

32-pin hermet cceramic DIP
—25/+85°C

0/+70°C, —25/+85°C, —55/+125°C

705mW

725mW

$30

from $48

BURR-BROWN

B
Improving Dala Conversion Productivity
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Cadnetix introduces the Analog Design
Environmenr — aunique set of tools to meet
the special needs of analog system designers.
Cadnetix combines its system design expertise
with an innovative analog simulator — Saber
While other analog tools are targeted to IC
designers and are difficult
to master, Cadnetix is at
the forefront in offering a
comprehensive and easy
to use analog environment
for the system designer.
AFamiliar Analog
Laboratory
Cadnetix puts an analog
lab on every designer's
i
desktop with our
,
IL
-unique Analog Data
Grapher:" Your DOST" PC/AT performs as a
multi-channel oscilloscope, anetwork analyzer,
afrequency generator, and other instruments
used in design and breadboard debugging.
The Analog Data Grapher provides awealth
of features including Fourier Analysis and
Linear and Spline Interpolation. And like all
Cadnetix tools, it's powerful, yet exceptionally
easy to use.

)

Top-Down Analog Design Analysis,
NotJust Verification
Cadnetix lets you do what's never been done.
Thoroughly analyze your analog design before
working out adetailed implementation. Unlike
other analog simulators, the Saber simulator
uses ahierarchical approach which allows you
to describe circuits at afunctional level. No
complicated macromodels, painstakingly built
transistor by transistor, are required for simulation — eliminating excessive compile and
computation time.
Poor convergence is also athing of the past.
You reach convergence much more easily than
with other analog simulators — and you don't
Electronics/June 25, 1987

sacrifice accuracy Backed by Saber's sophisticated algorithm and Cadnetix accurate analog
libraries, you can have more confidence in your
results than ever before.
Saber is SPICE compatible, and includes
all SPICE equivalent analyses — plus more. Any
existing SPICE models can be used in asimulation. You can also create your own user-defined
models for customized simulations. You're able
to model and test almost anything that has an
electrical, mechanical, or optical input or output.
This mixed-technology approach frees you to
create amodel that meets real-world applications.
Rapid Design Iterations
Analog designers need substantial processing
power for fast and thorough analyses of complex
analog systems. Cadnetix lets you perfect your
design with powerful tools that perform even the
most complex analysis in record time. It's easy
to make modifications then resimulate. Cadnetix
Configurable Analysis Engine — apowerful network resource — significantly accelerates compilation and simulation for rapid design verification.
Complete System Design Solutions
Cadnetix offers all the tools you need for
productive system design — from schematic capture
and analysis, to layout, routing and manufacturing. Cadnetix CAE, CAD and CAM products are
completely integrated. Our CAD tools support
sophisticated features to layout and route analog
designs, including curved traces, intricate copper
fill areas, and automatic pad filleting.

CADNETIX

Solutions For System Design.
Boulder, CO (303) 444-8075
DOS is atrademark of NIkrosoft Corp. Saber is atrademark of Analogy Inc

Circle 53 on reader service card
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Now GE/RCA drives

CMOS Into the FAST*Iane.
Advanced CMOS Logic: the new industry
standard that's fast as FAST.
Now, Advanced CMOS Logic (ACL)
gives you speed and drive to match FAST.
You get all the advantages of CMOS, with
less than 3ns propagation delay (AC 00
NAND Gate) and 24mA output drive current.
Outperforms FACT.*
Our ACL is faster than FACT GE/RCA
ACL uses a1.5 micron channel length N-well
CMOS process resulting in an on-chip gate
delay of only 0.7ns.
FAST speed, CMOS low power.
ACL power dissipation is typically less
than 25% of aFAST bipolar device. ACL dissipates less than aquarter of one Watt while
switching, compared to one full Watt for a
FAST IC (transceiver operating at 5MHz).
Quiescent power savings are even more
dramatic. ACL idles at 1/1000 the power of
aFAST IC (.5mW vs..5W).
And with lower heat dissipation than
bipolar, you can expect ACL to perform more
reliably than FAST and AS.
Latch-up and ESD Protection.
Latch-up concern is virtually eliminated.
ACL uses athin epitaxial layer which effectively shorts the parasitic PNP transistor

responsible for SCR latch-up.
And new dual diode input/output circuit
provides ESD protection in excess of 2KV.
High Rel and macrocells, too.
Most ACL designs from GE/RCA will be
available in our macrocell library for standard
cells. And we'll have High Rel versions screened
to MIL-STD-883 Class Bcoming soon.
Expanding product line.
Our line already includes 27 of the most
popular types, in both AC and ACT (TTLcompatible) versions. And 77 more types will
be available in 1987.
Prices comparable to FAST.
Our ACL line is priced comparably to
FAST, so your savings with CMOS low power
pay for the cost of switching.
Start your sampling today.
Put yourself ahead in the technology
race with free samples. Samples must be
requested on company letterhead. Write:
GE/RCA Solid State, Box 2900, Somerville,
NJ 08876.
For more information, call toll-free:
800-443-7364, extension 11. Or contact your
local GE/RCA sales office or distributor.

*FAST and FACT are trademarks of Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.
Call: Brussels, (02) 246-21-11; Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, 0276-685911; Milano, (02) 826-6747.

Roil
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Retirement
Package
Trade-up your old NMOS DSP chip for the performance of GIM's CMOS 320C10
Now's the time to retire those older technology single-chip NMOS DSP processors you're using. And GI Microelectronics
wants to help. How? By offering you abetter-than-even swap.
Just send us your NMOS DSP chip — anybody's NMOS DSP chip — and we'll send you our Retirement Package.
Abrand new GIM CMOS 320C10 with supporting documentation.
What are the "benefits" in our retirement package? Low power consumption and low heat dissipation
to name acouple. In fact, the 320C10 uses 1/5 the power and runs 80% cooler than
existing NMOS DSPs.
You can easily upgrade the performance of your 32010-based
system because GIM's CMOS 320C10 is compatible with any NMOS 32010.
And we can supply you with all the
CMOS 320C lOs you need. But
you don't have to send us all of
your NMOS parts. Just one will do.
So let us help you retire your
old technology to sunny Arizona.
Send your NMOS DSP chip to:
GI Microelectronics
Dept. D-100
2355 West Chandler Blvd.
Chandler, AZ 85226-6199
Or call GIM at (602) 963-7373
and ask for our DSP Technology
Center.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
MICROELECTRONICS
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ROBING THE NEWS
SOFTWARE STARS AT THE DESIGN
AUTOMATION CONFERENCE
DESIGNERS WILL FINALLY GET THE APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS THEY NEED
by Jonah McLeod

C

ircuit and system designers finally
are starting to get the applications
software they need to make computeraided engineering a practical proposition. A vast range of these new CAE
tools will star at the Design Automation
Conference in Miami, June 28 through
July 1. And it's about time, since CAE
has long promised to make life easier
for designers of both integrated circuits
and printed-circuit boards. While there
are plenty of applications packages out
there, the current crop hasn't been designed to work together efficiently. As a
result, the percentage of designers who
use CAE in their everyday work is no
more than 14%, according to the Technology Research Group Inc., a Boston
market researcher.
Now the exhibitors at the conference
are trying to boost that figure. They
will display aplethora of packages that
engineers have been demanding. The
new products include stronger individual
tools. But more important, they will offer better integration among the different front-end tools for designing ICs
and pc boards and among the varied
back-end layout tools. Some of the new
packages also promise better integration between front- and back-end tools.
Also bowing at the show are an impressive number and variety of new hard-

ware platforms and accelerators.
The parade of hot new software
starts with front-end schematic capture
and simulation software packages. For
one thing, tool suppliers are beginning
to recognize that it makes more sense to
perform schematic capture on apersonal computer rather than tying up an expensive, more capable work station. So
they're turning out the kind of package
exemplified by Entry!, from Daisy Systems Corp., Mountain View, Calif.
Entry! is aschematic-capture package
that runs under the MS-DOS or Unix
operating system on an IBM Corp. PC
AT or compatible. The $5,000 package is
aresponse to the low-end schematic-capture packages, costing about $500, coming from companies such as Visionics
Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif.
Entry! costs significantly more, but it
offers a lot more, particularly in its
networking capabilities. It works over
Ethernet, communicating with larger
work stations, minicomputers, and mainframes using Network File Service, the
networking file system introduced by
Sun Microsystems Inc. of Mountain
View, Calif., and adopted as ade facto
standard by most major work station
vendors. A user enters his schematic design into a file on a PC; thereafter, he
can direct acomputer on the network to

simulate the design by using the file in
the PC's memory.
A key goal for suppliers of front-end
design software is total integration—
making design acomputerized cradle-tograve operation (see "HP's Young: Islands of automation aren't the answer,"
p. 62). The new Vanguard Stellar, for
example, is awindowed operating environment for pc-board designers, inside
of which are integrated a number of
design tools: aschematic design system,
simulators, a design rule checker, and
more. Its maker, Case Technology Inc.
of Mountain View, Calif., says all of the
individual tools in Vanguard Stellar can
be operating simultaneously. All provide
the same user interface. In addition, the
company has designed acommon ASCII
data base that all tools use in common.
A schematic symbol entered during capture has associated electrical data for
simulation, packaging data for layout,
and so on. Being contained in ASCII
form, the data can move easily from one
hardware platform to another.
Integrated design environments also
are showing up in IC design software.
For example, Framework from SDA
Systems Inc. of San Jose, Calif., is one
such package. "Many design systems today are loose amalgamations of software," says Robert Carver, SDA's mar-

AUTOMATIC LAYOUT. From aschematic diagram input (left), the Layout Synthesis automatic-layout generator from

Caeco Inc produces afull

custom layout (right) that comes within 10% of the density of amanual design.
Electronics/June 25, 1987
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from Daisy Systems. "In the past, the
circuit designer prepared arouting plan
in acommand file that he passed to the
router," says David Barnett, marketing
S1,016 M
manager for Daisy's pc-board division.
1,000"Because Star already knows the rules
for pad sizes, trace widths, spacings,
$344 M
etc., it can create the routing plan based
on heuristics—methodologies used by
designers for creating routing plans—
300
built into the program."
Star specifies the sequence of passes
for the routing operation. In afirst con$230 M
structive pass, it might specify a route
without vias. On designs that have con200
to
nections running at 45°, the Star router
can use a45° pass that provides higher
trace density and shortens the connections between devices for improved elec100
trical performance. In still another pass,
Star might initiate arip-up and reroute
router. The router can end by running a
manufacturing routing pass that reduces the number of vias and optimizes
o
1987
1990
1987
1990
1987
1990
interconnections of 45° routings, among
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
CAE
HOST OEPENOENT
other improvements.
FOR CAE
WORK STATIONS
COMPUTERS FOR CAE
Repeating tasks intelligently during
SOURCE: DATAQUEST
circuit layout is the hallmark of another
keting manager. "A CAE-tool user to- little direction from the designer as to package, this one from Caeco Inc.
how aboard should be laid out."
Called the Layout Synthesis automaticday typically owns a collection of tools
To work with Allegro, a designer layout generator, it is intended for IC
from different vendors—a schematiccapture package from one vendor, a starts with an outline of the board. Then design. The Sunnyvale company claims
simulator from another, and perhaps
he specifies which part of the schematic the package is the first that can create
some tools of his own. Until now, each goes in what general area of the pc afull-custom IC layout from aschematic diagram which is design-rule correct
tool had its own data base. When the
board. Placing related components in
design data in the file had to be passed
specific areas of the board simplifies the and therefore comparable to a layout
from one tool to another, a translator job of the routing tool. Consequently, a done manually (see photograph, p. 57).
The package can create a layout for
had to be called in to translate the data job that used to require routing accelercustom IC design with two to three
into a form the next tool could under- ators can now run on standard work
stand." Framework, by contrast, is a stations. "In one benchmark we ran, Al- times the density provided by standard
unified data base with asingle interface legro, along with a new version of our cells and within 10% of the density proto the design data, so new applications
vided by manual designs, says John
Claiborne, Caeco's executive vice presican easily be added to its tool kit.
The introduction of AI
dent. "But more important, once the
Easy integration at designers' worktechniques is the big
system has created the layout, the IC
benches, sort of a software retrofit, is
the goal of a simulation integration kit
designer can then call on alayout editor
news
in
back-end
tools
to improve the layout even more."
called SimKit. The brainchild of Analog
Design Tools of Menlo Park, Calif., SimInitially intended for the IC designKit is aimed at designers who already
router, placed and routed 150 chips in er—a later version will be aimed at syshave their own analog simulators and
three minutes on a Sun work station,"
tem designers—the layout tool is demodel libraries. The kit will strengthen
says Gambino.
signed to boost productivity in laying
The new Valid router, called Insight- out random logic on acomplex chip conthose capabilities by adding Analog Design's icon-based, mouse-driven inter- Plus, is interesting in its own right—it taining macrocells, such as programmaface and analysis tools.
incorporates a knowledge base contain- ble logic arrays, random-access and
ing rules that adjust the routing algo- read-only memories, and a central proThe big news in back-end CAE tools is
cessing unit. To ease placement and
the introduction of artificial-intelligence rithms to fit agiven design technology.
techniques, and exhibitors at the Design
For example, within aschematic the de- routing, the Layout Synthesis tool creates a logic block that's the equivalent
Automation Conference will be introduc- signer can specify that a net contains
of amacrocell.
high-frequency
emitter-coupled-logic
ing AI-based packages. One example is
It will take powerful hardware to run
the new Allegro pc-board design system components. He can specify the minimum and maximum trace widths, and the new software tools, and so the marand aknowledge-base router from Valid
he can request that a trace on the pc ket for work stations is expected to treLogic Systems. The San Jose company
claims Allegro is the first pc-board sys- board be constrained to aparticular lay- ble in the next three years. It will jump
from $313 million this year to $1.02 biltem that is driven by the engineering er. The netlist compiler translates these
specifications into rules to be interpret- lion by 1990, says Dataquest, a San
rules used during the front-end design
Jose, Calif., market research firm (see
process. "The CAE engineer entering ed and followed by the router.
chart above). Demand will heighten as
Other new routers also will use AI
the schematic can also direct the placement of the back-end layout," says
techniques to perform other time-con- work-station prices fall, thanks to the
availability of chips like the Intel 80386,
Katherine Gambino, product marketing suming routing tasks. One example is
the Star, for strategic automatic router,
and as competition intensifies with the
manager. "In the past, there has been
WORK STATIONS WILL TAKE OVER THE CAE MARKET
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Convert to
NEC technology
before time runs out.
NEC introduces
anew generation of
A/D-D/A converters.
Digital and analog are two different worlds
—as far apart as the desert and the arctic.
Now anew generation of A/D-D/A converters brings them together instantly.
The results are exciting new markets in
video signal processing. And the time to
seize these opportunities is now.
NEC's advanced monolithic A/D-D/A
converters feature high sampling rates
especially designed for high-speed applications such as digital TV, image processing
and video systems. Using ahigh-speed
CMOS technology, the µPD6900 series
achieves conversion rates of 20 to 50 megasamples per second.
Other advantages of NEC converters
include: 6- or 8-bit resolution; linearity
above ±0.5 LSB; TTL-compatible digital
input/output; and asingle 5V power supply.
A high output current (10mA max.) facilitates
impedance matching for D/A converters.
And you can synchronize our converters
with external clocks.
If you want to move ahead in the fastpaced world of digital TV and video signal
processing, convert to A/D-D/A converters
from NEC. Before time runs out.
For further information, please contact:
W USA

Te1:1-800-6324531. In California: 1400-632-3532.
TWX: 910-379-698$.

W Europe

W. Gennany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960 NE D.
The Netherlands

Te1:040-445-845. Telex:51923 NEC B NL.

Sweden Tel:08-7324200. Telex:13839 NECSCAN S.
France

Te1:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499 NEC En

Italy Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355 NECEIT I.
UK
• Asia

Tel:0908-691133. Telex:826791 NECUK G.

Hong Hong Tel:3-755-9008. Ttdex:54561 HENEC HZ.
Taiwan Tel:02-522-4192. Telex:22372 HENEC TP.
Singapore Tel:4819881. Mdex:39726 NECES RS.

• Oceania Australia Tel:03-287-6355. Telex:AA38343 NECBCD.

NEC

Compiled Cell Custom from S-MOS
saves you valuable ASIC design time.
With S-MOS' new Compiled
Cell Custom program, you can cut up to
three months from your custom IC
design cycle.
Simply by pressing three buttons.
C.C. Custom automates the
design process by combining S-MOS'
advanced LADS software with Tangent's
Tance117 The program allows you to
create new designs based on standard

cells, our megacells, your megacells
or any combination.
You can mix and match more
than 300 standard macrocells simply by
doing the schematic capture and
simulation steps that you would do
for agate array.
The circuit is then laid out and
routed automatically at our design
center. The system is timing driven, so
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new user-defined macrocells will
match their simulations. The first time
and every time.
With afull custom design, you
typically have to wait half ayear for the
first chip samples. C.C. Custom can
do it in 12-14 weeks with NRE charges
norrnally associated with standard
cells. Or about half what afull custom
would cost
So you get your products to
market faster and more economically.
Since we produce our chips on
the 1.5 micron line of our affiliate,

or there buttons.

Seiko Epson, you will also benefit from
higher-speed operation and virtually
nonexistent failure rates. Seiko Epson
is one of the world's most automated
and reliable CMOS manufacturers.
If you'd rather press three buttons
than spend three additional months designing circuits, call us. (408) 922-0200.
S-MOS Systems
2460 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95131-1002
Tancell is aregistered trademark of Tangent Systems.
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A Seiko Epson Venture
Circle 61 on reader service card

appearance of the 68020-based Apple
Macintosh II and other machines selling
for about $5,000.
That means the latest work stations
will be high-end, 80386-based machines
that offer performance an order of magnitude or more better than older equipment. The performance gain will come
either from the use of the 386 and its
peers or through architectures or accelerators incorporating floating-point coprocessors and reduced-instruction-setcomputer techniques. The high-powered
work stations will eat away at the market for the IBM PCs and its compatibles
that are based on earlier chips like the
80286. Dataquest expects PC sales will
stay flat through 1990. Sales of minicomputers and mainframes used in CAE
will decline by 1990.
Two of the new hardware platforms
at the Design Automation Conference,
the models 340 and 360 from Integraph
Corp. in Huntsville, Ala., aptly demonstrate some of the newfound power (see
p. 87). A coprocessor board containing
dedicated floating-point and integer processors provides higher performance, by
an order of magnitude, than that of the
main CPU for the work station—the 5million-instruction/s 32-bit Clipper chip
from Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. The
board accelerates any computation-intensive task—analog simulation, board

layout, solids modeling, and the like—by
executing the task from high-speed writable control store memory on-chip. The
user determines what task to accelerate
by microcoding the task and loading it
into the control-store memory.
Another way to accelerate, from Mentor Graphics Corp. in Beaverton, Ore.,
takes less computation muscle—RISC
architecture and extensive pipelining
team up to achieve up to 8million floating-point-operation/s performance. But
there's anew twist: networking. ModelM, anew version of Mentor's Compute
Engine
global
accelerator,
is
a
networked, stand-alone version of its

The work-station market
will triple by 1990, thanks
to 386-based machines
Model-V two-board add-in accelerator.
By networking with the DN3000,
DN500, or DN600 Series work stations
from Apollo Computer Inc. of Billerica,
Mass.—the hardware platforms for
Mentor design tools—the accelerator
does analog simulation six times faster;
MOS analog simulation ten times faster;
and gate-array and standard-cell placement four times faster than aDN 3000
work station working alone.

RISC architecture speeds up HewlettPackard Co.'s new platform, the
HP825SRX work station. HP claims its
machine outpaces the standard for comparison, Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX
11/780. "In an integer-calculation based
benchmark of CPU performance, the
HP825SRX work station showed a performance of 8.5 MIPS," says Dan Vivoli,
HP product manager. "That's 8.2 times
faster than a DEC VAX 11/780." The
HP825SRX CPU is implemented in HP's
own 1.2-gm NMOS process, which helps
the work station achieve its high
performance.
However, DEC will have its own new
work station at the Design Automation
Conference, and it sets a new mark in
price-performance for color work stations. The $7,900 VAXstation 2000 is
only one contender in an expanded entry
of CAE products from the Maynard,
Mass., company.
Also bowing at the show is some of
the fastest three-dimensional graphics
processing around comes in a new
graphics display system from Seiko Instruments U. S. A. Inc. (see p. 95). The
San Jose, Calif., company's GR-4416 can
display 400,000 fully transformed and
clipped 3-d vectors per second—that's
equivalent to high-end systems costing
20% more than the GR-4416's $32,000
price.

HP'S YOUNG: ISLANDS OF AUTOMATION AREN'T THE ANSWER
systems are networking are crucial to the new links
no longer satisfied with automating a being formed between equipment from
single task, says John Young. They different vendors, for example. Young
want equipment and software that tie also feels that 10-Mbit/s Ethernets are
together to automate the entire design not going to be up to the- task as integraprocess, says the president and chief ex- tion places more loads on the network.
ecutive officer of Hewlett-Packard Co.,
One factor contributing to the recent
Palo Alto, Calif. An executive thorough- slowdown in the design-automation inly familiar with the issues of integra- dustry, says Young, was that system
tion, Young will be the keynote speaker buyers found they had anti-synergistic,
at the Design Automation Conference isolated islands of automation within
held in Miami June 28 through July 1.
their companies. "Corporate manageYoung predicts that the integration of ment decided to take ahard look at the
front-end
computer-aided-engineering problem," Young explains. During that
tools, such as simulation and schematic- study period, new automation-equipment
capture software, with back-end comput- purchases were cut back. Automation in
er-aided-design functions, such as chip one area can improve productivity, but if
and board layout, will be followed by productivity bogs down in an adjacent
the integration of additional steps in the area, Young says, "you've made an inprocess. Back-end CAD will link up with vestment and realized little return."
systems for computer-aid"I don't think [integrated-manufacturing and with
ing the design process] is
automatic testers. At the
as much a technical probfront end, tools for computlem as amanagement prober-aided software engineerlem—of being willing to
ing will work with CAE
deal with the larger engifunctions for hardware deneering process," he says.
sign.
"Management has to start
A number of networking
thinking of CAE as the
issues must be faced squarefront end of a total CIM
ly as this integration process
system."
proceeds, Young emphasizes.
At the last two Design
Industry
standards
for
JOHN YOUNG
Automation
Conferences
Buyers of design automation
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the industry saw CAD beginning to be
integrated with automatic-test and CIM
equipment, Young points out. In the future, he expects to see software-engineering tools that work with CAE tools.
Vendors of application-specific integrated circuits, for example, are setting up
software-development systems so that
programs can be run on simulated models of hardware being developed.
Changes in the networks for these
tools are inevitable as well, Young believes. Networking standards are major
factors in the integration of all design
stages and in linking equipment from
different vendors. "Five years ago,
[HP] made the decision to throw out our
proprietary networking approaches and
go only with standard networking products," Young says. Digital Equipment
Corp., on the other hand, is building systems around its proprietary DECnet.
Young contends that DEC talks of embracing standards, but goes no further
than alow-level physical connection.
Network bandwidth will also be a
problem during the next five years as
more tools start communicating, Young
warns. Traffic will eventually consume
all the bandwidth on an Ethernet.
"There is a lot of work underway on
networks capable of 100 to 200
Mbits/s," he says.
-Jonah McLeod
Electronics/June 25, 1987
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OPINION
LOOK FOR ALLIES AT HOME, NOT IN ASIA

T

he only way small U. S. niche semiconductor companies can survive the shakeout that is coming—and is already under
way for some—is to pursue cooperative
alliances with large general-purpose firms. Niche
companies realize this, but something is basically
wrong. So far, such alliances have been established almost exclusively with companies in Japan and Korea.
The costs of failing to set up alliances within
the U. S. may be very high. It is my belief that
we are risking our only certain advantage over
the tough Far Eastern competitors—market
leadership in Asics. We still have the capability
to conceive of these products on a more timely,
competitive, and knowledgeable basis.
Through alliances with big chip houses, small
niche companies can take advantage of the manufacturing economies of scale that we now lack
and that are too costly for many of us to build.
The large IC companies in return get superior
application-specific integrated-circuit products
because smaller companies have a better understanding of the niche, are closer to the major
customers, and can define products that better
serve the demands of the niche. The "economies
of development" that exist in a niche company
can be passed on to the big company, exchanged
for economies of manufacturing.
The predominance of alliances between U. S.
niche companies and big foreign IC vendors is
the healthiest mechanism for our survival. Why
can't the relationships be kept in the U. S.?
One reason is that the mutual trust that must
exist before negotiations can proceed is notable
by its absence. Smaller niche companies fear
product piracy and what they consider to be unscrupulous tactics on the part of the larger company. They see their products as the "family
jewels" and believe they must protect them.
But one could easily ask why we don't have
these same fears when dealing with a foreign
corporation—particularly one from Japan—but
amplified. Aren't the histories of other industries
or, as amatter of fact, the history of commodity
products in our own, enough to convince us of
where our trust should lie?
For their part, the larger U. S. companies appear to be saturated with the "not invented
here" syndrome and are inclined to think of all
Electronics/June 25, 1987

CARMELO J. SANTORO
The chairman, president, and chief executive
officer at Silicon Systems Inc., Tustin, Calif.,
received a PhD in solid-state physics from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1968. He
has served as chief scientist at Motorola Semiconductor, has run the integrated-circuit operation at RCA Solid State, and has held posts of
senior vice president of standard products and
senior VP for operations at American Microsystems Inc. He joined Silicon Systems in 1982.

sorts of reasons why products from smaller companies are not what they need. They also tend to
be overly protective of their investment in process development and manufacturing technology—a justifiable position.
The truth is that large U. S. firms consider
ties with U. S. niche companies a low priority,
relative to their own efforts to get ASIC operations up and running. Their lack of success, however, in emulating the small companies' service
structure and turn-on-a-dime responsiveness
would seem to compel them to seek out alliances. But that isn't happening.
The apparent difficulty of teaming with a
large U. S. chip company has deep implications
for the industry. Both niche companies and large
U. S. firms are treading a slippery path. The
small companies are living without economies of
scale and are essentially giving away leadership
products for the privilege of using Japanese
foundries. Even when these agreements start
out solely as wafer-purchasing pacts, they seem
inevitably to end up as an exchange of products
for manufacturing capability. We cannot afford
to continue in this direction.
Can we turn things around at this late date? I
think we can. We need to take small steps. We
need to begin with more trusting U. S. alliances.
We need to explore areas where product-foundry
relationships can be made to happen in the U. S.
Larger U. S. companies should open their eyes to
the fact that product lines from niche companies
enhance their own. Second-sourcing agreements,
agreements for enhancing cell libraries, and macrocell development agreements are among the
plethora of possibilities that come to mind.
D
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Introducing the revolutionary applicationspecific IC (ASIC) cell compiler, SCORE
With SCORE' we create anew cell in onetenth the time—usually less than aday. And that
includes exhaustive design verification and
full documentation. In short, you get acustom,
proprietary circuit in little more time than a
standard cell design—even with analog. Anyone
can see the beauty in that.
SCORE' generates cells anew way.
Typical cell compilers patch together predefined function blocks.The only way to
customize performance is to stretch or connect
gates in parallel. Not very efficient.
SCORE configures cells from spatial and
performance definitions. You customize by

L
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simply changing cell definitions: propagation
delay, load, cell height, function, functional
options, feature size and process. SCORE
"
tunes" it to the rest of your circuit.

SCORE outputs geometrical mask data, a
simulation model, arrtlist for reverification,
ePlaódmeilf dridiáulínd' frde daià,--ànde datar
sheet.The
system
also performs adesign
4.
rule check and resimulation.

-

The bottom line? Atrue cell-based custom
'circuit. Alayout virtually as tight as hand-drawn.
And alot of never-before-available time on
tyour hands.

IBring your ideas into full flower at Gould.
To find out more about Gould and our cell
;compilers, call (408) 554-2311 and ask for the
••• brochure,"ASIC Design: AContinuum of Alternatives:' Or write Gould Semiconductors,
3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
See if we don't grow on you.

.1 Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.
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Introducing A New Standard
In Schematic Capture Software
For Engineering Professionals.

U

sers are raving about SCHEMA II.
And no wonder. For speed, simplicity,
power, versatility and affordability all in
one, nothing compares with it:
•Fast. Nb PC-based graphics program is
faster.
•Powerful. All objects created in real-time.
•Simple. Two-layer menu for less effort
per edit.
•Advanced. Post-processing capabilities
include flexible Bill of Materials output
and much more.
•Beautiful. High-resolution printing and
plotting for clean, sharp, professional
results.
•Flexible. PCB, simulation, and EPLD
output formats.
•Affordable. So much for so little. Costs
afraction of what other CAE software
costs.
Throw away your drawing templates. Capture your imagination with SCHEMA II.
Call us Toll Free: 1-800-553-9119 (In
Texas, call 214-231-5167). Ask for our free
demo disk. With SCHEMA II, your satisfaction is guaranteed or
41k
your money back.
OMNI
alOOMIM

ONIAi iON
1210 E. Campbell Rd., Suite 100
Richardson, Texas 75081
On-site license available.
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
ECL'S WORLDWIDE DRIVE
TO TAKE OVER TTL SOCKETS

L

TOTAL AVAILABLE MARKET IS MILLIONS)

ike a giant steamroller, cmos in recent
years has slowly but steadily squeezed A more flexible, denser breed of ECL
bipolar parts out of more and more system designs. To some people, it was only that needs only simple air cooling
going to be amatter of time before bipolar logic is coming on strong to push ITL
lost out completely as CmoS chips got faster and
faster. But a new generation of high-perfor- out of the high-performance arena
mance emitter-coupled logic is on the way from a
growing number of chip makers around the
by Bernard C. Cole
world. And these parts should be able to fend
off the cmos push into the high-performance end
of the logic market.
ECL, which has been on the fringes of mainstream markets for decades, is finally beginning
to lose its image as a power-hogging, difficult
design and may be starting to hit the big time.
The new ECL chips will be able to make their
move to the mainstream, because they are denser and faster than ever, yet they run cooler than
ever before. Long considered too hot to handle,
ECL is now learning how to keep its cool at high
densities without the need for expensive, exotic
liquid cooling. This is big news for minicomputer
makers, because they need more and more speed
to survive against the ever-faster, 32-bit microprocessor-based systems. And they have to get
WORLDWIDE ECL LOGIC MARKET TAKES OFF
this performance with simple air-cooled designs,
not with liquid-cooled kluges.
1,200
New ECL chips with 12,000 gates or more are
now overcoming this problem and opening the
door to anew generation of cost-effective superPI STANDARD
1,000
minicomputers—air-cooled number crunchers
ri SEMICUSTOM
that can run as fast as 30 million instructions
per second (see p. 71). This trend to greater ECL
density promises to be a long-running one: one
800
Honeywell array due out in mid-1988 will have a
staggering 100,000 gates.
One of the companies gambling plenty on ECL
600
hitting the big time is Fairchild Semiconductor
Corp. (see p. 77). Its new high-density, standardcell ECL line is leading the way, crowding an
unprecedented 20,000 gates on achip (see p. 74).
400
Few ECL building-block families have been seen
so far, and those that have surfaced top out at
around 2,000 gates. None of them delivers the
200
design flexibility of the coming standard ECL
cells. The new ECL is far more easier for designers to work with than such logic used to be.
o
Besides the strides being made in cooling re1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
quirements, denser packages such as Fairchild's
cut interconnect needs, easing the noise problem.
The new ECL VLSI will not be able to reverse
SQUI,Cf
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Ltd.'s World Wide Marketing Operations, Semiconductor & Integrated Circuits Division.
Power
Speed
Price per gate
Process
(MHz)
(W)
Spurred mainly by the large computtechnology
(01
er-applications market segment, pro0.01 to 0.1
10 to 100
0.1 to 0.5
CMOS
cess engineers have borrowed techniques mainly from mos technology to
0.1 to 1.5
decrease bipolar transistor size signifi30 to 150
2 to 5
TT L
cantly and increase density. They use
such techniques as self-aligned device
2
to
10
100 to 250
3 to 6
ECL
structures, ion implantation, polysilicon
emitters, deep groove isolation, and the
elimination of parasitic transistor juncthe overall trend to cmos, though. ECL still can't tions, as well as the use of multiple interconnect
compete with cmos in ease of design or cost. So levels to improve routability.
"The small device areas and shallow junctions
cmOS, not ECL, is supplanting TTL at the low and
medium levels of the logic spectrum. While cmos result in very fast transistor speeds," says
logic families speed up and ECL parts get denser George Wilson, president of Bipolar Integrated
and faster, TTL seems to have run out of steam. Technology Inc., in Beaverton, Ore. "Moreover,
There doesn't seem to be any more process or the speed improvement is not gained at the cost
circuit tricks coming to wring out any more time of increased current. Indeed, current is actually
delay. Also, the lower logic-level swings of ECL reduced, because of the smaller transistor size.
are inherently faster than the full-on, full-off And this, of course, translates into lower power—from hundreds of milliwatts per gate to a
logic levels of rm.
Bipolar's share of the total IC market has been few tens of microwatts or milliwatts."
This means the transistor can switch very
quickly with very low power requirements. For
example, with Bipolar Integrated Technology's
The technology behind ECL's drive for
BIT1 bipolar ECL process [Electronsockets comes mainly from MOS processing, proprietary
ics, April 7, 1986, p. 35], the cutoff frequency is
and the result is the best of two worlds:
greater than 5 GHz at 50 p,A, and the junction
higher speed, yet lower power consumption capacitances are on the order of only 5femt,ofarads. By comparison, Wilson says, conventional bipolar transistors would exhibit cutoff frequencies
steadily shrinking. Bipolar shipments will slip of about 3 GHz at 2,000 µA and junction capacifrom 44% of the market in 1985 down to 35% in tances 10 times greater.
The computer systems market sector is quite
1990. Most of this loss will come from cmos
inroads into the market for standard bipolar log- sensitive to power consumption. Surprisingly, on
ic families such as TIT, says Andrew Prophet, aper-gate basis, the speed-power product of ECL
senior industry analyst at Dataquest Inc. in San is very close to that of cmoS, says Neil EdmundJose, Calif. "At the high end of the bipolar per- son, ECL product planning manager at Fairchild
formance range, ECL has been holding its own, Semiconductor Corp. in South Portland, Maine.
and indeed, as aresult of improvements in densi- "However, ECL is always on, always drawing
ty and power, gaining market share from the power, while cmos draws power only when it is
slower TTL portion of the market," he points out. actually switching," he says. Thus cmOS, even at
Sales of ECL standard logic families are ex- VLSI densities, dissipates less than 1w per chip.
pected to rise from $406 million in 1988 to $461 By comparison, roughly comparable densities of
million in 1990. But the hot action will be in ECL ECL made with older bipolar processes dissipate
gate arrays, which should shoot up from $697 10 to 30 w per chip, requiring sophisticated and
million in 1988 to $1.1 billion in 1990 (see graph, expensive liquid cooling at the systems level. But
p. 67). "By the beginning of the 1990s, ECL stan- with the new improvements in process technoldard cells should be a major factor, displacing ogy, ECL power consumption has been cut to
most ECL gate arrays in market share," says about 5 to 15 w per package (see table, above).
Prophet. Indeed, the impressive improvement in "Although this is still orders of magnitude greatdensities that seems to be possible with standard er than cmOS, it opens up the possibility of using
cells should make the non-standard-logic portion less expensive air cooling," Edmundson says.
With a substantial portion of the power barriof the bipolar market grow much faster than
er
removed, designers can appreciate anew the
currently projected, he says.
The ECL story overseas will run along the significant advantages of ECL over rri, and even
same lines. The ECL market in Japan should hit CMOs. For one thing, it is much more flexible
more than $540 million annually by next year, up than cmoS, with five different ways of getting
from about $468 million this year, predicts Toshi- multiple levels of gating with essentially one levhide Araki, an assistant manager at Hitachi el of propagation delay, says Alan Bass, ECL
HOW GATE-ARRA Y PROCESSES STACK UP
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design manager at Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas. In addition to series gating, wire-ORing, and
wire-ANDing, it is possible to take advantage of
the differential nature of ECL and use both a
signal and its complement as device outputs. By
comparison, cmos requires at least one other level of delay—an inverter—to obtain a complement. A fifth technique available to ECL circuit
designers is the ability to parallel input transistors to create the OR/NOR function with very
little additional delay. In CmOS, by contrast, the
AND-OR-invert is the only class of structure that
allows multiple levels of gating to be combined
into fewer levels of delay, says Bipolar Integrated Technology's Wilson.
It should come as no surprise, then, that systems designers are taking anew look at ECL as a
way to boost the performance of their systems
while decreasing overall power requirements. The
result has been a flowering of new offerings.
Responding to the market demands, bipolar manufacturers are quickly moving into production
with the first generation of high-density ECL arrays of 8,000 to 12,000 gates. In large part they
are targeted for the fastest-growing portion of
the systems market: mainframes, superminis, and
minis. According to Prophet, superminis alone are
expected to grow at about 30% per year through
the early 1990s. Moving into this market segment
are Motorola, Honeywell, Raytheon, Fairchild, TI,
and several Japanese firms.
One of the first to market with afamily of ECL
gate arrays was Motorola Inc. Its 10,000-gate
MCA10000ECL [Electronics, Feb. 19, 1987, p. 71]
exhibits gate delays as low as 150 ps and dissipates a mere 1 mw per gate. Fabricated with
Motorola's third-generation 2-µ,m Mosaic polyelectrode-transistor-based bipolar process, it features
three levels of interconnect and three-level series
gating. Engineers can select from a wide range
of speed and power alternatives, from 10 to 30 W.
At 3 mA per gate, worst-ease delay is 120 ps; at
0.7 mA, delay is 150 ps. The array is available
with any of three supply voltages, and each cell
comes in either of two speed/power ranges. Also,
designers can modify the emitter-follower and
current-source structures to conform to one of
two additional speed/power ranges.
Following closely on the heels of the Motorola
introduction, Honeywell's 12,000-gate array is a
lower-power ECL variant called current-mode logic. Fabricated using the company's third-generation 1.25-µm advanced digital bipolar process, the
HE12000 features 150 ps gate delays and power
dissipation of 1.3 mw per gate.
One of the more recent newcomers to the highperformance ECL array market is Raytheon
Corp.'s Semiconductor Division in Mountain View,
Calif., which entered the fray on June 20th with
two high-density arrays: the 12,540-gate 70E18
and the 8,000-gate 40E12. The new arrays are an
outgrowth of an agreement between Raytheon
and Bipolar Integrated Technology, giving the
Electronics/June 25, 1987

1. HIGH-DENSITY ECL. Tiny transistors enable Raytheon to
cram 8,000 gates into an area only 270 by 290 mils.

former access to the same BIT1 process used by
the latter to fabricate a high-performance family
of computer-system building blocks (see fig. 1).
The BIT1 process yields transistors no bigger
than 20 ban square, resulting in a chip size of
only 336 by 364 mils for the 12,540-gate array and
270 by 290 mils for the 8,000-gate array—unusually small for arrays of such density. Typical gate
delay is 300 ps, and each gate consumes only 300
µw with 90 µA of switching current. For the larger chip, the CGA70E18, this results in a total
power dissipation of only 5w with 5,000 equivalent gates and 60 outputs. To give users a range
of power-dissipation choices, the arrays incorporate four programmable drive options: 90 }LA, 180
µA, 360 1.),A, and an extremely low-power, highdrive fanout, wired-OR option in which 16 outputs
share a 360-µA switching current.
Fairchild Semiconductor has developed a twopronged approach to the mini and supermini segment of the market, based on both gate arrays
and standard cells. On the gate-array side, in
April the company launched the Aspect 12-K
[Electronics, Sept. 4, 1986, p. 55], a 12,269-equivalent-gate contender (see fig. 2). Fabricated with
the company's 2-µm single-polysilicon emittercoupled technology in three levels of interconnect, Aspect features two power modes. In the
lower-power mode, each transistor draws a
switching current of 150 1.LA to achieve a gate
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2. MODE SELECTION. Fairchild Semiconductor's Aspect gate
array features achoice of speed and power.

delay of 200 ps. In the higher-power mode, the
gate delay drops to 120 ps, but current climbs to
300 p.A. Here, typical chip power dissipation is 18
w with 85% gate utilization and 150 inputs and
150 outputs. To achieve even higher densities
and speeds, yet hold down power dissipation,
Fairchild is developing astandard-cell-based family of building blocks aimed at minis .and superminis that will keep dissipation to 5 to 15 w at
densities of up to 20,000 gates.
Due out soon from TI is a family of bipolar
gate arrays produced with the company's new
ECL process technology, ExCL [Electronics,
March 19, 1987, p. 73]. ExCL combines polysilicon-filled trenches, to isolate transistors, with silieide polysilicon base-contact layers that reduce
base resistance and polysilicon emitters that enhance the gain-bandwidth product and thus
boost switching speed. The first device in the
family is the TGE8000, which contains the equivalent of 8,584 gates. Starting with gate delays of
200 ps and power dissipation of 400 1.1..w, typical
dissipation at the chip level ends up between 4
and 11 w, depending on gate utilization and the
speed, power, and power-supply options chosen.
The high-density market is not the only one
being pursued by the makers of the new ECL
generation. Most of them, including Motorola,
Honeywell, Advanced Micro Circuits, and Advanced Micro Devices, also plan lower-density versions with even better speed/power tradeoffs. Motorola has developed the 7,000-gate MCA7000ECL,
which it will introduce later this year, for aircooled applications with about the same speeds as
the higher-density version, but with power dissipa70

tion ranging from 10 to 15 w. Also in the works is
the MCA7500RAM, a7,500-gate array with 4¡(bits
of on-chip random-access memory. Another part,
the MCA1500ECL, is a 1,500-gate array characterized by 120-ps delays and chip power dissipation
ranging from 3to 6w.
Surprisingly, Japanese firms have not been as
aggressive in pushing the new generation of ECL
on the open market; their densest new chips are
largely for in-house needs. Most of their commercial efforts have been confined to densities
below 5,000 and 10,000 gates. Fujitsu, for example, has been selling ECL gate arrays in the open
market for only two years, even though it has
made them for more than 10 years. So far, Fujitsu's only external sales have been to Amdahl
and Cray. It has aline of four parts, with propagation delays of 0.8 ns and 1,500 to 4,000 gates.
One nice feature is that the input and output
gates can be either ECL or TrL, in any combination. Fujitsu also has two devices with built-in
RAM: one with 1,920 gates and four 256-bit by 9bit RAM areas, and the other with 2,880 gates
and two 256-bit by 9-bit storage areas.
In Europe, Siemens AG, of Munich, West Germany, has a 9,000-gate master slice array based
on current-mode logic and featuring a 150-ps
gate delay and a power dissipation of 1.33 1.1,w
per gate. The array, aimed primarily at minis
and superminis, uses an oxide-isolated process
with self-aligned polysilicon emitter and base
structures and polysilicon resistors with low capacitive loads. It also has three layers of interconnect, employing an alloy of aluminum, silicon,
and tungsten that is isolated by an organic/inorganic layer with a low dielectric constant.
Another company participating in the ECL gate
array market at the lower-density end of the
spectrum is Plessey Semiconductor of Irvine,
Calif., with afamily of 1,000- to 4,500-gate arrays.
Many companies will be pushing the high fron•
tiers of ECL density and performance, and next
year will see a number of new higher-density
parts. Motorola, for example, is working on a 11.tm enhancement of its Mosaic process, one with
four levels of interconnect. It is expected to yield
a20,000-gate ECL array with gate delays of only
50 ps. Fairchild, TI, and Honeywell are also planning similar devices.
ECL technologists are far from finished. It appears that bipolar structures can be scaled down
even further—to submicron levels—without many
of the second-order and hot-electron effects that
plague submicron GmOs VLSI circuits [Electronics, April 7, 1986, p. 24]. TI, Fairchild, and Motorola are working on gate arrays and standard-cellbased circuits in the 50,000- to 80,000-gate range.
Stretching even more, Honeywell is planning an
array with four levels of interconnect that pushes
a staggering 100,000 gates. Due for a mid-1988
debut, this behemoth will take advantage of a
fourth-generation slot-isolated process that uses
half-micron design rules.
El
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HOW AIR-COOLED ECL VLSI
MAY SAVE THE MINICOMPUTER

M

inicomputer makers are under fierce
competitive pressure to push their sys- New ECL parts that are faster, denser,
tems to ever higher levels of performance, as new, cost-effective micro- and run cooler should help minicomputers
computers based on high-performance 32-bit mi- stay ahead of the 32-bit microcomputers
croprocessors close in fast on their traditional territory. New emitter-coupled logic circuits may that are pushing into their territory
allow minicomputers to spurt out in front of their
rivals and move ahead of the micros. The miniby Tom Manuel and Larry Curran
computer makers are now focusing their design
efforts on these advanced ECL technologies—but
only, they agree, so long as they can continue to
be air-cooled.
What makes the ECL circuits on the horizon
(see p. 67) so important to minicomputer designers is their increasing density, their flexibility
for easier design and customization, and—very
critical to minicomputers—the fact that they can
run cooler than today's highest-performance
ECL, yet retain their speed.
Because of the nature of the minicomputer
market, two seemingly easy ways to pick up
speed are ruled out. Drastic architectural
changes would make the computers incompatible
with the large existing software base. And the
fastest state-of-the-art circuit technologies and
the liquid-cooling systems that often accompany
them would price minicomputers out of their
market.
Just a few years ago, the minis were gaining
on mainframes when they moved up in performance to 5to 10 million instructions per second.
At that time mainframe makers responded by
hiking mainframe performance from afew mips
to tens of mips; the top machines sprinted into
the 50-to-100-mips range. Now, minicomputer designers must follow the same strategy, because
microcomputers are moving into the 5-to-10-mips
range. To survive, minis have to move into the
15-to-30-mips range.
US. SUPERMINICOMPUTER MARKET CONTINUES TO GROW
Most minis now are members of
32-bit system families that span
!
1
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1
broad performance ranges. They
1
i
are generally referred to as super1985
minicomputers, and the low-end
models of each family—in concert
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2. COOL RUNNING. Air-cooled ECL in DEC's VAX 8978 multipleprocessor system helps this supermini run faster than 10 mips.

Forecast [Electronics, Jan. 8, 1987, p. 54]. The
supermini sector's growth rate for 1986 was
12%, and it's projected to hit 13.5% this year.
Designers of supermini families are keenly
watching developments in ECL and cmos circuit
technologies for use in the next generation of
their products to push performance well ahead
of the encroaching supermicros. They currently
give the edge to air-cooled ECL by awide majority. However, next-generation machines will

Future machines will most likely use
air-cooled ECL for the highest and fastest
hierarchical levels, with CMOS VLSI and
some 7
1
71 chips at the lower levels
most likely be made of amixture of circuit technologies, using the fastest practical technology,
ECL, in the highest level of a hierarchical structure. Lower levels that can run slower will probably use a lot of CMOS VLSI and some Ili to
achieve the best price-performance balance.
Although ECL does require considerably more
power and thus dissipates much more heat than
CMOS, liquid cooling may no longer be required,
except at the peak speed range. High-performance ICs made of ECL technologies with manageable power and cooling requirements are becoming available with ever higher densities; they
will push TTL out of the high-performance end of
the market and will give CMOS VLSI arun for the
money for many years. Fairchild Semiconductor
Corp., for example, makes astrong case that the
standard-cell building blocks it is developing using its advanced Aspect ECL process can be used
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in high-performance computers that will be aircooled (see p. 74).
Air cooling is a prime requirement for superminis to compete at their current price levels.
The major minicomputer companies began
switching to ECL a few years ago for their top
machines, which are all air-cooled. Digital Equipment Corp., for example, the market leader with
about 40% of the market, switched to ECL technology in late 1984 for launching its 8000-series
VAX systems (see fig. 1). DEC declines to comment on its technology for future products.
Data General Corp. also uses ECL in its highend systems and expects to use it in the next
generation as well. Donald Lewine, asenior technical consultant at the Westboro, Mass., company,
says that while cmos may stamp out ECL in six or
seven years for high-end superminis, "there will
be another generation of systems in which ECL is
the most cost-effective choice." He points to
"very exciting" ECL developments that promise to
deliver tens of thousands of gates on achip that
will operate in the low hundreds of picoseconds.
"We're looking at densities in the 40,000-gate
range with speeds down to 100 ps. No one has
seen silicon on these kinds of parts, but we're
working with vendors to help them debug their
processes." He wouldn't identify the developers.
Gould Inc.'s computer division currently is staking its future on ECL gate arrays and will start
looking at standard-cell arrays right away. "We
believe that ECL gate arrays will be the preferred
technology for the next few years—for five
years, anyway, over a couple of generations of
machines," says Bill Ward, vice president of development for Gould in San Diego, Calif.
All of Gould's current machines are air-cooled,
and the company plans to keep designing systems that way. "With improvements in heat
sinks and the speed-power product in the newer
ECL circuits, we believe we can use air cooling
for the foreseeable future. Although ECL still
has higher power levels than mOS technologies,
it's at acceptable and manageable levels," says
Ward. In keeping tabs on what ECL circuit makers are doing, Gould is evaluating when it will be
advantageous to switch from gate arrays to
standard-cell parts, such as the new Fairchild
family. Ward says standard cells could come into
vogue in the next few years.
Another supermini maker, the Computer Systems Div. of Harris Corp, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
having used ECL in its H1000 and H1200 models,
is planning to move its Unix-based product line
to that technology. Rick Maule, director of product marketing, says "our HCX-7 and HCX-9
Unix-based systems, which now employ fast
Schottky Tri, in their CPUs, will soon be switched
to 100-K ECL."
However, Maule expects to see some very
dense cmos gate arrays and semicustom ICs in
Harris's CPUS in the next two or three years.
"cmos is moving into a new era in switching
Electronics/June 25, 1987

speeds. It will rival ECL, perhaps in the next year,
in getting into the low hundreds of nanoseconds
in gate delays." He cautions, though, that the
usual power conservation associated with omos
"won't be there with such fast switching, because
the duty cycle—the percentage of time the logic
is active—will increase to the point where power
consumption will rival that of fast ECL."
Vendors' chief designers tend to wrestle with
the tradeoffs between ECL and VLSI CMOS as advances in both technologies keep them in the
running. "But ECL has a real edge [in speed],
even though omos is moving along," says Len
Shar, vice president of development at Elxsi.
The San Jose, Calif., maker of high-performance
64-bit multiprocessor systems uses medium-density ECL gate arrays for its CPU circuitry (see fig.
2) and plans to move gradually up to higherdensity chips as they prove viable.
One relatively new but prominent player in the
high-end supermini market—a segment that is
often called minisupercomputers—started out in
the omos camp but is now eyeing the new ECL
parts. Convex Computer Corp., the firm that
brought the industry's first 64-bit vector minisuper to market, uses high-density OmOS gate
arrays in key parts of its Cl computer line. But
now the Dallas firm is evaluating ECL parts,
says Frank Marshall, vice president of development. "High-density ECL gate arrays are an attractive device, as long as systems using them
can be air-cooled. Convex must build air-cooled
systems, and Ibelieve we can still build them
with ECL circuits containing thousands of gates."
The computer designers at Hewlett-Packard
Co. believe that their future low- and mid-range
system designs will be based on omoS technology. But HP will use ECL for its highest-performance systems. "OmOS technologies will continue
to improve and move up, meaning that the lower- and mid-range systems will move up in performance," says Lance Mills, general manager
of the entry-systems operation in HP'S Information Technology Group in Cupertino, Calif. To
stay ahead of these systems, the highest-performance products will have to be built with faster
circuit technologies, which today and for at least
the next five years probably means ECL.
Mills believes that the two dominant technologies by the 1990s will be omos and ECL. The
trends he sees in ECL are toward the use of
higher-density gate arrays, rather than full-custom designs. He sees a future in ECL standard
cells too. HP is looking at both ECL gate arrays
and standard cells now and expects it will make
sense to use amix of them in any given design.
One supermini maker that has not yet made
the switch to ECL is Concurrent Computer Corp.,
Tinton Falls, N.J. All of its current parallel-processing computers are TTL-based. But Bill Hudson, director of hardware development, says "we
are moving to gate arrays that are ECL internally and have Tri, signals for the external interElectronics/June 25, 1987
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3. ECL ALL THE WAY. Processor boards in the Elxsi 6400 64-bit
minisupercomputer are loaded with ECL circuits.

face. For the next level of performance [after
that], we will have to go all the way to ECL."
A company not planning to hitch aride on the
ECL bandwagon is long-time minicomputer vendor Texas Instruments Inc. The Dallas-based
company has chosen to move from proprietary
custom processors to standard microprocessors
in its multiuser midrange computers, joining the
camp of microcomputer vendors nipping at the
heels of the traditional minicomputer companies.
"We probably will not be making another drastic
change in the next five years," says Jim Hartzog, TI'S Computer System Division engineering
manager.
The clear trend is to mix circuit technologies
in complex high-performance supermini designs,
because that will yield the best cost-performance
and lowest power-performance ratios. According
to HP's Mills, "The CPU, cache structures, and
mathematics circuitry will be ECL, while the
main memories will continue to be omos. Most of
the I/0 structure will be conventional circuits.
The big systems typically have a hierarchy of
buses; the highest-level bus, the cache bus, will
undoubtedly be ECL."
Following the trend, engineers at Gould do not
build the whole machine out of ECL. They are
using the latest 1-mbit dynamic random-access
memory chips and anticipate samples of 4-mbit
DRAMS later this year. They also use some mos
gate arrays and custom VLSI parts in some of
the I/O areas. But for the performance-critical
parts of the machines—processors, cache, and
the system bus—it's ECL all the way.
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FAIRCHILD BETS ON ECL LINE
BASED ON STANDARD CELLS
Targeted at superminicomputer designs, the
VLSI family will be assembled from flexible
building blocks that can be customized at all
levels, crowding up to 20,000 gates on-chip
by Bernard C. Cole
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1. ASPECT. Fairchild ECL data-path cells are built with its 2-urn advanced

single polysilicon emitter-coupled logic.
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i, airchild Semiconductor Corp. is taking
the wraps off a flexible family of VLSI
ECL standard-cell-based data-path elements that are targeted at the largest
and fastest-growing portion of the bipolar marketplace—superminicomputers
and
high-end
work stations (see p. 77).
The new family is assembled from a wellstocked library of standard cells built with the
company's power-saving "contactless" single polysilicon process, which crowds an unprecedented
20,000 gates on-chip. Few ECL building-block families have been seen so far, and they top out at
roughly 2,000 gates. None comes anywhere near
this level of density, and none delivers the design
flexibility of standard cells, which can be customized at all levels. The most important element in
the library is the scannable register latch, or ratch,
which can be set up to four modes, offering a
greater design flexibility than gate arrays.
Fairchild plans to go public with the library in
1988. Already it has built a16-by-16-bit multiplier
designed with the standard cells. The device,
called the F100610, will be available as a standard product later this year as well as being
offered as a megacell in the library.
"It's clear that ECL will be the dominant bipolar logic family within the next decade," says
Neil Edmundson, ECL product planning manager
at the company's headquarters in Cupertino,
Calif. "And it is also clear that minis and superminis will eat up much of what is produced."
Fairchild's candidate, its family of high-performance data-path building blocks, is fabricated
with a modification of its 2-µm advanced single
polysilicon emitter-coupled technology, or Aspect
[Electronics, Sept. 4, 1986, p. 55]. A self-aligned
bipolar process, it uses asingle layer of polysilicon with proper doping to form the base, emitter, and collector contacts of the transistor (see
fig. 1). The new approach boasts apower dissipation per gate of 1mw, which is one fifth that of
the company's last ECL approach, and it comes in
with a power-delay product that is 1/50th of its
predecessor's.
The library is acollection of high-performance
ECL and current-mode-logic standard-height cells
designed with an automated cell-analysis program. The mask designs, however, are laid out
by hand to ensure that they are compact. Because the performance of LSI and VLSI circuits,
both bipolar and cmos, is affected more and
more by the intrinsic gate delay and the capaciElectronics/June 25, 1987

US RATCHES

tive load of the interconnection, the cells are
designed so the output drive of an ECL gate can
DATA INPUT
be adjusted by changing the power in the emitter-follower. "Our methodology centers around
ENABLE
CLOCK
this theme, in which the critical paths, the emitter-followers, can be extracted by higher-power
PUT RATCHES
versions based on the loading extracted after
routing," Edmundson says.
Separating the cells from the emitter-followers
CLOCK
CLOCK
permits tailoring the power dissipation to the
ENABLE
-4— ENABLE
circuit requirements, he says. "For example, to
CORE LOGIC
drive along line, amore powerful emitter-followFUNCTION
er can be selected and added to the desired cells.
STATUS
CONTROL
OUTPUT
INPUT
If line driving is not a problem, lower-power
emitters can be used. This way, the circuit designer has the ability to select and adjust power
SCAN IN
dissipation of each cell in the device."
OUTPUT HATCHES
SCAN OUT
The library of familiar small- and medium-scale
integrated logic functions, as well as the novel
CLOCK
register-latch combination, the ratch, combines flip
ENABLE
flops, gates, exclusive-OR functions, adders, and
DATA OUTPUT
such specialized functions as parity detection and
generation to create a collection of megacell core
functions. The library includes 32-bit arithmetic 2. AT THE CORE. All of the ECL standard-cell-based data-path building blocks
logic units, multipliers, accumulators, several mul- combine a basic core function with storage elements.
tiplier-accumulators, floatingpoint units, and register files.
These are matched up in datapath building blocks customSCAN DATA PATH
RATCH
RATCH
ized to a specific system.
Edmundson believes deTEST/SCAN
signs based on VLSI building
CONTROL
blocks of En-based stan18
18
dard-cell arrays will deliver
„2
/2 ,16
the power and density need16
PARITY
•PARITY
ed to spawn the new generaZERO
ZERO
tion of inexpensive super2
minis
that
will
churn
through 15 million to 30 milY INPUT
XINPUT
2
2
lion instructions per second
CC
(see p. 71). "At the same
MULTIPLIER
ARRAY
time, they will remain compatible with the vast body of
NEGATIVE
available applications softOVERFLOW 0
ware," he says.
PRODUCT
STATUS
SCAN
The cornerstone of the
3
/
AND TEST
standard-cell library is FairCIRCUITRY
child's scannable register
latch. The building blocks
owe much of their testability
4
and flexibility to the ratch.
SCAN DATA
RATCH
RATCH
RATCH
OUTPUT•
To aid the designer, each
32
5
ratch can be set with software to one of four modes:
register, latch, flow-through,
PARITY
and scan. "The system de/36
signer has 70 different combinations he can use, delivering a degree of flexibility
that no standard part or
18
,18
gate array can hope to offer," says Edmundson.
Adds Frank Reid, senior 3. 20,000 GATES. A multiplier is the first in afamily of ECL standard-cell building blocks for superminis
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product planning engineer, "They also can be
tailored to have separate control signals and separate clocks, or they can use a common clock
and various enables. To boost system throughput, all a designer need do is configure a ratch
as an edge-triggered register or alevel-sensitive
latch."
When the ratch is working in scan mode, its
abilities truly shine. And when scan-path elements are added to a design, Edmundson says,
"the state of every register can be detected and
reset in the machine at any time."
"With this added capability, it is now possible
for the designer to load in data to create a certain state within the machine that is controllable
and which can be determined at any time," says
Warren Snyder, architecture and logic-design
manager. "Without this scan-path capability, an
oscilloscope or a logic analyzer and several
probes are needed to measure the same things,
which is not easy in a 50-plus-MHz system."
Using the ratch in the scan mode solves two
other problems facing supermini designers, Reid
says. "Almost like a universal interface, the
ratch can be used to isolate complex functions
chip by chip, so that unneeded functions can be
eliminated. Equally important, it makes it easy
to do several versions of the same function to
find ways to fine-tune the architecture."
As standard-cell elements, ratches may be

used as interconnect buffers of various sorts—
between two chips or between two core functions on the same chip. They will be optional on
all standard-cell designs and will be incorporated
into any megacells that Fairchild makes public.
Each building block, says Edmundson, will consist of a core function (see fig. 2), which will be
surrounded by ratches on all data input/output
and instruction pins. Each will also include the
control logic to initiate scan-path testing on the
chip, board, and system level and will generate
parity bits.
The first megacell from Fairchild's library is a
16-by-16-bit multiplier (see fig. 3) with a guaranteed fall-through time of 11 ns. Further, it typically takes only 4 ns for data to pass through
the array. "The results have been so good that it
is now being offered as an off-the-shelf multiplier," says Edmundson. Designated the F100610,
the 240-by-260-mil device uses Aspect to dissipate
just 6.5 w, well within the 15-w air-cooled limit
that Fairchild sets for its ECL devices. And,
thanks to its stock of ratches that can be set insystem with the device's control pins, the multiplier is fully testable.
Architecturally, the multiplier is unusual because it uses the Baugh-Wooley algorithm rather
than the more commonly employed Booth encoding or modified Booth encoding with a Wallace
tree, Edmundson says. The algorithm's principal
advantage is that the signs of all
partial products are positive, so no
FIRST PRODUCT CAME FASTER THAN EXPECTED
sign extension is necessary and
To Fairchild's Warren Snyder, one of the
says, standard-cell technology usually althe product can be formed using
most impressive aspects of his compa- lows at least 50% to 100% improvements
simple array addition.
ny's new emitter-coupled-logic VLSI
in density over gate arrays.
In this approach, array addition
standard-cell family has been the speed
So in March 1986, an effort parallel to
is performed using amodified carwith which it went from concept to the the gate-array development program
ry-save technique in which the arintroduction of the first product, the was begun. The first step was the asray is set up as odd and even
F100610 multiplier.
signment of three key people to the prorows. The sum and carry generatAs manager of the architecture and ject: 27-year-old Frank Reid as senior
ed by an odd row are used as the
logic-design group at Fairchild Semicon- product-planning engineer, 30-year-old
input to the next odd row. At the
ductor Corp.'s High Speed Logic Division Scott Roberts as circuit-design manager,
same time, the sum and carry of
in Puyallup, Wash., Snyder, 33, was also and 30-year-old Tuan Tran as senior
an even row are used as inputs
involved in earlier efforts to develop a staff design engineer. In addition to
for the next even row.
12,000-gate array (see p. 67). "Before these three the standard-cell project also
The result, according to Reid, is
very long, it became clear that to take involved about 25 other Fairchild engithat two streams of numbers are
full advantage of the high densities possi- neers and scientists, says Snyder.
processed in parallel to produce a
ble with our advanced single polysilicon
The project also relied heavily on cusproduct, "effectively halving the
emitter-coupled technology, a standard- tomer input. Potential customers in the
number of addition stages. Multicell methodology was the only route to minicomputer and superminicomputer
ply time is further reduced by cargo." Using comparable design rules, he community were inordinately enthusiasry lookahead logic in the final
tic about the project, says
summation of the partial prodReid, whose job was to seek
ucts."
technical input from customers about systems requirements and to ensure that the
findings were reflected in the
standard-cell data-path building blocks being developed.
"The result was that the proTHE CAST. The ECL library's team, from left, is made up of ject moved ahead much faster
Scott Roberts, Tuan Iran, Frank Reid, and Warren Snyder. than we expected," he says.
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FAIRCHILD'S HIGH-STAKES ECL STRATEGY
airchild Semiconductor Corp.
F
is staking a lot on the future
of emitter-coupled-logic technol-

bit data paths and more than 1 cess memories. Fairchild's first
mbyte of main memory. Because VLSI building block is a 16-by-16work stations meet this definition, bit multiplier; it is due out in the
ogy. Ever since its founding, the they too fall into the target market. third quarter. To come later are a
ECL offers an immediate boost in 16-bit arithmetic logic unit (cascacompany has supplied ECL circuits
to makers of mainframes and su- performance for systems houses— dable to 32 and 64 bits), a 128-bypercomputers. Now, Fairchild is unlike parallel architectures, the 18-bit three-port register file, and
using a good bit of its currently other route to high performance, a barrel shifter. These cells are
limited corporate resources to for which software must be devel- designed to fit in Fairchild's modbring a whole new thrust to its oped—says Neal Edmundson, who el of the generic supermini, which
helped shape the Fairchild strate- has separate data and address
ECL strategy, developing and supporting a standard-cell approach gy as product planning manager paths, control circuitry, and memthat is targeted at minicomputer for ECL. "Virtually every super- ory management.
Standard cells deliver higher
mini manufacturer either has for
architectures.
Adding standard-cell parts to sale today or is preparing for sale performance than the ECL gate arthe standard parts and gate ar- tomorrow an ECL machine," he rays Fairchild already offers, says
Edmundson. "Gate arrays do ranrays already available means a maintains.
Because supermini designers dom logic well, but they do amarnew approach to ECL, extensive
additional software support, and are quite comfortable with the se- ginal job on array logic or any
approach,
Fairchild logic that can be laid out in a
more engineering hand-holding. It micustom
also means the development of a found that trying to provide them space-efficient fashion," he says.
broad family (see figure) of stan- with standard products is fre- To overcome the objections of cusdard cells, both small cells and the quently awaste of time, Edmund- tomers who associate Eci, with
larger cells that Fairchild calls son says. So the company turned special water-cooling systems and
difficult on-chip transmission-line
building blocks (see p. 74). The to standard cells.
family will help designers achieve
The Fairchild cell library will in- characteristics, Fairchild offers
the performance they need with- clude the functions of most well- assistance in air-cooling and chip
out resorting to expensive water- known small- and medium-scale design. "You really can air-cool
cooled circuitry, enabling them to integrated circuits, as well as ap- most ECL devices, even in large,
stay one step ahead of the micro- plication-specific memories, such densely packed boards with up to
processor-based systems that are as caches, first-in, first-out cir- 15- or 20-w/in. 2 power densities,"
cuits, and multiport random-ac- Edmundson says. -Clifford Barney
nipping at their heels.
With a sharp eye
FAIRCHILD'S CHIP STRATEGY FOR THE SUPERMINI MARKET
on this growing ECL
marketplace, FairFUTURE PRODUCTS
ri CURRENT PRODUCTS
child aims to carve
out a substantial
CPU CONTROL
CACHE CONTROL
CACHE MEMORY
niche in minicomHIGH-SPEED RAM,
HIGH-SPEED RAM,
HIGH-SPEED RAM,
STANDARD LOGIC, GATE ARRAYS
puter systems capaSTANDARD LOGIC PARTS,
STANDARD LOGIC,
CONTROL-STORE RAM,
ble of 15 million to
GATE ARRAYS
GATE ARRAYS
STANDARD CELLS, PLOs
30 million instrucCUSTOM AND
STANDARD LOGIC,
tions per second.
CACHE RAM,
STANDARD-CELL
GATE ARRAYS
CUSTOM AND
Such systems would
BUILDING BLOCKS,
STANDARD-CELL
PROGRAMMABLE
outperform
32-bit
CUSTOM AND STANDARD-CELL
BUILDING BLOCKS
LOGIC DEVICES, PROMs
BUILDING BLOCKS, SILICON SYSTEMS
microprocessors but
should be consideraCPU
BACKPLANE BUS
bly cheaper than
mainframes.
The conventional
HIGH-BANDWIDTH
LOW-BANDWIDTH
name used for this
I/O PROCESSOR
I/O PROCESSOR
MAIN MEMORY
type of high-perforTTL BUFFERS
STANDARD LOGIC, GATE ARRAYS
mance system is the
TRANSCEIVER,
AND TRANSCEIVERS
BIPOLAR OR MOS
superminicomputer.
MICROPROCESSOR,
But Fairchild's more
MOS PERIPHERALS
STANDARD-CELL
ECL ANO TTL
BUILDING BLOCKS
TRANSCEIVERS
functional description of its target
NOTE: ALL CHIPS ARE ECL UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED
market takes in all
computers with 32Electronics /June 25, 1987
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"I think differently than most people...
Imean, to me, problems aren't apain...
they're opportunities.
...so when Tom told me he'd have to
automate and go to more compact electrical
transformers or go bankrupt...well, Iwas ready.
...meanwhile, I'm sitting in Chicago and
it's 4:00 pm...he tells me he needs me tomorrow...I tell him we're on for breakfast...went
home, threw some things together...forgot my
toothbrush... and caught the last flight out...
got in just in time for bacon and eggs.
We worked 12, sometimes 14 hour days
at the molder's...just to fine tune the component
dimensions...but we got those bobbins
molded...went from 40 to 300 coil forms
per hour. .and Tom got the transformers he
needed.
Like Isaid, no problem."
DuPont Engineering Plastics
It all starts with aphone call...(302) 999-4592
CPOND4
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SPECIAL REPORT

STAYING HOME: HOW SOME U.S.
PRODUCERS FIGHT BACK
Not all US. firms are playing dead or
moving offshore; led by IBM, they are
finding a vast array of new ways
to battle foreign competition
by Tobias Naegele

W

hen plant managers at IBM Corp. decided that visual wafer inspection
done on their East Fishkill, N. Y.,
fabrication line was rapidly growing
obsolete, they turned to the company's Research
Division for help—a rare twist in a world where
manufacturing and research people tend to steer
clear of one another. The strategy worked. Today,
three automated inspection units are doing the job
it once took asmall army of workers to do: operators peering through microscopes to make sure
that solder bumps on chips were the right size.

More accurate and reliable than the people
whose jobs they replaced, these machines and
others like them should help IBM stay competitive. More important, the move 'illustrates the
growing lengths that U. S. electronics manufacturers are taking these days as they strive to be
more competitive with overseas producers. Rather than simply watch their rising costs push production lines off-shore, a growing number of
U. S. firms are turning to avast array of differing strategies to automate their factories.
U. S. electronics manufacturers are facing
more pressure than ever from low-cost overseas
competition. New rivals show up almost by the
hour, many from the Pacific Rim: Korea and
Taiwan are taking dead aim on the U. S. market
for components, computers, and other equipment, forcing some U. S. manufacturers offshore. The American Electronics Association estimates that in the past nine months alone, the
U. S. has lost 60,000 electronics manufacturing
jobs to off-shore operations. But, led by the likes
of IBM, many companies are fighting back to
make their factories more efficient, flexible, and

WHY MEASURING SHADOWS KEEPS IBM COMPETITIVE
no problem seeing if the
tiny solder bumps on the backs of the
chips were the right size when IBM
Corp. first developed its controlled collapsible chip-connection (C-4) system for
use in its mainframe computers. Most
defects could be readily detected
through amicroscope. But the job kept
getting harder—a single chip can now
have up to 289 input/output pads rising
less than 1pm from its surface. Eventually, IBM had to move to an alternative
to visual inspection—an automated inspection system developed by its Manufacturing Research Group.
Using a custom-made oblique microscope and a highly focused beam of
light, the system measures the volume
of each solder bump by analyzing the
shadow it casts. If ashadow is too small
or too large, the device fails the
inspection.
The C-4 process leaves little room for
error. The pads are designed to melt
when heated, bonding the chip to amodule that carries as many as 100 ICs. If a
Inspectors had

80

pad is too large, the solder can overflow
into other pads, causing short circuits; if
it's too small, an open can occur. In the
worst case, says Charles Kelly, manager of semiconductor test and finishing at
East Fishkill, the pad is just large
enough to form a weak initial connection that degrades over time and eventually fails.

,
•

s
'
SOLDER BUMPS. I/O pads on IBM chips are
now too small for visual inspection.

Such flaws are nearly impossible to detect visually. "Ile defects we're looking
for are the same size and complexity as
looking for afour-leaf clover on afootball
field," says Thomas DiStefano, manager
of measurement science and technology,
and akey force behind the inspection system. "You're out to do what it would take
100 or 1,000 people to do."
And even if 1,000 people could be employed for the task, Kelly says, "we're
talking about adefect that's particularly
difficult to specify. Visual inspection is
subjective. You could get different results from person to person."
"Now we have better than 99% efficiency," says James King, the dice/pick
engineering manager at East Fishkill.
King is now preparing to move the technology into IBM's other chip plants.
When all the wrinkles are ironed out,
"carbon copies" of the inspection systems will be introduced at IBM's plants
in Essones, France; Burlington, Vt.; Manassas, Va.; and Yasu, Japan.
-T.S.N.
Electronics/June 25, 1987

cost-effective. They maintain that it is indeed
possible to be competitive and remain adomestic
manufacturer.
IBM, for example, has tapped its powerful Research Division to develop manufacturing techniques that cut labor costs and improve plant
efficiency. Northern Telecom Inc. automated assembly yet shifted much of the responsibility for
quality control to its component suppliers. Zenith
Corp. is focusing on designing new products for
simplified manufacture and servicing.
No matter how diverse the strategies and
techniques may sound, all are joined by asingle
thread. To compete in the hotly competitive,
worldwide electronics industry, U. S. producers
acknowledge they must pare down labor costs—
where off-shore factories enjoy their most obvious advantages—and drive quality and reliability
as high as possible.
Automation is the key to both, and no company has embraced automation more fervently
than IBM. Faced with pressure from Japanese
competitors who used IBM technology to produce
such low-cost goods as computer printers, the
company set out to head the Japanese off at the
pass. In the late 1970s, it pledged to become the
lowest-cost producer of computer and related
equipment in the world.
No one is saying that IBM has reached its goal,
but the company has already surprised many
with its highly automated domestic plants. Key
to IBM's success thus far has been its Manufacturing Research Group, a team of 220 top-level
researchers and technicians whose mandate is to
develop new and better techniques for manufacturing. Based at the Thomas J. Watson Research
Center in Yorktown Heights, N. Y., the group
has worked its way into virtually every IBM
plant. Its strategy is to apply the company's best
minds to what are often described as its biggest
problems—those having to do with making products quickly, cheaply, and reliably.
Although not exactly anovel idea—AT&T Co.'s
Western Electric Research Center, now known
as the Research and Technology Laboratories,
has had a similar charter for many years—the
approach has already led to a number of manufacturing breakthroughs at IBM. "We've had on
the order of 10 major contributions to manufacturing and dozens of smaller ones [since] we've
been doing manufacturing research," says
Thomas H. DiStefano, head of measurement science and technology within the Manufacturing
Research Group. The group has helped automate—and improve—the manufacture of products ranging from the electronic typewriters and
printers that IBM builds in Lexington, Ky., to the
thin-film heads used in the high-capacity 3370
disk drives it produces in San Jose, Calif.
Getting research and engineering teams to
work together on manufacturing problems
sounds easy, but in the U. S. it doesn't happen
often. Although researchers now talk about unElectronics/June 25, 1987

derstanding manufacturing better, and factory
engineers emote over the wonders of automation, IBM has yet to eliminate the "us and them"
attitude that can divide the two. One researcher,
for example, speaks of making a process "idiotproof" before moving it into afactory. An engineer in East Fishkill criticizes researchers for
not understanding that processes cannot be controlled as closely in aplant as they can in alab.
IBM hopes to overcome those problems by encouraging heavy and open communication between the two, says Billy T. Crowder, director of
manufacturing research. Getting manufacturing
to talk about its problems and research to suggest solutions helps to eliminate the old notion
that researchers make inventions and manufacturers make products. More important, it enables
researchers to learn what problems manufacturers will have to cope with in the future. That's
essential, Crowder says, because his group isn't
geared toward developing stop-gap solutions. Instead, the goal is to identify trouble spots before
they develop. "The hard part is getting manufacturing people to keep an eye out for what's going to be happening in their area two to four
years down the road," Crowder says.
That's precisely what made the C-4 (for controlled collapsible chip connection) inspection system at East Fishkill a success. "We saw three
years ago that we had aproblem," says Charles
Kelly, manager of semiconductor test and finishing at East Fishkill, and formerly of Manufacturing Research. "Human visual inspection is
generally only 75% efficient, and that was not
acceptable. We had to
be up in the 90s." The
new system boosted efficiency to 99%.
Few companies have
IBM's
resources, but
that hasn't kept others
from finding new ways
to compete on the factory floor. Northern Telecom, for example,
found itself with an unusual challenge and opportunity when it was
preparing for the era of
the unregulated telecommunications industry a few years ago.
The breakup of the Bell IBM'S CROWDER: Communication beSystem set the stage tween research and manufacturing is key.
for Northern Telecom,
aperennial runner-up to AT&T Co., to expand its
market in central office switching equipment.
To compete with AT&T and others that joined
the fray, Northern Telecom set out to become
the price leader in the industry, says Alan Lutz,
Northern Telecom's vice president of group operations in Raleigh, N. C. Central to its strategy
was a drive to completely revamp its manufac81

tilling line. "Manufacturing for us is of strategic
importance," he says. "We want to be—and believe we are—the cost leader in the industry."
But to get there, Northern Telecom had to
rethink its entire manufacturing philosophy.
Four years ago, the company used a batch process to build the line cards for its DMS-10 and
DMS-100 digital switch systems. Inventories of
raw materials ran high, defects could take weeks
to identify, and first-pass yield, the variable by
which most manufacturers measure the efficien-

For Northern Telecom, competing came down
to its ability to produce more boards than ever.
"When you get to very high volumes, you have
to make the transition from abatch-oriented process to areal-time process-control system," Lutz
says. By constantly measuring "the state and
health of the [manufacturing] system," instead
of sample-testing from each batch, the company
not only cut the cost of each board—direct labor
costs per board are now one-third what they
were three years ago—but also gained much
tighter control of its factory. In the old setup,
problems might not be discovered until hundreds
To become acost leader, Northern
or even thousands of faulty parts had tumbled
off the line, each with identical flaws.
Telecom had to rethink its entire
Better fault detection saves money and enmanufacturing philosophy, switching from sures that customers get products that work;
rework and scrap are minimized. The payoff has
abatch process to continuous control
been phenomenal. "An extra point of yield can
be worth $200,000 over a year," Lutz says.
cy of their factories, stood at an anemic 65%.
Automation became a useful tool for Northern
The company realized it would have to change Telecom when volumes reached record levels, but
everything. An outside automation specialist, it has benefitted some low-volume producers, too.
American Cimflex of Pittsburgh, Pa., was called ETA Systems Inc., St. Paul, Minn., knew from the
in and together the companies created amodern start that it couldn't competitively produce its
real-time process-control system that features 48 ETA l° supercomputers without automation, says
robots and 35 computers. Every process in the Dale A. Handy, vice president of manufacturing
Raleigh plant is monitored continously from a for the Control Data Corp. spin-off. ETA's two
central control station, problems are identified board-plating lines occupy about athird of its $20
and rectified almost instantly, and yield is now million plant, but account for one-half to two-thirds
at a near-perfect 99.2%. The plant produces of the plant's cost, he estimates.
110,000 line cards a week.
"The key thing we've developed here is the
Drawing on Japanese techniques, Northern ability to plate with lots of layers and lots of
Telecom instituted a modified just-in-time deliv- small holes," Handy says. "Automation has been
ery system and set up interdisciplinary groups to geared in the past toward volume. We've done it
handle problems on the floor. People whose jobs on a much smaller volume, but we've done it to
were eliminated by automation were redeployed, get quality and reliability." Lloyd Thorndyke,
and not a single worker was laid off during the president and chief executive officer, adds: "If
three-month conversion from one system to the you don't want to [automate], you're not in the
other. "Representatives of NTT [Nippon Tele- supercomputer business, because that's part of
graph and Telephone, the Japanese phone com- the cost today."
pany] were here and they would say we're more
Automation has caught on so well throughout
Japanese than they are," Lutz says.
the electronics industry that it has begun to
erode the advantage overseas manufacturers enjoy in labor costs,
says Charles-Henri Mangin, president of Ceeris International Inc., an
electronic-assembly consultant in
Old Lyme, Conn. As recently as
1983, just 48% of the chips packaged in the U. S. were assembled
automatically, he says. Now that
figure has jumped to 73%. The
makers of automotive electronics
lead in the percentage of packages
mounted automatically, according
to Ceeris research (see chart, p. 84).
Automation, however, is not the
answer for everything. Northern
Telecom, for example, chose to key
on quality control outside as well
as inside its plants. The company
FULL CONTROL. The control center in Northern Telecom's switch plant monitors key processes.
insists that its vendors maintain the
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same quality standards it imposes on itself. Although it once randomly tested all incoming components for quality, Northern Telecom now inspects just 25% of the components it buys from
outside suppliers, Lutz says. "Materials and components are tested and qualified by our vendors
in their locations, not ours," Lutz says. That
helps Northern Telecom to keep inventories low,
because the company is guaranteed that every
part in stock will work.
Northern Telecom has also established aseries
of "gates" through which a design must pass
before it can reach the manufacturing stage.
"You can't get a hardware design past the first
design gate unless the manufacturing people
sign off on it," Lutz says. A heavy investment in
computer-aided-design equipment has helped
Northern Telecom to employ "the design rules
required for our manufacturing processes right
inside the CAD software."
Just as component quality plays a key role in
making Northern Telecom competitive, closer attention to the placement of components on
boards has helped Zenith Electronics Corp. Within the past two years, the company has moved to
eliminate product design problems that were
causing trouble on the floor of its Springfield,
Mo., TV factory. Chief among them were board
layouts that called for small components to be
placed behind larger parts on the board, making
it difficult for an assembler to see what he was
doing. But through aseries of meetings between
AUTOMOTIVE-ELECTRONICS SECTOR LED U.S. AUTOMATION RACE IN 1986
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Zenith manufacturing and engineering people,
the firm has developed a manual for designers
that has become the company's Bible for optimizing product manufacturability.
Making engineers think about manufacturing
is one of the greatest challenges for the U. S. as
it fights to save its industrial base. The problem
is simple: for years, manufacturing has been
held in low regard by managers and engineers.
"One place where U. S. [electronics] companies
have gotten into trouble in the past is that
they've made manufacturing agroup in the back
room that puts stuff together," says ETA'S
Handy. "We've tried to turn that around to
make manufacturing an important, high-technology part of the company."
IBM's Crowder agrees. "The notion has been,
'If you're really good, we can use you in research. Not good enough for research? Maybe
we can use you in development. Not good
enough? Well, we can always find a place in
manufacturing.' We reward basic innovation and
not practical application."
One of the best examples in IBM's drive to tie
research and manufacturing together is the development of thin-film heads for magnetic disk
drives. One person—Lubomayr Romankiw, a
scientist in the Manufacturing Research Group—
not only played akey role in developing thin-film
heads, but also came up with the technology to
manufacture them.
The thin-film heads are made in much the
same way as integrated circuits, but were achallenge to produce, Romankiw says. "In general,
the process is just as complex as any semiconductor process," he explains. "But not only do
you have to worry about all the same things as
you do with semiconductors, you have to worry
about a whole new parameter—magnetics."
Bringing new technology such as this to a
factory that doesn't have related experience is
very difficult, Romankiw says. "A person has to
be very familiar with the technology," he adds.
"The receiver of the technology very often
doesn't understand what you are trying to deliver to him, and if he doesn't learn fast, you soon
will have amess on your hands. When I'm transferring atechnology, Ilook for it to be as foolproof as possible," he says. "If there are problems once the process is running, I just go
through the plant and Ismell them."
Whether drawing on research talent, trying
out new inventory techniques, or automating,
U. S. companies are gradually finding they can
succeed where they might once have failed. Can
the U. S. compete as a world-class electronics
manufacturer? ETA's Handy sums it up: "U. S.
manufacturing can be kept here. It just takes
dedication. ETA had to focus very strongly on
what its business is, and what it's trying to accomplish, and then work at it—and [now] we feel
we can compete with anybody."
D
-Additional reporting by Wesley Iversen
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH
ntergraph Corp. is out to save arapidly growing list of designers abig chunk of money—
those people who increasingly need both task
acceleration and high-speed graphies-display
capabilities in their work stations. The Huntsville,
Ala., company is upgrading its work-station line
by adding two boards: afloating-point engine that
accelerates such tasks as analog simulation, printed-circuit-board layout, and mechanical-solids
modeling; and a graphics processor for state-ofthe-art graphics display.
The new line starts at less than $30,000. Up to
now, designers had to pay a lot more for that
combination: a dedicated accelerator would cost
anywhere from $40,000 to $250,000, depending on
the task, and then it would have to be hooked up to
a work station with ahigh-speed graphics display.
The new work stations serve abroad range of
markets: mechanical, electrical, and architectural
computer-aided design, and scientific computation.
They are expected to be available in September.
The work stations (see fig. 1) retain the names
of the three existing Intergraph offerings—InterPro, InterAct, and InterView—but the three
now each come in two different versions, the 340
and 360, which have varying amounts of main
memory and disk space. The InterPro is for general-purpose use; the InterAct is geared toward
mechanical CAD; and the InterView is aimed at
mapping. The floating-point engine and graphics
processor board (see fig. 2) are what set the new
line apart from the previous generation.
The floating-point engine addresses the need
for high-performance point acceleration of avariety of diverse tasks, including analog simulation
and mechanical modeling. Electrical-engineering
point accelerators cannot be used on amechanical
design problem because they are too specialized.
The Intergraph engine can accelerate tasks up
to an order of magnitude faster than the 5-million-instruction/s Fairchild Clipper central-processing unit in the Intergraph work station. The
engine has asingle-instruction, multiple-data-path
architecture that can execute as many as five
operations concurrently. It has both a dedicated
floating-point processor and an integer processor.
The graphics processor board can handle avariety of different applications simultaneously, because it comes equipped with a 1-mbyte writable
control store. Any application—analog simulation,
pc-board layout, mechanical-solids modeling—can
be programmed into the control store, and calculations can be accelerated at the full speed of the
accelerator. The writable control store uses static
column random-access memory (SCRAM), where
column-address selection is made without the additional address-strobe clock that conventional static
RAms use. The result is static-RAM performance at
dynamic-RAM costs.
To address the problem of graphics displays, the
company designed its graphics processor with the
Electronics/June 25, 1987

INTERGRAPH LINE GETS
ZIPPY ENGINE, GRAPHICS
same single-instruction, multiple-data-path architecture as the floating-point engine. It placed the
shading and polygon-fill operations into a 1-mbyte
writable control store on the graphics board to
allow real-time wireframe manipulation and shading and polygon fills in less than a second. A
special emitter-coupled-logic gate and three additional chips implement the control functions of the
board's dual frame buffer, which provides fast
screen update.
Both work stations have eight slots, but only
four in each are required for a complete system
with 16 Mbytes of memory. Two of the remaining
slots can be used for additional 32-mbyte boards of
memory, for a total of 80 Mbytes. The wide-band
input/output processor offers data throughput
three times faster than the previous version. The
board uses an 80386 i/0 processor board with 2
Mbytes of its own on-board RAM.
The floating-point engine board is based on
the Weitek 1066 32-by-64-bit register file and
2264 and 2265 floating-point multiplier/accumulator and multiplier chips. The engine has a peak
throughput of 25 double-precision megaflops. It
has a 32-bit integer processor and its own 8

1. QUICK. With its 5-mips Fairchild Clipper chip and new 25-megaflops floating-point engine, Intergraph's work station offers blazing speed.
87

which offers nearly the
speed of SRAM at the price
and power consumption of
DRAM. The 1mbit SCRAM
on the floating-point engine
affords the system an 80ns total memory-cycle time
for data accesses within
the current page of memory. There is a 96% chance
that the next memory access will be in the current
page of memory. The
SCRAM cycle time can be as
2. POWERFUL. Both the floating-point engine (left) ard the graphics processor board use a
low as 60 ns, but this applisingle-instructioR, multiple-data-path architecture to accelerate their processing tasks.
cation only requires 80 ns.
If the memory access is in
Mbytes of data storage that is separate from the next page, then the access requires another
other memory in the system. The processor can clock cycle to establish another row address.
access any word from the memory with an 80-ns
The graphics processor board is also a singlecycle time. Data and instruction transfer in the instruction, multiple-path data processor. To
system is over a high-speed, 64-bit data path. A achieve its high-performance color capability, the
program sequencer, which accesses 128-bit-wide board contains nine 32-bit data-path processors,
instructions from the 1-mbyte writable control each with its own megabyte of control-store memstore, directs the board's operations.
ory using SCRAM chips, just like the floating-point
Each of these operations is specified by indi- engine. All the microcode for performing graphics
vidual fields inside the 128-bit instruction word. functions is in the control store.
The operations include multiply and arithmetic
Shading and polygon-fill operations tend to slow
logic unit—add, subtract, and compare; floating down most graphics processors. The board can
point, fixed-to-floating-point, and floating-point- handle polygons of any description, rectangular
to-fixed conversions; loading and storing opera- fills, patterning, vector generation of all descriptions from the processor board's 32-by-32-bit reg- tions, straight shading, or Gouraud shading—a
ister file to main memory; integer operations well-defined color-interpolation technique that deperformed in the separate 32-bit integer ALU on- termines in an image what the interim colors are
board; and branch-control operations.
along ascan-line path on asurface. The board can
To speed up operations, users can determine display 512 active colors from apalette of 16 milthe location of performance bottlenecks in their lion and can redraw an image on the screen at a
particular application. They can microcode the an- rate of more than 100,000 vectors/s.
alog simulation program into the writable control
Each of the nine data-path processors controls
store of the floating-point engine board and accel- one of the nine video planes of memory to provide
erate the operation of the program tenfold.
the 512 colors out of the palette. Each data-path
"We see the engine as a generally program- processor is an enhanced 32-bit bit-slice processor
mable supermicrocomputer that can be special- with a 32-bit funnel shifter, video FIFO, and interized for any floating-point-type application," says faces to two 32-bit buffers—one for its private
Bruce Imsand, vice president of systems devel- memory cluster, and the other to a bus that runs
opment. The company will provide astandard set throughout the board and with which all 32-bit
of applications, but if the user has an application data-path processors connect An ECL gate array on
for which no programs exist, "I have agroup of the board contains all the logic to move the signal
programmers whose job is to convert the user's from the nine video planes to the digital-to-analog
C and Fortran programs and subroutines into converters that will drive the video display. The
code for the writable control store."
three palette chips—red, green, and blue—that
With amegabyte of writable control store, more drive the video-display monitor each contain an 8-bit
than one application (such as an analog-circuit sim- DAC and a 512-by-S-bit lookup table. These parts
ulator) and smaller subroutines (such as fast Fou- were developed jointly by Intergraph and Honeyrier transforme can use the floating-point engine well and axe only now becoming commercially availconcurrently. Because more than one library or able to other graphics work-station makers.
applications program can be loaded into the writThe graphics processor board contains two
able control store, it is not necessary to unload one sets of nine video planes. One is being displayed
application to load another. This is in contrast to while the second is being updated. With simple
other implementations of writable control stores, graphics images, 10 frames/s can be produced.
where the system must overlay the previous appli- A more complex architectural diagram might
cation to run the current application.
produce only two frames/s.
-Jonah McLeod
The floating-point engine uses 1mbit of SCRAM, For more information, circle 481 on the reader service card.
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esigners wanting to include atransceiver for aStarLAN local-area network in a
new product now can do it for one tenth
the cost of the usual $500 board stuffed
with standard components. Advanced Micro Devices Inc. has come up with asingle-chip StarLAN
transceiver employing AMD's low-power bipolar
current-mode-logic technology. By combining the
Am7961 with an IEEE-802.3 LAN controller, adesigner can get a two-chip StarLAN transceiver
that will cut his costs to no more than $50.
The Am7961 StarLAN coded-data transceiver
(see fig. 1) replaces as many as 15 discrete components. It is the first bipolar device to integrate
a differential transmitter and receiver, Manchester encoder/decoder, several diagnostic and signal-qualification features, and other circuitry
into one 28-pin chip. It supports inexpensive multipoint-ex-tension configurations and includes a
special collision-detect circuit for the MPE configurations. The 180-by-200-mil integrated circuit
(see fig. 2) consumes only 620 mw of power, and
the Santa Clara, Calif., company says the use of
CML provides nearly jitter-free performance. It is
available now.
StarLAN is a standard endorsed by the IEEE802.3 committee of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers. The standard specifies a 1mbit/s baseband transmission over a 500-meter
distance without the use of signal repeaters.
StarLAN shares the same network-protocol specifications as its IEEE-802.3 cousin, Ethernet: a
back-off algorithm scheme called CSmA/cD (carrier-sense multiple-access with collision detection).
The physical medium for StarLAN is twisted-pair
wire, which can be either shielded or unshielded.
Since unshielded twisted pairs already exist in
wiring closets for office private branch exchanges, use of StarLAN can eliminate the wiring
and installation costs for a local net.
The basic topology of aStarLAN is astar consisting of aheader hub and hierarchical levels of
intermediate hubs and stations. However, in
some cases, it is possible to avoid the expensive
hub configuration by adopting the StarLAN multipoint-extension (MPE) option—and one big selling point of the Am7961 transceiver chip is its
support for MPE, says Jayshree Ullal, senior
strategic development engineer at AMD.
In an MPE implementation, the integrated circuit allows the connection of two to ten stations
in a serial bus configuration without a hub. One
of these stations also serves as a station on the
StarLAN, and the other stations on the serial bus
can use it to gain access to the entire network.
An MPE configuration makes it easier to build
highly complex StarLAN networks with many
branches. It provides a network in which
Am7961 transceivers can be linked in a daisychaining scheme incorporating a passive serial
bus configuration—one of the options now being
Electronics/June 25, 1987

NOW THERE'S A STARLAN
TRANSCEIVER ON A CHIP
considered by the IEEE-802.3 committee.
A StarLAN with an MPE scheme is a merging
of two types of network configurations: hub and
multiple branching. In such a complex net,
there's agood chance of signal collision, so AMD
has devised acollision-detection method based on
an overvoltage comparator. Collision conditions
on the 7961 are detected at the transmitter, rather than at the receiver, so that cable attenuations do not distort the signal.
When daisy-chained stations transmit at the
same time, the quality of the transmitted signal
depends on the amplitude of overvoltage noise
spikes produced. The amplitude of the voltage
spikes is detected by monitoring the relative
phase angles of the two transmitting stations
and the characteristic impedance of the network.
The comparator is designed to detect overvoltage conditions whenever two or more stations on
the network are transmitting simultaneously.
These signals are fed into one input of the comparator, while the other input is used to establish a transmitter voltage reference. The resulting output of the comparator flags a collision
condition and disables the transmitter.

1. CURRENT MODE. The Am7961 StarLAN CML bipolar chip occupies only
180 by 200 mils and consumes only 520 mW; it replaces 10 to 15 discretes.
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2. ALL IN ONE. The Am7961 StarLAN transceiver integrates adifferential transmitter and receiver, Manchester encoder/decoder,
several diagnostic and signal-qualification features, and aspecial collision-detect circuit for MPE configurations.

A peak detector, driven by a combining logic
block, tracks and holds the average peak value
of the transmitter outputs, which is used to generate the voltage-reference signal to the inverting input of the comparator. A phase detector,
driven by a second combining logic block, adjusts and attenuates the phase of the instantaneous peaks of the transmitter output levels and
feeds into the comparator's inverting input.
When there is only one active transmitter, the
peak detector's output—the voltage reference—
is greater than the phase circuit's output. In this
condition the comparator is disabled, because the
noninverting signal is greater than the inverting
signal. The input bias of the comparator ensures
that noise on the MPE network is ignored.
When there is more than one active transmitter, the condition changes. Voltage and phase
distortions are detected, driving the inverting input of the comparator more positive than its
noninverting reference input. This sets an onchip latch, disabling the transmitter and activating the collision-detect output.
The 7961 is the only LAN chip that integrates
the collision-detect circuit to provide areliable daisy-chaining mechanism, Ulall says. What's more,
the lc can be be used with existing transmitters to
add MPE capability to existing StarLAN networks.
The on-chip Manchester encoder-decoder separates encoded data into non-return-to-zero data,
provides an accurate clock for the decoded signal,
and minimizes jitter in the received signal. It accomplishes data recovery through a special sampling technique. Data is sampled at intervals one
fourth and three fourths of the way through the
90

bit stream. If the samples are of opposing values,
valid Manchester data is decoded. If the samples
are identical, aviolation is flagged at the collisiondetect pin. Then the next 1
/-bit interval is sam4
pled. If the samples are still the same, an Idle
signal is activated. The signal drives the transmitter output to a high state for 2 or 3 its. This
starts the protection timer, disables the presencelevel detector, and inhibits reception of data.
Another feature on the 7961 transmitter that
will make it valuable in many LAN applications is
the ability to control the slew rate and thus minimize higher-order harmonics and undesirable interference, says Ullal. The chip also controls the
rise and fall times of the transmitter to decrease
jitter effects. And to increase network reliability,
it incorporates adigital noise-filter circuit through
which a differential signal—after being qualified
for phase, amplitude, and duration by an internal
presence-level detector—is passed to eliminate
transient noise conditions. An on-chip filter also
removes the need for external, discrete filter circuits, thereby increasing network reliability.
Using any IEEE-802.3 LAN controller, a 16-m Hz
crystal, two isolation transformers, and the
Am7961, a StarLAN node is easily implemented.
The 7961 is also designed to interface several LAN
controllers, including the Am7990, 82586/588, and
68802. The Am7961 with a7990 or 82586 controller
IC supports bus-master configurations, such as a
network of IBM Corp. Personal Computer ATs. The
7961-82588 combination supports a slave-mode interface, such as a network using the IBM PC/XT.
-Bernard C. Cole
For more information, circle 482 on the reader service card.
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EAL-TIME' SOLUTION
O ASIC VERIFICATION
Tests Full Speed
At Up to 50 MHz
Across Entire Cycle.

F

or the first time, you can test
your VLSI prototype design at
real world operating speeds.
Thoroughly and easily. Across the
entire cycle. Without compromise.
Topaz is atotally-integrated ASIC
verification system that reduces
prototype characterization and fault
analysis time, while offering these
exclusive advantages:
•Full Data Formatting to 50 MHz
—for quick measurement of setup times and propagation delays.
•256 I/0 Channels at Speed,
Without Multiplexing—for maximum performance and flexibility.
•Programmable Pattern Generation to 50 MHz—for initiation
of loops, branching and data
control.
ASIC design requires painstaking
accuracy. Verifying that design has
been neither fast nor easy. The time
available to get today's increasinglycomplex ASICs to market continues
to contract, and the price of an
undetected error can be incredibly
costly.
With Topaz, you'll know your
design is right, and you'll know it
faster. CAE -LINK" software permits
easy translation of simulator vectors
into ready-to-use test vectors. And,
our exclusive Meta-ShmooTM software allows you to quickly sweep
voltages and times at 500ps increments across an entire cycle, without programming.
It acquires data with aminimum
of effort; and its ability to do graphic
error-bit mapping and multi-level
triggering gives it unequalled performance in failure analysis.
Topaz is acost-effective solution
to today's high speed ASIC verification needs, and the even higher
speeds you'll require tomorrow. Call
for complete details or your personal demonstration.
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Think of all the measurements that have never
been made. Signals with
bandwidths of DC to 70
GHz and beyond. Signals
with afew picoseconds rise
time. Microvolt signals fifty
times lower than anything
ever measured.
Think of atechnology with demonstrated
The HYPRES Josephson
switching speeds of 3
junction IC
picoseconds.
Think of atechnology with transmission lines
and interconnections that have ultra-high

density low crosstalk, and virtually dispersionless
characteristics up to 1,000 GHz.
Think of atechnology to make computers
with cycle times shorter than 500 ps to implement
parallel processing architectures with picosecond
gate delays.
Think of atechnology to make advanced
communications systems and radars possible
at frequencies approaching 1000 GHz.
Think of atechnology in its infancy, not one
pushing the laws of physics to the limit.
Now, set your doubts aside. HYPRES has
made superconducting electronics areality
We've developed frontier technologies including
cryogenics, novel Josephson junction ICS, ultra-
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This waveform tells the whole story.

wide bandwidth packaging and asophisticated
interface between room temperature and cryogenic
environments.
Introducing an ultra high speed, high sensitivity measurement system with performance
parameters never before achieved with superb
convenience and transportability It's
The First Picosecond Signal Processor with
5ps rise time, 50 microvolts sensitivity and
70 GHz Bandwidth.
Its the HYPRES PSP-1000, easily the world's
most powerful sampling oscilloscope and time
domain reflectometer.
As an oscilloscope, rise time is five times
faster than anything else ever made. Sensitivity 50
times better Bandwidth, more than 5times better.
Until now, time domain measurements were
not taken seriously because high-performance
instruments weren't available. With picosecond
instruments, engineers, accustomed to frequency
domain measurement, can now obtain the wealth of
information available with time domain techniques.
Now, engineers and scientists, using the PSP-I000,
can make important advances in picosecond
device development.
Time domain techniques now provide a
complement, or an alternative to frequency domain
approaches. Use time domain to •characterize ultrawide bandwidth fixtures, coaxial lines, strip lines,
mm IC components •millimeter-wave communications and radar •sub-nanosecond digital processing •advanced GHz packaging •pico-second device
development •electro-optics •physical research.
HYPRES designed the PSP-1000 as amodular
instrument. The user only changes the input module
to convert from one type of operation to another.
Changes take less than aminute. Using the technology with its ultimate switching speed of 0.01 ps, future
modules will be much faster than the present 5ps.
Modules for single or dual channel
oscilloscope operation, single or dual TDR use,
or combined oscilloscope and TDR for simultaneous TDR and TDT tests are available. Considered
as the first picosecond work station, the PSP-1000
is truly cost effective. Not only will you make measurements never before possible, you'll make
them with asystem that expands to meet
your needs.

Not Just A Breakthrough in lbchnology Either.
We know how important ease of use is.
The PSP-1000 features a13-inch color screen and
the least cluttered control and knob panel on the
market. Measurement and setup aids save you
time and simplify operation.
Novel Chip Architecture and Other
Frontier lbchnologies.
The PSP-1000 uses Josephson junctions, interferometers and nearly dispersionless transmission
lines to achieve speed and sensitivity heretofore
unattainable. And this is just the beginning.
HYPRES' niobium-based Josephson junctions
operate at better than 5ps. We've already produced
step generators with 3ps rise times using 5micron
junctions. Other devices, HEMT, PBT, RTT and the
like, require submicron geometries to approach
10 ps. HYPRES anticipates reaching atheoretical
limit of 0.01 ps.
In addition to high speed and low power
dissipation, superconductivity allows the designer
to take advantage of dense packaging and virtually
dispersionless transmission lines. Now superconductivity can give us the highest performance
computer and communications systems.

;

The PSP-I000 Picosecond Processor

HYPRES combined revolutionary chip and
cooling concepts to solve conflicting thermal, electrical and mechanical problems of these devices.
HYPRES uses refractory materials such as Nb and
NbN to solve the thermal cycling problem of lead
and its alloys. HYPRES also perfected the technology of manufacturing highly uniform Josephson
junction switching thresholds across the wafer
We're ready to take advantage of higher temperature superconducting materials right now.
HYPRES has preserved the ultra-high
performance expected from Josephson junction
technology, resulting in ageneral purpose signal
processor reliably interfaced to room temperature
environment through ultra-high performance
connectors.
For more detailed specifications of the
PSP-1000, ask for our brochure. Hypres, Inc.,
500 Executive Boulevard, Elmsford, NY 10523.
Please phone our toll free number, 1-800-JJ3-0522.
Circle 93 on reader service card
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Making Superconducting Electronics aReality

NEW! Frequenzy range up to 400 kHz

Unmatched in Technology:
AC POWER ANALYZER D5155
AC/DC POWER ANALYZER D5135
of NORMA
Two well-know meters of the D4000
series (Multi-Functionmeter and Precision Wattmeter) have been ennanced
to create the new AC and AC/DC
POWER ANALYZERS.
AC POWER ANALYZER D5155
The new AC POWER ANALYZER D 5155
takes three-phase measurements of
active power, apparent power, power
factor, energy, active resistance, impedance current and voltage.
Up to 32 values are obtained from a
single measuring cycle (e g. summation
values). The wide scope of ranges 65V650V and 0.1A-50 A as well as the h.gh
accuracy of 0.1% assure awide range of
applications in singlephase or polyphase systems
Transformertesting-Version
The special version for transformertesting will in addition measure lhe
average value of all voltages, compute
their form factor and correct the measured unload power losses in compliance
with testing regulations. In case of
lower power factors (short-c:rcuit losses) measurements are effected at
enhanced accuracy. This compact
measuring system is particularly SJi table for testing large transformers.
Motortesting-Version
The special version for motor-testing

features three additional DC voltage
inputs for connecton of transducers for
mains frequency, rpm and torque. This
compact measuring system acquires
and computes all major characteristic
quantities required in testing AC machines.
AC/DC POWER ANALYZER D 5135
The new AC/DC POWER ANALYZER
D 5135 measures DC. AC and mixed
quantities. For current and voltage,
arithmetic mean, rectified mean and
TRUE RMS values are obtained, supplemented by active power, power factor,
active resistance and impedance.
The instrument measures DC components, AC components with their harmonics up to 400 kHz and the summation values.
User-Friendly
Microprocessors compute the measured values, check input and control the
measuring cycles. Remote control is
effected by IEEE 488 or IEC 625 Interface. An analog output permits graphic
recordings of measured values.
Wide range of applications
The accents are measurements in the
field of power electronics, on motors,
generators,
transformers,
welders,
phase controls, power supplies, ballast
devices etc.

A leader in meter design
New
technologies,
state-of-the-art
design and more than 60 years experience in electrical measuring instrument manufacture combine to guarantee quality and reliability.
Worldwide sales and service network
Our sales organization is in touch with
customers all over the world and ensures high workmanship in servicing. We
export to 70 countries.
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NORMA
NORMA — first in precision!
NORMA Messtechnik, Optik, Elektronik
Gesellschaft m.b.H., A-2351 Wiener
Neudorf. Austria, Eumigweg 7, POB. 81,
Telephone (02236) 61530- 0, Telex 79316,
79439. Cables. NORMAMETER WIEN
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FROM SEIKO,
A 3-D GRAPHICS
SYSTEM THAT'S
20% CHEAPER

esigners no longer have to shell out up
to $50,000 to buy a 3-dimensional color
graphics-display system. Seiko Instruments U. S. A. Inc. is introducing its DScan GR-4416, which will sell for only $32,000—
underselling its market rivals by 20% or more.
The San Jose, Calif., company trimmed costs by
going, wherever possible, with vim chips rather
than standard integrated circuits and discrete components. This decision paid off all along the system's graphics pipeline: a display control module
was squeezed onto one board rather than three; a
bit-map control module was cut down from three
boards to one; and a frame buffer/video output
module comes on two boards instead of three. All It runs 400,000 vector transformations
in all, Seiko cut five boards out of its system.
The Seiko system is fast! It whips through asecond—speedy enough to achieve smooth
400,000 vector transformations/s—speedy enough real-time manipulation, fluid zooms, moves,
to achieve smooth real-time manipulation. Fluid
zooms, moves, rotations, and pans are all second rotations, and pans are all second nature
nature to the new product. Fitted with its full
complement of 20 frame buffers, all of which can
by Jonah McLeod
be double-buffered, the 4416 can paint a 1,280-by1,024-pixel screen with 1,024 colors. At 640 by 512
pixels, it offers a palette of 16 million hues. With
this kind of price-performance, Seiko engineers figure their new global product will meet the needs
of designers in mechanical computer-aided design,
electrical CAD and computer-aided engineering, and
scientific modeling, as well as those people involved in medical imaging.
Accounting for the speed of the Seiko system is
its pipeline, which has itself been streamlined. The
matrix processor in the display control module, for
example, is 30 times faster than its rivals. The bit-map control module is home
to two data-differential-analyzer chips
that share the work usually handled serially by a monolithic processor. Another
two DDA chips generate 60 pixels every
nanosecond. The module also houses a
pair of 4-by-4-pixel buffers that write 60
million pixels/s, ensuring that images on
the screen move smoothly. Finally, every
module is fitted with a first-in, first-out
buffer that helps move data quickly between modules.
Operation begins when a graphics image in the form of a command list
("draw line," "draw polygon," and so
forth) is keyed in or sent from a minicomputer or host mainframe. The list
first passes through the graphics control
module (see fig. 2). A 12.5-MHz 68000
microprocessor within this module con- 1. COMPETITIVE. Seiko's GR -4400 series graphics system offers more performance at the
verts the command list into vectors and same price as other high-end systems.
Electronics/June 25, 1987
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ships them out to the segment buffers. A design
of less than 10,000 vectors can fit into the 0.5mbyte segment memory that is standard on the
system, but designs typically call for 4to 6Mbytes
and are stored on the system's optional hard disk.
Once in segment memory, the vectors are loaded into the graphics pipeline. The three modules
that make up the pipeline execute the major functions that are associated with manipulating a 3-d
image on the screen.
At the head of the pipeline is the display control
module. It converts the vector from the coordinate
system used within the confines of the CRT screen
into world coordinates, a general coordinate system that is unrelated to the display coordinates. It
then makes the required calculations on every vector to relocate the image to the position specified
by the operator as he moves a mouse.
Inside this module are two processors. The dis-
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2. STREAMLINED. The GR-4400 graphics pipeline runs without bottlenecks

from display control module to bit-map control module to frame buffer.
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play processor, a 32-bit-wide AMD 29203 bit slice,
grabs 400,000 vectors each second and strips them
of their display coordinates, assigning world coordinates in their place. The vectors are then shunted to the matrix processor, a 4-by-4-pixel unit assembled from four cmos 8,000-gate arrays. The
matrix-processing unit performs the calculations
needed to rotate, position, and scale an image.
In many graphics systems, the matrix processor is itself a bottleneck, slowing things to the
point that, out of the 400,000 vectors crammed
into the system each second, only 100,000 can be
handled. Usually, these units work through such
trigonometric functions as sine and cosine. But
Seiko has chosen to sacrifice floating-point capability for raw speed, designing the processor for
matrix algebra only. As a result, it rips through
28 calculations-16 multiplications and 12 additions—in one instruction cycle. Competing systems take up to 28 cycles.
To make certain that the system doesn't bog
down, each module is fitted with aD-scan graphics bus controller. The 900-gate array, which acts
as a fast FIFO buffer, hustles the data onto and
off of the graphics bus.
MAKING THE IMAGE FIT
Once the image has been mathematically positioned within the world coordinate system, the
vectors are passed along to the bit-map control
module. Here, another 32-bit 29203 clips the image to fit the viewing area on aCRT screen. Then
the viewing transformation processor, an 8,000gate array, converts world coordinates back into
display coordinates.
From there, the image data is sent to the first
of four DDA chips. The first pair determines the
slope of each image vector to be drawn on the
screen. The second determines which pixel to
illuminate on a bit map of the CRT screen.
On other systems, these data functions are
usually handled serially by a monolithic processor. By partitioning the function, the GR-4416
handles the data rapidly and efficiently.
The first data function is fielded by two cmos
2,600-gate arrays. Each carries an arithmetic unit
that calculates such image parameters as drawing direction, transformation values, and slope determination. The second pair of LSI devices, two
3,000-gate cmos arrays, are 16-bit-wide pixel generators that use the data from the first two DDA
chips to determine which pixels to light. They
spend a scant 60 ns on apixel. These four chips
together can handle data at 2ns per vector.
The second team of DDA chips feeds the first
of two 4-by-4-pixel buffers, both on one 850-gate
CM OS array. Once the first buffer is filled, it
dumps its load into a 4-by-4-pixel section of the
frame buffer while the second pixel buffer is
being topped off. Once the second pixel buffer is
loaded, it drops its data into another 4-by-4-section of the frame buffer, and so forth.
By alternating in this manner, the Seiko sysElectronics/June 25, 1987
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DOUBLING UP. With the double buffer on the GR -4416, one frame buffer is filled while asecond writes to the monitor (a), then the

second buffer is filled with the next image while the first writes (b).

tern makes it is possible to write 60 million pix- frame memory into two banks makes it possible
els/s (54 ns/pixel) to the frame buffer, a 28% to alternately send one and then the other to the
improvement over the system's closest competi- monitor for display. That means the display gentors, which top out at about 40 million pixels/s erator can write to its buffer without having to
(74 ns/pixel). In essence, the system fills the coordinate with the video look-up table, which
background buffer while the foreground buffer can read from its own buffer (see fig. 3). Also,
is displayed to the screen. That means an image since each frame buffer has 10 planes, every
moves smoothly, without the jerkiness of some plane can maintain a palette of 1,024 colors.
With the high-performance pipeline and doureal-time graphics systems.
In operation, the pixel buffers pass on vectors ble-buffering capability, the GR-4416 can generto five write-table chips at the mouth of the ate graphics images at a rate of 40 frames per
frame buffer/video output module. These five second. Movie film is displayed at a rate of 16
chips write the actual pixels into the frame buff- frames per second. Such innovative circuit deer and handle other operations. Inside the mod- signs as the double buffer, fast DDA pixel buffer
ule are two banks of frame buffers, each of and data-differential analyzers, and matrix prowhich is four planes deep. Each of the banks can cessor give the GR-4416 a price/performance
be expanded to 10 planes, for a total of 20 edge in an increasingly competitive market.
planes, which permits users to take advantage of For more information, circle 484 on the reader service card
double buffering. The expanded
memory uses the same write and
HOW SEIKO GOT ITS PRICE-PERFORMANCE JUMP
address controller that is standard
ny's first high-end display system.
In the summer of 1985 the world marketwith the system.
They were able to get the speed up to
ing group for Seiko Instruments Inc. got
Some competitive systems also
together at the company headquarters in 400,000 transformations/s and keep the
offer a double-buffer function by
Tokyo and concluded that the company cost 20% below that of competing syssplitting a large memory into two
needed a line of graphics-terminal prod- tems by the judicious use of customparts. But this approach requires
ucts if it was to be afull-line supplier of designed CMOS VLSI chips. "Our corpoadditional logic to coordinate which
graphics products worldwide. "We had to rate management in Tokyo had the forehalf of memory is writing to the
get ahead of competitors in a market- sight to invest in developing 1.2-pm
monitor at any one time. More logic
CMOS processing technology inside the
place where price/performance was
must coordinate the timing for
changing on a yearly basis," says An- company," says Wei.
writing into one part of memory
The world marketing group's contridrew Wei, division manager for the
from the graphics display generabution was to define aprodGraphics Devices and Systor and reading out to the monitor.
uct that would meet global
tems Division of Seiko InAnd splitting the memory in half
market needs. They pinstruments U. S. A. Inc.
also halves the number of colors
pointed a three-dimensional
Seiko put together a
that can be displayed.
system that could provide
team that eventually numDouble buffering ensures a
smooth, fast interaction at
bered more than 100 hardsmooth transition between succesa relatively low price. And,
ware and software engisive images in applications in
Wei says, "we saw a very
neers. Working with Seiko
which anew screen must be writlarge market for the kind
ten into abuffer by the end of the
groups in the U. S. and Euof price/performance we
rope, they developed the Dcurrent vertical retrace interval of
ANDREW WEI
had in mind."
Scan GR-4416, the compathe video monitor. Breaking the
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For workstations that
drive in amultivendor
HP's powerful family of technical workstations fits
right in with your present computing resources, as well
as those added in the future. With industry standard networking, operating systems, and languages. Plus hundreds
of advanced application packages, and performance extras
to give you the competitive edge in all of your engineering
and technical activities.
Our solutions are implemented on one of the industry's largest technical computer and workstation families.
It consists of the HP Technical Vectra PC, the HP 9000
series 200/300/500, and the new model 840 Precision
Architecture Computer.

Full UNIX System V compatibility.
HP's technical workstations use AT&T's System V
UNIX operating system with Berkeley 4.2 enhancements
and HP improvements. The result is astandard tuned to
the workstation environment with windowing, real-time
I/O extensions, graphics, six languages and other extras.

The networking you need.
HP offers the networking to unify design, test, manufacturing, and technical office automation in your company.
You'll have ARPA and Berkeley services and TCP/IP on
Ethernet** and IEEE 802.3 to provide connectivity with
IBM, DEC, and other vendors' products.
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AI power without special AI machines.
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You get everything you expect in amultipurpose
workstation, plus the ability to run Artificial Intelligence on
the same machine. Based on Common Lisp, it lets you
harness AI power for accelerated software development.
You can also get premier expert system tools from companies such as Intellicorp and Teknowledge.

Wide range of graphics solutions.
The choice is yours...from low-cost monochrome to
high-resolution color monitors.., from simple report
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run UNDC systems and
environment, talk to HR
graphics to 3D solids modeling. There are industry standards like GKS and ANSI Computer Graphics Virtual
Device Interface (CG-VDI), to protect your investment
by making your existing software portable. HP's accelerated graphics solutions are highly modular, so you can
upgrade whenever you choose.

Hundreds of application packages.
Specialized technical applications? No problem. HP's
application packages include logic and analog CAE, PCB
CAD, microprocessor software development, 2D design
and drafting, 3D solids modeling and finite element analysis, documentation and report generation, and database
management. New software packages are constantly being
added for an even larger selection.

HP—protecting your investment.
Buying HP's solutions is not only asmart decision
initially, but it provides the added benefit of lower cost
of ownership that reflects our commitment to quality and
service. For more information, call your local HP sales
office listed in the telephone directory white pages.

Tap HP's DATA-LINE
for complete facts...instantly!
For on-line information 24 hours aday, use your computer, modem, and HP's DATA-LINE. Dial 1-800-367-7646
(300 or 1200 baud, 7bits even parity, 1stop bit).
In Colorado call 1-800-523-1724.
'UNIX is atrademark of AT&T.

"Ethernet is atrademark of Xerox Corporation.
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

UPDATE: ROUND TWO FOR A
DESKTOP SILICON COMPILER

A

year ago, Lattice Logic
USA, of Santa Clara,
Calif., launched its Silicon Compiler Spreadsheet [Electronics, June 16, 1986,
p. 37], a product that would for
the first time allow system designers to run a silicon compiler
on an IBM PC AT or compatible
TURNING A PC
personal computer. Users were
INTO A SILICON COUPLER
eager to evaluate design alternatives at their desks before committing to silicon. But after they
got the product they ran into
bugs—and they also found it
wasn't so easy to use.
Today, the company has a new owner, which
has debugged the software and re-issued it in
Release 5.4, and a new name. The new version
so far has produced 45 chips—all of which
worked the first time. The compiler also has
been renamed, as the Solo 1000, and several features have been added, including afront-end de5.•••••11C ID RUM« • 1.08 TIV•

sign manager that helps designers make package and pin selections. A new release is due in
August.
The new owner is European Silicon Structures,
or ES2, which was the European distributor of
the compiler. It had been interested in buying
Lattice USA and its European counterpart, Lattice Logic Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland, last year.
Lattice nixed the idea because it thought that
ES2—itself astartup—did not have the money to
support both companies. But ES2 grew fast.
Within ayear, the Luxembourg-based distributor
had better than $50 million in the bank. In April,
it acquired both Lattice Logic USA and Lattice
Logic Ltd., renaming the former US2 and merging the latter into itself.
ES2 took the feedback it got from users of the
Silicon Compiler Spreadsheet and put the product
back on track. The latest version, Release 5.5, will
make the product even more user-friendly. In addition, the library will be expanded to include
more components and analog functions, as well
as ROM cells. The new release will also handle
larger designs, up to 14,000 gates.
And ES2 won't be stopping there. It plans to
introduce a new product in 1988 that can perform mixed-mode simulation of analog and digital components together—and again, do it all on
a PC.
-Jonah McLeod

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

UPDATE: WIRE-WRAP HOLDS
OFF THREE CHALLENGERS

.r

he longtime leader in
automated-wiring
technology has managed to
stay ahead of its challengers—so far. Wire-Wrap, developed in the 1950s to automate
the wiring of printed-circuit
boards and backplanes, has staved
off the challenge from rival
Multiwire and from two newcomers, Microwire and Unilayer II.
Each still occupies about the
same position as it did ayear ago
[Electronics, June 16, 1986, p. 54].
The newcomers couldn't overcome
Wire-Wrap's two big advantages: its huge installed base of machines, tools, boards, and software, and the fact that the technology is in the
public domain. The others are all proprietary.
The competition among the four is still fierce.
The companies using them are exploring new
applications as they jockey for users.
New software and hardware is moving Wire100

Wrap into high-speed applications based on ECL
and Schottky Tn. Data-Con Inc., a large WireWrap contract service in Burlington, Mass., has
a high-speed logic wiring program that minimizes propagation delays. And several WireWrap manufacturers already have wrappable
boards for 100-K ECL or Schottky TTL.
The Multiwire division of Kollmorgen Corp.,
Hicksville, N. Y., is continuing to shift from custom-board business to off-the-shelf boards with
patterns that lend themselves to quick prototyping with discrete wiring. Multiwire's earlier standard boards had vmEbus, Multibus, Eurocard,
and other popular formats. In early June, the
company introduced Protoboard, a new panel
product for general high-performance circuitry.
Unilayer II, Augat Inc.'s low-profile automated
wiring technique, is picking up speed. The Mansfield, Mass., firm has anew facility that can make
Unilayer prototypes from CAE data in five days.
PCK Technology's Microwire, a dense, highspeed technique based on fine-pitch leadless chip
carriers, is used in several military programs.
The Melville, N.Y., company's Microflex, arigidflex dual-Microwire-board structure, is now in
production for a large contract. Microshield, a
shielded version of Microwire that is also in production, still awaits large-scale applications.
-Jerry Lyman
Electronics/June 25, 1987

INTEGRATED CHIPS - INCREASED PERFORMANCE
LESS COMPONENTS - LOWER COSTS
Design IBM PC XT/AT or IBM compatible systems with a
higher speed, increased reliability and improved performance
while at the same time reducing board size, lower power consumption and reducing costs. Reach this goal by using UMC
integrated chip sets UM82C286, UM82C287 and UM82C086
and fully compatible offering many advantages over comparable
products.
As a fully integrated chips, the UM82C286 performs the
functions of 19 components; the UM82C086 those of 31, and
the UM82C287 those of 35 components. These integrated
chips allow production costs to be cut. A reduced board size

gives structural latitude, less power consumption means longer
life; advantages that make systems incorporating them extremely
competitive.
These savings combine with increased speed, reliability and
performance to make this family of UMC integrated chips most
attractive to system designers. Thus, the 82C286/7 allows 100
ns of DRAM in a chip set that permits a selection between a
one-wait system (12 MHz) or azero-wait system (10 MHz). the
82C086, on the other hand provides a flexibility that permits
the governing of a 4.77 MHz system for the PC-XT, or an 8
MHz system for the PC-TURBO.

For your IBM PC XT/AT requirements choose UMC. For all
other system requirements also choose UMC.
For details, please call us today.

UMC
U.S.A. HEADQUARTERS:

NMC CORPORATION
3350 SCOTT BLVD, BUILDING #57 SANTA CLARA, CA. 95054 U.S.
TEL: 408-727-9239 TLX: 172730 NMC SNTA FAX: 408-9700548
Circle 101 on reader service card

How to tame
your power hog:
Spec-in Harris bipolar low-power op
amps: power savings as good as
CMOS op amps, AC like never before.
Portable systems designers: the compromising is over. O-V-E-R.
Now get the low-noise and high-speed performance you want — with the micropower
consumption portable systems demand.
Low-power Harris op amps offer all the muscle of general-purpose amps, but only 1/30 the
power use. (HA-514X series amps typically
draw just 45 µA per amplifier; new 515X amps
only 200 µA per amplifier.) No other op amp
comes close to matching this combination.
They're available as singles (5141 or 5151),
duals (5142 or 5152) or quads
(5144 or 5154); in cans, plastic
and ceramic DIPs, and
leadless chip carriers
(LCCs).

Choose MIL-STD-883, commercial or
industrial grades. They offer the big-time
performance and small power drain you covet
for battery-powered systems...audio filtering,
summing, amplifying, remote sensor/
transmitters, and hundreds more.
With their single supply operation, these
low-power bipolar amps mesh perfectly with
our full line of static CMOS digital components.
Harris Micropower Op Amps
5141/42/44

5151/52/54

Supply Current (itA/Amp)

45

200

Gain Bandwidth (MHz)

0.4

1.3

Slew Rate (Wits)

1.5

4.5

Call Harris Semiconductor Products
Division. In U.S. phone 1-800-4-HARRIS,
Ext. 1775, for information and samples.
In Canada:
1-800-344-2444,
Ext. 1775.

IN HIGH-SPEED OP AMPS,
THE NAME IS

Harr's Semiconductor: Analog -CMOS Digital
Gallium Arsenide -Semicustom -Custom
(,)1987,

Harris Corporation
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"My designer wanted
to cut my appetite
With Harris amps
I'm cured"
"Never say cured
to ahog."
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AIR FORCE TAPS INTEL FOR AVIONICS UPGRADE CONTRACT...
Intel Corp. is the only semiconductor company tapped to participate in a
inew five-year Air Force avionics upgrade program. The company's Military
Operations Group will work with the Battelle Institute, Columbus, Ohio, which
won a$25 million contract from the Air Force Logistics Command to come up
with an engineering proposal by mid-August for retrofitting and upgrading
avionics for the F-16 and other aircraft. The contract restricts Intel from
actually supplying hardware for upgraded or redesigned systems or modules;
rather, the company's primary role will be to recommend silicon implementations for Lpgraded avionics, including custom and semicustom devices.
However, the contract is expandable and could eventually be worth $100
million to Battelle and bring with it a bigger role for Intel. Meanwhile, Intel is
investigating several new military applications for its existing products, including the passible use of its 32-bit 80386 microprocessor as an artificialintelligence engine.
0

... AS DOD'S JOINT INTEGRATED AVIONICS PROGRAM HITS SNAG

T

Mahe Defense Department is having trouble getting its Joint Integrated Avionics Program Office to agree on adefinition of common modules. The DOD
wants the armed services to use identical, interchangeable avionics modules
that can be procured for all branches and tested with the same equipment.
But the military services want more flexibility than that regulation would allow.
The outcome of this internal battle has potential impact on future weapons
systems, including the Air Force's Advanced Tactical Fighter—which the Navy
is considering adapting for its own use—the Navy's Advanced Tactical Aircraft, and he Army's LHX helicopter.
0
LITTON AND HONEYWELL TEAM UP ON ATF PROGRAM

Lnavigation system that will guide the Air Force's Advanced Tactical Fightitton and Honeywell are teaming up to pursue contracts for the inertial

er—the only game in town for fighter-plane avionics, since it's the only fighter
the Air Farce will build through the 1990s. The system is scheduled this
summer far demonstration and validation awards by the two prime-contractor
teams competing in the ATF program—Lockheed, General Dynamics, and
Boeing in one team; Northrop and McDonnell-Douglas in the other. Each of
the prime teams so far has received $691 million for the initial designvalidation package. Litton and Honeywell will develop the navigation system
together, using their own funds, but will compete later in the production
phases of the program. The work will be done by Litton's Guidance and
Control Systems Division, Woodland Hills, Calif., and Honeywell's Military
Electronic Division, Clearwater, Fla., as joint subcontractors. The system to be
proposed will make it possible for each team member working on the navigation system to substitute its own ring-laser gyro for the inertial gyro specified
for use in the system, at the Air Force's option.
D
DOD TO AWARD UP TO $20 MILLION FOR ADA DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Mahe Defense Department has indicated that beginning in late July, it will
II award up to $20 million in new contracts for software-development tools
for its Ada programming language. The program—under the Naval Research
Laboratory's Software Systems Division and the Pentagon's Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems project—calls for production-quality
tools for aeveloping Ada application software. Prior to the release of requests
for contract proposals, the DOD has identified two application areas: real-time
weapons systems and information-management systems.
D
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DOD'S SWITCH TO CAD/CAM BY 1990 MAY NOT BE AS EASY AS IT THINKS
Niche Defense Department may find it more difficult than expected to end its
i reliance on paper documentation and designs and switch to CAD/CAM
and similar electronic systems by 1990. That is the drift of astatus report on
the Pentagon's plan, called Computer-Aided Logistics Support [Electronics,
March 19, 1987, p. 101], which is full of doubts about how the U. S. military
can make the changeover to all-digital data to support logistics. The report is
blunt in its apprehension about how industry and government will share
CALS -based technical data: it asks whether Pentagon contractors, who will be
required to adopt the plan, will share data with other contractors, including
their own subcontractors. The report was mailed June 18 by the National
Computer Graphics Association to industry and standards-setting organizations and key government agencies. The National Bureau of Standards,
meanwhile, is scheduled to ask industry and government agencies for comments on June 25 on its proposals for handling technical documents and
product definitions under the Pentagon program. A meeting of industry, government, and standards groups is planned for later this year.
C
PENTAGON AGENCY CALLS FOR 'STAR WARS' RESEARCH INSTITUTE...
he Strategic Defense Initiative Organization doesn't do any research on it
Town,
but it aims to change that. The agency that operates the "Star Wars"

s

program wants to form aresearch institute to provide it with independent advice
on the best way to manage SDI programs. It has apparently invited prominent
scientific and technical figures—whose identities have not been disclosed—to
submit proposals to operate the institute. Many of those invited are members of
the SDI Advisory Committee, anonprofit consultative group. One reason given
for setting up the institute is to avoid unnecessary overlap or duplication of
efforts and to facilitate the passing of information between research projects,
mainly by establishing acommon data base for SDI. Proposals under review by
the Pentagon call for paying the director of the institute $225,000 annually and
other senior staff members an average of $110,000 ayear. The proposal won
immediate support from the Senate Armed Services Committee, but others in
Congress question whether the institute will be able to offer unbiased advice.0
... AND AFCEA CALLS FOR NEW SDI SOFTWARE CONTRACTING METHODS
urrent Defense Department software-acquisition practices are totally inadeCquate
to support the Strategic Defense Initiative, says astudy group formed

by the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association. The Pentagon must find new contracting procedures if it hopes to develop the sources and
technologies required to fulfill SDI's software requirements, said John Blakemore,
the study group's software specialist and chief engineer for Texas Instruments
Inc.'s New Program Development division. Speaking at the AFCEA meeting held
in Washington June 16-18, Blakemore added that SDI software will have to
evolve, because of "the complexity of the software problem."
C
AIR FORCE LAUNCHES DEVELOPMENT OF A SURVIVABLE NETWORK
Ruche Air Force has begun development of a survivable communications
i network under its Project Forecast II Advanced Technologies program. The
service's Rome Air Development Center is now looking at tying multiple technologies—including fiber optics, public data networks, and cellular radio—into a
real-time network-management system. RADC has initiated basic research projects with several universities to look at problems related to routing calls and
messages and the handling of priority structures in an integrated voice-and-data
network. An effort is also under way to develop multimedia radio gear.
D
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Rockwell needed a push button
rotary switch for the space shuttle
that would defy gravity...

DELIVERED.
When Rockwell International needed coded output switches allowing astronauts to
provide critical input to the shuttle's on-board computers, they called on Janco.
But after looking through our standard catalog switches, they didr't find exactly what
the y
needed.
we
need
larger numerics, they told us. There has to be greater visibility. You also have to
the switch to be actuated in aweightless e nvironment. The yasked if we co uld do it.

de sign

Mission accomplished. Janco engineers went to work building a switch to meet
Rockwell's requirements. In addition to increasing the visibility of the numerics, atowel
bar was added to the switches allowing astronauts to effect proper switching force on
the button without being pushed across the shuttle's cabin in weightless outer space.
And tomorrow, you'll fino 15 banks with three or more of our 10 and 12-position coded output PCB switches on each space shutt‘e, performing with Janco reliability on every mission.
It's challenges like the one Rockwell gave us that keep companies coming back to Janco
for solutions to their aerospace and aviation switching requirements. After all, we've
be en doing it fo r the past 40 years.
whatev er your rotary selector or solenoid

actuated switching requirements, Janco
offers a complete line of miniature, micro-miniature, push button, printed circuit and
power switch configurations to meet your needs.
For the aerospace and aircraft systems you design, call Janco for the switches to con -

trol them.

‘0111.111)
AN ESOP CORP

3111 Winona Avenue, Burbank, CA 91504
(818) 846-1800 • TWX: 910-498-2701
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Announcing The
Winners Of
The Second Annual
Electronics
Advertiser Audit
Contest.
Earlier this year, readers of Electronics magazine were
asked to select the ads that they thought would be best remembered by their peers. The results are in, and we are proud to
present the winners of our 1987 Advertiser Audit Contest:
COMPANY

COMPANY

COMPANY

Hewlett-Packard Company
Components Division

Cherry Electrical Products

Inmos Corporation

AGENCY

AGENCY

AGENCY

Kolb & Bauman Advertising

Thomas & Perkins

Pinné, Garvin, Herbers
& Hock

COMPANY

COMPANY

COMPANY

Toshiba America, Inc.
Memory Division

Hewlett-Packard
Ft. Collins Systems Division
AGENCY

AGENCY

Michelson Advertising
& Public Relations

Tallant/Yates Advertising, Inc.
COMPANY
COMPANY

Seiko Instruments USA, Inc.

Tektronix, Inc.
Instruments Group

AGENCY

Seiko Instruments (In-house)

AGENCY

Young & Roehr

COMPANY

Panasonic Industrial Company
COMPANY

Motorola Semiconductor
Products, Inc.

AGENCY

AGENCY

Cappiello & Chabrowe, Inc.
COMPANY

AMP Incorporated
AGENCY

Lewis, Gilman & Kynett Inc.
COMPANY

LeCroy Corporation
AGENCY

LRS Advertising (In-house)

The Sommer Agency

AGENCY

COMPANY

Comm/Ad Advertising
(In-house)

Harris Corporation
AGENCY

The Downs Group, Inc.
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RCA Solid State
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McGraw-Hill Information
Systems Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
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NEW PRODUCTS
BATTERY-BACKED STATIC RAMS
FROM MOSTEK STORE 64 KBITS
CHIPS ADD MORE WAYS TO PROTECT DATA DURING VOLTAGE ANOMALIES
@Mahe latest additions to the
sions of the 64-Kbit Zeropower
battery-backed static ranSRAM, the power-fail interrupt
dom-access
memories
from
flag can be used by systems deThomson
Components-Mostek
signers to prevent a processor
Corp. boost nonvolatile storage
from corrupting data when powfrom 16 Kbits to 64 Kbits and
er falls below acceptable levels.
offer a power-failure interrupt
The feature may also be used to
flag that alerts host processors
initiate microprocessor startup
to falling system voltages.
routines whenever system powTwo basic versions of the noner is restored. The power-fail involatile
64-Kbit
Zeropower
terrupt is available through an
SRAMs, the MK48Z08 and
open-drain output to the host
48Z18, are functionally equivabus. The Z09 and Z19 both have
lent to Mostek's four-year-old 2asecond chip enable that can be
Kbit-by-8-bit MK48Z02—the inused to address an individual
dustry's first SRAM with an emchip in abank of memory, makbedded lithium battery [Elecing it easier to handle blocks of
tronics, June 30, 1983, p. 147). In
data.
many applications they can reThe MK48Z08 and Z18 and the
place slow, electrically erasable
enhanced Z09 and Z19 chips opprogrammable read-only memo- TWO-TIERED. A lithium battery sits atop adual in-line package with erate on 5V and are available in
ries, which can degrade in per- the same pinout as industry-standard 600-mil DIPs.
three speed grades of 150-, 200-,
formance after many writeand 250-ns access times. Maxierase cycles.
tek has tested more than 50,000 16-Kbit
mum active power dissipation of the 64The enhanced MK48Z09 and 48Z19
and 64-Kbit Zeropower units and has deKbit parts is 1 W (the average input
versions have also added features that
termined apredicted worst-case battery
power-supply current is 50 mA and the
give designers more ways to protect
life of 11 years at 70°C, says Dave Heastandby current is 3 mA). In 100-piece
data during voltage anomalies. As in
cock, product marketing engineer in
quantities, the 250-ns MK48Z08 is availMostek's 16-Kbit generation, the new 8Carrollton, Texas.
able now for $14.29 each. This 64-Kbit
Kbit-by-8-bit Zeropower SRAMs inteThe determining factor in battery life
Zeropower SRAM will also be produced
grate low-power CMOS memory cells
is not the power consumed in the protecby VLSI Technology Inc., San Jose,
with an analog-voltage sensor that
tion mode but the slow evaporation of
Calif., under an alternate sourcing pact,
switches on the SRAM's lithium battery
the electrolyte, says Heacock. At 25°C,
says Heacock.
cell whenever system power falls below
the 64-Kbit Zeropower SRAM is able to
-J. Robert Lineback
retain data for more than 100 years,
an acceptable range.
Thomson Components-Mostek Corp., 1310
TRIP LEVELS. Two levels of power-fail
Mostek says.
Electronics Dr., Carrollton, Texas 75006.
deselect trip points are available. The
In the enhanced 48Z09 and Z19 verPhone (214) 466-6000
[Circle 360]
Z18 and enhanced Z19 SRAMs trip at
levels below 4.5 V, and the Z08 and enhanced Z09 chips trigger at 4.75 V.
When the trigger points trip, the chip
ignores writes to memory array, preventing the loading of potentially bad
data.
In battery-backup mode, data is proin-house linear bipolar proneer Peter Henry. On the ac side, the
tected for more than a decade over a ‘10 cess, Precision Monolithics Inc. has
OP-44 boasts a slew rate of 100 V/gs
zero to 70°C temperature range.
developed afast, high-precision junctionminimum and a typical gain-bandwidth
The lithium cell is contained inside a PET input operational amplifier that
product of 20 MHz. But it is on the de
"top hat" that sits atop the dual in-line
matches the best dielectrically isolated
side that the device shines.
package holding the chip. The batteryparts.
Where fast amplifiers in the past
in-a-DIP package has the same pinout as
Called the OP-44, it has ac characterhave suffered from poor offset voltindustry standard 600-mil DIPs for byteistics similar to high-speed amplifiers
ages, bias current, and gain, says Henwide SRAMs and EEPROMs. The Zerosuch as the Harris Corp. HA-2520 but
ry, the OP-44 makes significant improvepower 28-pin DIP is taller, however,
with vast improvements in de precision,
ments in these areas. Offset voltage for
measuring a maximum of 0.38 in. Mosaccording to product marketing engithe device is trimmed to below 750 µ,V,

DC PERFORMANCE MAKES
THIS FAST OP AMP SHINE
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AMER
SURGE IN
TECHNOLOGY.

Minnesota companies rank eighth in the U.S.
in accessibility to technology and the state
ranks fifth in the number of patents per capita.

compared with 8to 10 mV for competitive devices, eliminating the need for external offset nulling in many applications.
Bias current is 250 pA at 25°C, compared with 200 to 250 nA for competitive
devices. And even when the temperature increases to 125°C, the bias current
is still only 25 nA.
Open-loop gain is better than 500,000
V/mV into a 10-ka load and is better
than 200,000 V/mV into a2
-ka load, he
says, compared with no more than 7.5 to
10 for competitive devices. Combined
with an 88-dB minimum common-mode
rejection, the OP-44 ensures 12-bit accuracy in both inverting and noninverting
circuits, says Henry. Power-supply rejection is no more than 40 to 50 V/mV,
compared with 100 to 200 V/mV for
competitive devices.
The OP-44's full-power bandwidth is
1.5 MHz for a20-V peak-to-peak signal.
It has an output capable of sourcing or
sinking at least 20 mA of current and at

_

1987 Stair of \linnf,,ta

STEEP RISE. Precision Monolithics' OP-44

HIGH
MAW IN
HIGH TRH.

The University of Minnesota's mechanical
engineering, computer science and electrical
engineering programs are among the top
ranked in the country
108
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boasts aslew rate of 100 Vies minimum.

the same time is capable of surviving a
continuous short to ground. Tolerant of
reasonable capacitive loads, the OP-44 is
guaranteed stable with 100 pF in a
closed-loop gain of 3pF, says Henry.
Applications for the OP-44 include imaging systems, ultrasound, and sonar,
where its high speed and excellent precision will make it an attractive alternative, says Henry. The OP-44's high slew
rate should make it the circuit of choice
in pulse amplifiers, while sample-andhold circuits and peak detectors will
benefit from its low-input bias currents,
Henry says.
Available now, the OP-44 comes in
eight-pin metal cans and ceramic minidips and conforms to the industry-standard 741 operational amplifier pinout. It
is also available in 20-contact hermetic
leadless chip carriers for military applications. Available now in ceramic minidip form, the OP-44 costs $3.75 each in
100-lot quantities. An eight-pin plastic
minidip version is scheduled for release
in the fourth quarter of the year.
—Bernard C. Cole
Precision Monolithics Inc., 1500 Space
Park Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
Phone (408) 562-7206
[Circle 361]
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POWER IS CUT 80%
IN REGISTER FILE

A

dvanced Micro Devices Inc. has
achieved an 80% reduction in power
consumption by using its 1.6-µm CMOS
process to implement a new version of
the company's bipolar 64-by-18-bit register-file chip that can read and write two
words in one cycle.
Like its bipolar cousin, the Am29334,
the CMOS Am29C334 is a four-port,
dual-access random-access-memory register file targeted at high-performance
scratchpad storage.
Fabricated with AMD's CS-11 doublelevel CMOS technology, the 29C334 consumes amaximum of 750 MW. The second member of AMD's 29C300 buildingblock chip set for 32-bit processors, it
has a pipelined mode supporting 40-ns
cycle-time data paths—a 15% increase in
overall system performance over the
standard mode.
SYSTEM SPEED. Although the chip can
deliver 40-ns performance, teaming it
with other members of the 29C300 family results in a73-ns pipeline-mode cycle
time, says Steve Campbell, new-product
marketing manager for AMD's microprogrammable processor operation.
It can be cascaded both horizontally
and vertically to handle wider word
widths and deeper register files. The
29C334 will write individual bytes or full
words for 8-, 16-, or 32-bit systems. Its
18-bit width allows parity on each byte
for error correction.
The 29C300 family's first buildingblock—the 29C323 32-by-32-bit parallel
multiplier—was introduced in September 1986. AMD's 29C325 32-bit floatingpoint processor and 29C331 16-bit microprogram sequencer will be available in
the third quarter, and the 29C332 32-bit
arithmetic logic unit is slated for release later this year.
APPLICATIONS. AMD expects the family
to be used in desktop signal-acquisition
systems, factories, and military signalprocessing systems. Other applications
include pipelined digital-signal processing, graphics systems, telecommunications, fast-cache memory subsystems,
and microprocessor interfaces.
The double-level-metal 1.6-p,m technology can shrink to 1.2 µ,m, which will
boost speeds of the register file and other 29C300 chips, says Campbell.
In 100-piece quantities, the 29C334
sells for
0 each housed in a 120-lead
pin-grid-array package.
-J. Robert Lineback
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box
Calif. 94088.
Phone (512) 647-6274
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MORE
Et ECNICAL

Minnesota puts you close to customers: our
concentration of high tech industries is three
times greater than the national average.
rt 1987 Sue 01

PLUG
1\10 OUR
DATA BASE.

If your company is considering expansion, find out why the
electrical components industry is extremely well suited to
Minnesota. Call us at 1-800-992-2622, ext. 8937, or return
the coupon below. Well send you the Minnesota Action Pack,
full of articles and brochures about Minnesota's dynamic
business climate.
Please send me the Minnesota Action Pack.
Name
Company
Address
City

State

Zip Code

Address Ur Minnesota Dept. or Economic Ikm(lopmenl. P.O. Box 8213, Dept. El.
Burnsville. MA ,Wi37-9959. (treuil I(-092-2l22. ext. 8937.

MINNESOT*
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COMPUTERS

option is available for applications requinng extensive numerical calculations.
TI is also offering the LX option with
the Explorer II, aMC68020 coprocessor
for running standard Unix applications
in conjunction with artificial-intelligence
software.
Supporting more efficient developIMPROVED EXPLORER EQUIDPED WITH 32-BIT MICROPROCESSOR
ment and production execution of AI apAND REVAMPED SOFTWARE, BUT PRICES ARE ONLY 50% MORE
plications is Release 3.0 of the AI sysBr ems Instruments Inc. has designed
The new software also speeds up the
tem-software environment. Major imin its recently introduced Lisp chip previous generation of systems. Exist- provements in Release 3.0 include highinto the Explorer II work station to cre- ing Explorer work stations can be up- er performance, derived from a new
ate a machine that achieves more than
graded in the field to the new processor dynamic memory-management scheme;
five times the artificial-intelligence pro- by swapping boards. The Nubus-based new and improved application developcessing performance of previous Explorarchitecture a32-bit processor-indepen- ment tools; and new networking super models and about 1.5 times
port. Networking capabilities now
that of Symbolics Inc.'s 3650, its
include interfaces to IBM Corp.'s
major competitor.
System Network Architecture,
The Dallas company claims its
Digital Equipment Corp.'s DECExplorer II is the world's most
net, the TCP/IP standard, and the
powerful Lisp work station for
Sun Microsystems Network File
symbolic and artificial-intelligence
System.
processing. Yet the entry-level
Configurations of the Explorer
model of TI's new machine costs
II start with 8Mbytes of memory,
only about 50% more than the preone 140-Mbyte disk drive, and an
sent generation of Explorer work
Ethernet interface for $49,900.
stations, which gives it the best
They range up to the high-end
price/performance in the artificonfiguration, the Model 73232X
cial-intelligence industry.
with 32 Mbytes, three 140-Mbyte
Although TI's single-chip 32-bit
drives, a tape drive, and the LX
Lisp VLSI microprocessor, intro68020 option for $99,900.
duced early this year [ElectronAll 16 configurations of Explorics, March 19, 1987, p. 95], played STANDARD. The Explorer II work station includes 8Mbytes of er II, which include ahigh-resolua big part in the performance memory, a 140-Mbyte drive, and an Ethernet interface.
tion monochromatic display and a
boost, TI systems engineers also
license for the system software
revamped the basic symbolic-processing dent bus structure—makes this upgrade package, will be available to customers
software. Hardware engineers redueed
flexibility possible.
in July. A field-installable Explorer II
the Explorer II central-processing unit
The Explorer II CPU consists of the
processor upgrade for existing Explorer
architecture to a single circuit board TI Lisp chip, .32,000 words of writable and Explorer LX work stations will also
that is implemented in surface-mount control store, and two high-speed cache
be available in July for $20,000. TI is
packaging.
memories on the single surface-mount also reducing the prices of the previous
The software designers came up with
board. The Lisp microprocessor inteExplorer systems by 9% to 19V,,dependa more efficient version of TI's symbol- grates 60% of the original two-board Ex- I ing on the model.
ic-processing system software. The re- plorer architecture on one 1.2-pm CMOS
Tom Manuel
sult is awork station that is completely
chip packing more than 553,000 transis- Texas Instruments Inc., Data Systems
compatible at the software object-code
tors—more then 2.5 times as dense as a Group, P. O. Box 809063, DSG-141, Dallevel with the previous machine but is
MC68020.
las, Texas 75380.
much faster.
A plug-in floating-point accelerator Phone (800) 527-3500
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TI'S LISP MACHINES BOOST
Al PERFORMANCE FIVEFOLD

COLOR PRINTER HITS 200 LINES A MINUTE
ing output in random-access memory for printers, says Gaynor. Three passes of
y marrying a 16-bit microprocessor
B
and customized support hardware
transmission to the printer over a 1.5- 15 seconds each, one for each color,
to sophisticated graphics software, Datametrics Corp. engineers have come up
with a smart color printer for military
applications that runs at 200 lines/min
yet produces near-photographic-quality
output of 40,000 dots/in2.
The DcM 1900 starts off on the fast
track by embedding its graphics software in erasable programmable readonly memory and executing the program with an Intel Corp. 80186 microprocessor. In the past, designers have
been content to use 8-bit microprocessors. Speed is further enhanced by stor110

Mbyte/s data bus.
"One big advantage of using up to 4
Mbytes of RAM [output storage] is that
you don't tie up your processor while
the printer takes 45 seconds to print the
picture," says Jerry Gaynor, marketing
liaison engineer.
THREE TIMES FASTER. Using thermaltransfer technology and a standard
three-color yellow, magenta, and cyan
ribbon, the DcM 1900 takes just 45 seconds to print more than 4 million dots
on a 10.25-by-lt1.5-in. page. That rate is
three times faster than competitive color

complete a full-color picture. The paper
passes over afixed print-head, which improves reliability by reducing the number of mechanical components. The size
and weight of the overall unit are also
reduced.
A black ribbon can be added to the
color roll or used alone for monochrome
printouts. The DcM 1900 prints 600
lines/min. in the black-and-white mode.
Proprietary software achieves nearphotographic quality by a compute-intensive enhancement technique called
dithering, which performs gray-scale in-

Electronics/June 25, 1987

terpolations of each pixel in relation to
its neighboring pixels. Dithering increases the printer's color palette to
more than 4,000 shades. The software
also allows users to zoom in on parts of
the picture to create 4: 1enlargements
of the area of interest. In applications

!
.

,

FAST. The DcM 1900 produces a full-color
print of an airfield in 45 seconds.

such as the plotting of satellite data,
arbitrary color assignments are possible, such as making foliage appear red.
The printer also can overprint text on
the graphics; it is the only military color
printer that has that capability, according to Garland White, Datametrics' chief
operating officer.
Applications include radar, sonar, or
any system that provides a digital output of an analog signal. The DcM 1900's
target market is military prime contractors such as McDonnell Douglas and
Raytheon, according to White.
Because the DcM 1900 is a military
product, Datametrics made it as compact as possible. "We chose the 80186
over the 80286 because it requires fewer
support chips," says Gaynor. The total
board space used in the printer is onefourth that of competing products.
Because Datametrics has a target
market of military prime contractors,
White says, the printer's price depends
on specific requirements such as interfaces, but the DcM 1900 is expected to
cost anywhere from $30,000 to $35,000.
The company is accepting orders now.
—.lack Shandle
Datametrics Corp., 8966 Comanche Ave.,
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.
Phone (818) 341-2901
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ITAC'S TRACKBALLS
ARE MOUSE KILLERS
Itac Systems Inc. thinks it has amouse

killer: not a better trap, but a new
trackball replacement for the computermouse input devices, which require most
of adesktop to move acursor around a
screen.
Unlike mouses, trackballs transfer
lmovement to the screen through move1ments of the ball, not the entire unit.
Electronics /June 25, 1987

Here's the
data you
need on AC
power for ATE
systems, laboratories,
test facilities, robotics, quality control, data processing
and more. It's all in our new full color catalog that
features hundreds of AC Power Sources and Uninterruptible Power Systems Call or write for your free copy.

(805) 684-8311 COLLECT

BEHLMAN

AFiskars Company

1142 Mark Avenue
Carpinteria, CA 93013
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NEW- Ri
e labook
For Dlecilisition

Bigger
and Better!
Our newly expanded Handbook of Personal Computer
Instrumentation for Data Acquisition, Test, Measurement,
and Control contains more than ever before. It has
everything you've ever wanted to know, and much more.
Almost 300 pages include:
• Atutorial

•An applications section
•Example programs

•Achapter on available software
•System configuration guides
•Technical specifications

This $15 value is FREE for the asking. Write on your
company's letterhead to:
The New PCI Handbook, Burr-Brown Corp.
P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734

BURR -BROWN®
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POSITIONS VACANT

COMPUTER
MARKETPLACE

100Mhz Logic Analyzer Card

Fe

For PC/XT, PC/AT Monochrome &

Color Card

Systems

$1199

-24 Channels at 25Khz •25 Mhz
-6 Channels at 100 Mhz
-Internal Clock up to 100Mhz
-External Clock up to 25Mhz
-Threshold Voltage TTL, ECL,
or variable from .10 to *10v
-Totally Software Controlled
-All Software Included

Electronics Supervisor / Inspector For
Quality Assurance — 2 yrs Tech. degree in
Electronic Engineering. Use knowl of electronic circuit design, electromechanical devices & aspects of product performance;
supv. workers who fabricate, test, analyze &
adjust precision electromechanical instruments for emergency lighting equipment
systems. Inspect & test components & finished systems for conformance w/specs.
Recommend & oversee solutions to electronic (electrical) circuit problems. Must
know electronic circuit design,
electromechanical devices, product evaluation
performance & test procedures. $400/wk,
35 hrs/wk; 2 yrs exp. or 2 yrs related exp.
— Electronics position involving Quality
control / Quality Assurance w/supervisory
duties. Applicants report to: N.Y.S. Job Service, 2 Brooklyn Ave., Freeport, NY 11520 or
to the Job Service closest to your home
(bring 3copies of your resume with you) J.0.
#0607511 D.O.T. 726.130.010.

PAL/EPROM Programmer Card
For PC/XT/AT Systems

Me l $399

-Programs All 20 and 24 Pin
MMI, NS, TI PALs
-Programs Eproms from 2716
to 27512 and 27512A
-Software Functions Include:
Read, Write, Verify. Protect,
Edit, Print, and File Save
and Load of Program.
-All Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 4Sparrow Dr.,
Livingston, NJ 07039

POSITIONS WANTED

Electronic Engr, for hire. Microprocessor
based designs, controls, telecom. Contract
or per diem. Mr. Barry Masel. 718476-1516.

They therefore require far less room,
says Peter Whitney, sales director for
¡tac Systems in Richardson, Texas. The
company has created five Mouse-trak
models using new computer interfaces
and drivers that enable them to emulate
popular optical mouse systems, such as
those from Mouse Systems Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif.
Two of the Mouse-trak models interface to personal computers compatible
with IBM Corp. models, using astandard
RS-232-C port and a5-byte packed binary
coding format. Three models are targeted at replacing mice for Apple, Apollo,
Tektronix, Sun, and Cadnetix computers.
These units use standard quadrature
waveform signals indicating x-y directions to communicate with the host.
CONTROLS. Four of the Mouse-trak models have a speed-control button that
changes the trackball's cursor-movement turning ratio. Four of the five
Mouse-trak units also have a feature
that will start aline with the first push
of abutton and end it with the second.
The units measure 8 in. by 4 in. by
11
/ in. high. Unlike optical mouses, they
2
require no special work surfaces or additional power supplies, says Whitney.
For IBM-compatible personal computers, Itac Systems is shipping the model

SPECIAL SERVICES

SPICE

up your PC

1/SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $300

ZTEC

Student version $79

box 737, college place, wa 99324
(509)-529-7025

286/386 Software Development Integration RMX/UNIX/DOS. Dafco Computer Services, Inc., P.O. Box 6599, 340 Iradell Road,
Ithaca, NY 14851-6599. (607) 387-5517.
Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send
resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT
06413. Transportation not paid to Connecticut.

HOT LINE

To place your
Computer Software Ad

Microcomputer Solutions —
Systems
Analysis, Database design, telecom, public
access (VAN) Programming, expert system
development. All microsystems. David Edwards (718) 768-0098.

Digital Signal Proc TMS320 Specialists —
Hi Speed (GaAs) Bit slice and ECL design Instrumentation, Communications, Control.
Call
for
brochure
DetDatacom
313524-2868.
Custom Macro Cross Assembler for your
custom computer; custom C compiler, program source conversion to C from anything.
Bob Sheff (305) 863-8088 or 845-7814.

Call Ilene Fader
212-512-2984

RESUMES
Resumes — Complete instructions and
examples: $4, Consultants, Box 567—J,
Bergenfield, N.J. 07621.
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ADAPTABLE. Mouse-trak units work with a
variety of personal computers.

4, which has two input buttons and a
suggested retail price of $169. Model 5
has athree-button control and is priced
at $179. Both of these models have
speed control.
For engineering work stations and
Apple computers, the firm is selling the
model Ql, which has a two-button control but no speed-control switch and retails for $119. The model Q2 has two
buttons and a speed-control switch; it
costs $139.
The model Q3 device has 3-button control plus atrackball speed switch and is
priced at $149.
Robert Lineback
ITAC Systems Inc., 1303 Columbia, Suite
217, Richardson, Texas 75081.
Phone (214) 234-5366
[Circle 342]
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FAST TURNAROUND
E-BEAM MASK-TOOLING
AND IC CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICE
IN HONG KONG

DRIVE BOASTS
16-ms ACCESS
A 51
4 -in. Winchester disk drive from Hi/
tachi America Ltd. features a 16-ms average access time, 382 Mbytes of storage, and three interface options.
The DK514 achieves its speed primarily by using avoice-coil motor instead of
the conventional step motor to position
the read/write head. Its data transfer
rate is 1.8 Mbytes/s.
Capacity has been doubled over the
drive's predecessor, the DK512, thanks

I.

MASK-TOOL1NG SERVICE
As the ONLY Mask House in Hong Kong, with Class 10 standard Clean
Plant and JEOL-JBX-6A11 E-Beam System, PMC has been suppling high
quality VLSI photomasks to the IC manufacturers and LCD factories at quick
turnaround time and excellent price.
CAPABILITIES
1. Substrate
Size: 3x3x0.060, 4x4k0.060, 5x5x0.090, 6x6x0.090 (inch)
Chromium Film: High reflective & Low reflective
Substrate: HOYA LE30, 5micron flatness, or quartz plate
2. Une Width Control & Standard Deviation
1micron ± 0.1 micron
2-6 micron ± 0.20 micron
6-10 micron -± 0.30 micron

3. Layer-to-layer Registration ±0.15 micron
4. Defect Density
Size of defect. over 1.5 micron
Density:

Under

0.5 defectisg.in.

5. Turnaround Time: less

6. Acceptable PG Format:

than 1-2weeks

GDS Il, PG3000, PG3600, JEOL01, MUMS, ELECTROMASK

,.

II. IC

.
ts

CUSTOM DESIGN AND GATE ARRAY DESIGN SERVICE
CAD (Computer Aided Design) system composes of VAX 750, Mentor Graphics
ON 550 chipgraph station software package are all available for service.

,

Ill. WAFER FOUNDRY SERVICE
PMC can arrange local IC manufacturers for silicon foundry service.
FOR MORE DETAIL, PLEASE CONTACT

to the use of oxide-coated media to increase bit density and the addition of
two platters. Hitachi will manufacture
three versions of the DK514, each with
a different interface.
Sample units with an ESDI interface
are available by the end of June; ESMD
and SCSI versions will be available in
the fourth quarter. Sample price for the
drive is $2,700 each in 100-unit purchases.

0

Suite 105, Estate Centre Bldg.
19 Dai Cheong Street,
Tai Po Industrial Estate,
Tai Po, Hong Kong
Tel.: 0-6580802
Telex: 48623 PMCTP HX
Cable: 1333

00.MICROELECTROMCS
PRCIFIC
LTD. IcT4ititvgriy6-1
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SURGE FREE

SURGE ABSORBABLE
DISCHARGE TUBE

FOR CIRCUIT PROTECTION

Hitachi America Ltd., 950 Elm Ave., San
Bruno, Calif. 94066.
Phone (415) 872-1902
[Circle 347]

BUBBLE MEMORY
TAKES 30-9 SHOCK
Magnesys Inc.'s GearDrive add-on memory storage is compatible with IBM
Corp.'s new 7552 Gearbox industrial
computer and can withstand up to 30 g
of shock and the 0° to 70°C environment
of typical factories.
The subsystem consists of removable
bubble-memory cartridges that offer between 360 Kbytes and 1.4 Mbytes of storage and a30-ms average access time.
The 31
/-in., half-height units can accom2
modate two bubble-memory cartridges
that contain either 360 Kbytes or 720
Kbytes of storage. The 720-Kbyte units
sell for $1,995 each; volume discounts are
available. This version is available for volume shipment immediately.
Pricing has not been set for the 1.4Mbyte version. It will be available in
August.
Magnesys Inc., 1605
Clara, Calif. 95126.
Phone (408) 988-1881

Wyatt
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Dr.,

Santa

TYPE SA-7K

TYPE SA- 18013(3)

• TYPE

• POINT

SA.80SS

Breakdown Insulabon rnexnwm Lde
Voltage
Amen S'ec«"«
'renne
(8.20.)
at
(V) DC
(
O) KA
500A
80± 10% 10 'mn
1.0
1000

5A-200SS

200±10%

Type

SA-80

SA-I40

80± 10%
140± 10%
200± 10%
250 ±10%

10' ,min

1.0

1000

10 1'mrn

1.5

1000

10'rrin
SA-205
10'rrin
SA-250
10 "min
SA-300
300 ±10% 10"min
SA-7K
7M0± 1003V 10"min
SA-10K 10300± 1000V 10'mrn
SA-18017131
180± 10% 10"min
504500(3)

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
-- -

1000
1003
1000
1000
5000
5000

2.5

1000

a taree electrode dscharge tube

Al tubes can be made dark effect reclused reed «bet, d e evade ,*
cl.request

D s added lo the model number .as 1/1 SA.1301)SS

MAIN PRODUCT

NEON GLOW

LAW.

(1)Usable at wider ambient
condition, especially good
under high humidity.
(2)Visibility for operation.
(3)Compact and easy
assembly.
(4)Stable characteristics.
• APPLICATION
Computer circuit.
Communication equipment.
Home Appliance.
Aircraft and Automobiles.

XENCel FLASH LAW. RARE OAS DISCHARGE LAMP

MINIATURE BLACK-LIGHT UV-LIGHT FLUORESCENT COLOR-LIGHT

ELEVAM corporation

[Circle 346]
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Electronics
OPPORTUNITIES
Electronics reaches over 130,000 engineers

Upcoming 1987 Editorial Features:
Closing

Issue

July 9

Midyear Market Forecast

June 22

Closing

Issue
July 23

31) Graphics

July 6

Siggraf Conference Preview

Interconnections
Non-Volatile Memories
Military Technology
To Watch

August 6

VLSI Packaging

July 20

Bonus To Advertisers:
Postcom Readership Survey

For more information, contact Susan Barnes-Ronga, National Recruitment Sales Representative, at (212) 512-2787

IT'S TIME
TO GET OUT
OF THE DARK.

Open your eyes and see just how many
subjects are covered in the new edition
of the Consumer Information Catalog.
It's free just for the asking and so are
nearly half of the 200 federal publications described inside. Booklets on subjects like financial and career planning;
eating right, exercising, and staying
healthy; housing and child care; federal
benefit programs. Just about everything
you would need to know. Write today
We'll send you the latest edition of the
Consumer Information Catalog, which is
updated and published quarterly. It'll be
agreat help, you'll see. Just write:

Consumer

Information Center
Department TD
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
Apublic service of this publication and the
Consumer Information Center of the
U.S. General Services Administration
Electronics/June 25, 1987
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"YOU
CAN'T
DO
THAT"

B

uild a large scale mainframe computer that will outperform the
competition's leading model?

"IMPOSSIBLE!"

they said.

But Amdahl did it back in the early 1970's. And today we are a leader
in the development, manufacturing, marketing and support of general
purpose and scientific computer systems, storage products, communications systems and software.

YOU CAN

now put your mind to work on new challenges in
the computer systems industry and join the creative
team environment that developed the most powerful commercial processors in the world and is now developing leading edge, state-ofthe-art software tools for the largest mainframes of the 1990's.

MANAGER DESIGN AUTOMATION
YOU CAN

apply your 7+ years' experience in design automation
to manage the support or development of our inhouse design automation software for future products. Join the team
responsible for developing our automated tools which take the design
of mainframe products from concept, through logic design and verification,
into manufacturing. Your experience should include maintenace or
development of large-scale design automation applications and 2+
years' technical management.

MANAGER DIAGNOSTICS
DEVELOPMENT
YOU CAN

use your creativity and innovative ideas to manage
a statt of eight in the development of diagnostic
software for our future products. Your 7 years' experience should include
2+ years' technical management and demonstrated success in bringing
quality software products to customers. Previous experience with large
scale systems is highly desirable.

YOU

CAN expect
enjoy the
from
benefits
an industry
and competitive
leader. To salary
apply you
sendwould
your

resume to: Gary Albright, Amdahl Corporation, Employment Department, Dept. 6-13, P.O. Box 3470, M/S 300, Sunnyvale, California
94088-3470. Principals only please.

YOU CAN

call on your PC or terminal, 24 hours a day, for job
opportunities or to enter your resume. Dial
(612) 941-5723 and enter the password "AMDAHL".

YOU CAN AT

amclahl
Amdahl Corporation is proud to be an equal
opportunity employer through afirmative action.
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Dallas, Texas 75251: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
8111 LBJ Freeway, Suite 350
[214] 644-1111
Englewood, Co. 80112: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
7400 South Alton Court Suite 111
[303] 740-4633
Houston, Texas 77040: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
7600 West Tidwell, Suite 500
[713] 462-0757
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Chuck Crowe
3333 Wilshire Blvd.
[213] 480-5210
New York, N.Y. 10020
Matthew T. Reseska [212] 512-3617
John Galbe [212] 512-4420
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Stamford, Ct. 06902
Albert J. Liedel
777 Long Ridge Road. Bldg. A
[203) 968-7115
San Mateo, Ca 94404:
Rich Bastas, Jeffrey C. Hoopes, Paul Mazzacano
3rd Floor
951 Mariner's Island Blvd.
[415] 349-4100
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Joseph Milroy
Three Parkway, [215] 496-3800
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Beginning
July 23,
there'll be a
graphic change
In how you view
the graphics
market.
In the July 23 issue, the editors

A major staff-written special report

graphics technology and products.

of Electronics reveal the current

highlights the latest trends. And

state and future directions of 3D

we'll follow this comprehensive

And if you manufacture graphics

graphics technology.

coverage with an exclusive look

components or equipment, make

at three new entries: asuperfast

sure your advertising message is

semicustom ICs. Powerful new

graphics subsystem using a new

there when more than 131,000 tech-

arithmetic processors. The advent

digital signal processor; an

nical managers and their senior

of 1Mbit memory technology. All

advanced architecture for high-

engineering partners turn to find out

are driving asudden boom in 3D

performance, 3D color graphics;

the latest in graphics technology—

graphics capability. And the editors

and an exciting new chip set for

in the July 23 issue of Electronics.

of Electronics magazine will keep

rendering 3D graphic images.

Ad Closing: June 29, 1987

High-performance custom and

readers on top of importam developments with an entire issue coming
July 23 devoted to 3D graphics.
It will be powerful issue indeed.
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Wnat's more, we'll top off this
special graphics package with an
in-depth preview of SIGGRAPH,
annually the premier forum for new

So don't miss this exciting issue.

Recruitment Closing: July 6, 1987
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BOOK-TO-BILL
KEEPS ON CLIMBING
The
U. S.
semiconductor
business continues to look
up, posting a book-to-bill ratio of 1.26 for the threemonth period ending in May,
reports the Semiconductor
Industry Association, Cupertino, Calif. That's the eighth
consecutive monthly increase,
and it returns the industry
close to May 1984's level of
1.27. Three-month orders for
May, at $1.023 billion, were
up 7.4% from April's $953
million and near August
1984's $1.027 billion. Threemonth average shipments for
May were
12.5 million, up
4% from $781.25 million in
April.
CONTROL DATA
SOUPS UP CYBERS
Control Data Corp. is moving to reaffirm its position as
the leader in mainframe scientific computing, hoping to
stave off competition from
IBM Corp., which has made
inroads in that market since
its 1985 addition of a vector
facility for the IBM 3090. The
new 12-Mbytes/s model 887
Superspeed Disk System for
Control Data's top-end Cyber
990E machines is said to be
twice as fast as its predecessor and four times as fast as
IBM's 3090-200. In addition,
version 2 of an automatic
vectorizing Fortran compiler
boosts CPU performance in
the 990E and the dual-processor 995E by 20% to 25%.
IBM SHRINKS ITS
SHARE IN INTEL
Intel Corp. has repurchased
8.9 million shares of its common stock from IBM Corp. in
a $361.5 million transaction.
Armonk, N. Y.-based IBM
now owns 13.7 million shares
of Intel stock, or 11.5% of the
Santa Clara, Calif., company's
current outstanding
shares—down from 22.6 million shares, or 19%, before
the deal. IBM plans to use 7.8
million shares to support the
118

exchange of IBM Eurobonds
for Intel stock under a February 1986 offering of IBM
exchangeable subordinated
Eurobonds; it will hold the
remaining 5.9 million shares
as acontinuing investment in
Intel.
APPLE ADDS ADA
TO MACINTOSH II
An agreement between Apple
Computer Inc. of Cupertino,
Calif., and Alsys Inc., Waltham, Mass., will enable Apple to offer the Alsys Ada
language compiler with the
Macintosh II computer. The
U. S. Department of Defense
has decreed the use of Ada
for all programming related
to weapons systems—and,
eventually, for all DOD computer resources. Alsys, an established supplier of Ada
compilers, will develop one
for the Mac II by year's end.
The compiler will be Apple's
first offering in the Ada market, which now includes
NASA, the NATO alliance,
and many businesses.
EDS DROPS BID ON
U. S. PHONE SYSTEM
Electronic
Data
Systems
Corp. is pulling the plug on
its bid for the $4.5 billion, 10year contract to build the FTS
2000 federal telecommunications system. It was concerned over lawsuits that may
further delay a contract
award, as well as the unpredictability in telecom markets.
Meanwhile, its subcontractor
bidding partner, US Sprint
Communications Co. of Kansas City, Mo., expects to decide soon whether to pursue
the contract with another
partner or pull out as well.
Sources at General Motors
Corp.'s EDS subsidiary in
Dallas say uncertainty over
the timing and final award of
a contract became unacceptable to the operation. The bidding deadline has already
been pushed back to July 30
in the wake of AT&T Co. protests over government requirements
to
guarantee

prices and certify that the
network is not part of acommon-carrier service.
HONEYWELL BULL'S
IBM COMPETITION
The first two members of a
new large-scale computer
family from Honeywell Bull
Inc. of Billerica, Mass., are
intended to compete with
IBM Corp. systems. The DPS
8000/81 is a single-processor
system that sells for $675,000
and vies with IBM's 4381-24
dual-processor machine for financial and other applications. The DPS 8000/82, a
fully duplicated dual-processor system, sells for $1.3 million and will compete with
the low end of IBM's 3090 series in on-line processing.
Shipments are scheduled to
begin in December.
WANG TO OFFER
MICROSOFT OS/2
Wang
Laboratories
Inc.,
Lowell, Mass., and Microsoft
Corp., Bellevue, Wash., have
announced an agreement that
allows Wang to sell Microsoft's new OS/2 operating
system
and
Presentation
Manager user interface. The
software runs on Wang's new
IBM PC AT-compatible PC
280 and 380 personal computers, which are based on the
80286 and 80386 microprocessors, respectively.
PASSAGE TO INDIA:
68020-BASED UNITS
As part of arelaxation of export controls on high-technology electronics [Electronics,
Feb. 19, 1987, p. 96], the governments of the United
States and India are permitting Charles River Data Systems Inc. to export to India
their supermicrocomputers
that include the 16.7-MHz
Motorola 68020 chip. The Framingham, Mass., company
will ship kits of its Universe
family of 32-bit machines to
Sunray Computers Pvt. of
Bangalore. The Indian firm
will then assemble and dis-

tribute them. The computers
will be used in large-scale
real-time applications, such
as banking and the management of utilities.
NATIONAL BUSINESS
DIRECTORY DEBUTS
About 8,700 electronics and
electrical firms are listed in
the first national business
telephone directory for the
U. S. Published by Gale Research Co. for the Nicholas
Publishing Co., the National
Business Telephone Directory contains names, addresses, and telephone numbers
for more than 350,000 business and industrial establishments. The 1,903-page book
is available from Gale Research Co. at Book Tower,
Detroit, Mich. 48226, for $95.
WAVETEK, DATRON:
TEST-GEAR MERGER?
Two makers of test and measurement equipment are talking merger. Wavetek Corp.,
San Diego, and Datron International plc, Norwich, UK,
are discussing the possibility
of Wavetek's acquiring Datron. The two publicly traded
firms presently have joint
marketing and research relationships that could continue
and be expanded even if the
merger talks are not successful. Datron, which also has
plants in Florida and California, blames its current operating losses on weak worldwide market conditions.
THE SOUTHWEST
COURTS HIGH TECH
The Southwest is doing its
best to attract a high-tech
crowd by developing links
among area universities and
advanced-technology industries. According to a recent
study by Grant Thornton, a
Chicago-based
accounting
and management-consulting
firm, the effort is paying off:
the region has been credited
with having the best overall
manufacturing climate for
the second consecutive year.
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It's hard to compete
when you have no competition.
When we looked for asingle-chip
modem system to compare to our
SurelinkTM family, we couldn't find one.
Simply because nothing else comes close.
We realize this may sound abit boastful. But we have every reason to be.
According to TeleQuality Associates'
Modem Performance Analysis, the
Fairchild FLA212AT has the best performance of any single-chip modem IC in
existence, and better performance than
the leading 2-chip sets.
When they tested us against Gould/
AMI, SSI, Sierra, Rockwell, and ahandful of others, only our modem performed
completely without fault. And scored the

µA212AT

FAIRCHILD

5.1•••••er

group's lowest BER (Bit Error Rate).
Maybe that's why we're the largest supplier of single-chip modems. With over
80 design wins and parts available right
now. In quantity.
The Surelink family includes the
Bell 212A-compatible 1.1A212AT, and the
CCITT V.22-compliant AV22. Both
offering 1200 bps, on-chip tone-dialers,
and the lowest power consumption of
any modem chip or chip set —just 35
mW. And since Surelink is aconstantly
growing family, we offer an evolutionary
migration path for the future. Along with
comprehensive design aids and support.
For acopy of the Surelink Informa-

......

1200/300 bps
Full Duplex Modem

Is

01987 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation. Surelink is
atrademark of Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation.
•Reprinted with the permission of TeleQuality Associates.

We're taking
the high ground.
PAIRCHILCI
A Schlumberger Company
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fion Package, call The Fairchild
Customer Information Center at
1-800-554-4443. ailim
We'd also
like to suggest SINGLE-CHIP MODEMS
comparing us to the competition.
But there doesn't seem to be any.
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ALeader in the Optical Age:
Toshiba DFB Laser Diode
Now transmit tons of data through asingle-mode fiber-optic with
Toshiba's link to the new-age mode of communications. An impressive
lineup of high-performance laser diodes, boasting threshold currents
of 20mA and more than 30dB of side-mode suppression ratio, is the
result of our advanced electronics and opto -electronic technologies.
In addition, long-haul transmission of 2.0Gbps data is easily possible.
And the wide variety of Toshiba systems assures that your specific
needs are met.
Toshiba: the pioneer of laser diodes in the exciting world of
communications, from CATV and TV conference to videotex systems.
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